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Abstract
The main subject of this thesis is the exclusive  

production in polarized lepton
nucleon scattering  

N   

 N

  

  

  


 
 Cross section spin
asymmetries for this process are reported These asymmetries have been deter
mined for the rst time by the Spin Muon Collaboration experiment SMC at
CERN at low Q

in the photoproduction limit and at large Q

in the kinematical
range of 		  	 Q

	 
	 GeV

and  	 	 W

	  	 GeV

hW i    GeV In
this kinematical region the unpolarized cross section for exclusive  

production
rises slowly with W  which is in general interpreted in terms of Pomeron ex
change This study therefore can bring for the rst time direct information on
the spin dependence in diraction About   			  

s have been selected from
the full SMC data set Within the statistical precision no signicant asymmetries
have been observed at low Q


This thesis also presents the complete and nal results on the spin dependent
structure functions for the proton and the deuteron from SMC in the kinematical
range of 			 	 x 	 	 and 	 	 Q

	 	 GeV

 The QCD analysis of these
data is described The SMC results are compared to the theoretical predictions
which are the Bjorken and the EllisJae sum rules This comparison required a
QCD evolution procedure of the data The SMC results conrm the Bjorken sum
rule while they show that the EllisJae sum rule is violated for both proton and
deuteron conrming the EMC ndings that quarks carry only a small fraction
of the nucleons spin
The SMC experiment used longitudinally polarized high energy muon scatter
ing from longitudianlly polarized proton and deuteron targets in order to mea
sure the muonproton and muondeuteron inclusive and exclusive cross section
spinasymmetries
xxi

 Introduction
The atomic nucleus is built of protons and neutrons spin
 

particles called nu
cleons The intrinsic angular momentum or spin is a surprising property of the el
ementary particles which arises naturally in relativistic quantum theories Dirac
equation but does not have a counterpart in classical theories which would aid
our intuition This property spin of elementary particles is peculiar to quantum
theory and therefore has in principle no classical interpretation In particu 
lar	 it would be wholly meaningless to imagine the 
intrinsic
 angular momentum
of an elementary particle as being the result of its rotation 
about its own axis
   
Soon after the SternGerlach experiment spin was recognized to be a funda
mental property of particles as important as the elementary charge Spin charac
terizes the fermions by Paulis exclusion principle and Diracs relativistic equation
of motion Under normal conditions of matter however the spatial projections
of the spin of a fermion are equally populated and thus observables related to the
spin usually remain undetected With the development of polarized beams and
targets in the last decades it has become possible to study the spin dependence
of the interaction dynamics and of the nucleon structure in nuclear and particle
physics
Analogous to the Rutherfords scattering experiment with a beam of  parti
cles striking a gold foil to probe the structure of the atom in  
 the scattering
of a 	 GeV electron beam o a nucleon showed that the nucleon has a complex
substructure   In this experiment performed at the Stanford Linear Accelera
tor Center SLAC it appeared that the electrons were behaving as if scattering
o free pointlike spin
 

objects within the nucleon These pointlike objects were
called partons by Feynman  and had been identied with the quarks postu
lated in  
 by GellMann and Zweig   That indeed gave real existence to
 Introduction
the quarks which initially were considered only as mathematical entities
The simplest picture of the nucleon structure is provided by the naive Quark
Parton Model QPM in which the nucleon is composed of three spin
 

valence
quarks which carry the quantum numbers of the nucleon The proton consists
of two up u quarks with electric charge


in units of the protons charge
and one down d quark with charge 
 

 The neutron is formed under isospin
symmetry by exchanging the u quarks with d quarks and the d quark with a u
quark therefore it consists of two d quarks and one u quark The valence quarks
are surrounded by a sea of virtual quarkantiquark pairs and spin  gluons which
are the mediators of the strong force In addition to the u and d quarks the sea
also consists of strange s quarks with charge 
 

 while the heavy quarks charm
c bottom b and top t do not play a role at the energies of this experiment
The naive QPM satisfactorily accounts for some of the static properties of
the hadrons by simply adding up the quantum numbers of the valence quarks
like the anomalous magnetic moments of the baryons The three valence quarks
are assumed to carry all the spin of the nucleon ie two quarks have opposite
spins and the spin of the nucleon is carried by the spin of the third quark Once
the proton wave function has been properly symmetrized one nds u 


and
d  
 

 where u d indicates the number of u d quarks with their spin
parallel to the proton spin
Quantum ChromoDynamics QCD is the best theory presently available of
the nuclear interactions and it attempts to provide a complete dynamical descrip
tion of the internal structure of the nucleon According to QCD the quarks are
bound by spin  gluons which are the mediators of the strong force In addi
tion to avor spin and electric charge quarks as well as gluons carry color ie
the charge associated with the strong interaction that can assume three dierent
values red green blue
Since the gluons themselves carry color they can interact with other gluons
Thus the strong coupling constant 
s
grows as the distance between the quarks
increases leading to connement Indeed at large interquark distances free
quarks have not been observed The quarks are conned within hadrons bound
systems of quarks and antiquarks which are color singlets When a quark is
knocked out of a nucleon by means of a deep inelastic scattering process part of
Introduction 
that energy is converted into quarkantiquark pairs and a stream or jet of hadrons
is formed At small interquark distances the strong coupling constant is small
and the quarks appear as almost free This phenomenon is called asymptotic
freedom and it allows the use of the perturbation theory within QCD at small
distances
The cross section for deep inelastic scattering DIS displays a phenomenon
called scaling ie it does not depend on the energy scale given by the 
momentum transfer Q

 This is attributed to the fact that the scattering centers
are pointlike and free The scaling behavior had been predicted by Bjorken in
the limit of innite momentum transfers   but was unexpected at momentum
transfers as low as a few GeV

 Scaling is easily understood in the QPM the DIS
cross section is the incoherent sum of the parton cross sections Further the nu
cleon structure is parametrized by the parton distribution functions fx which
are related to the probability to nd a parton of a certain type f carrying the
fraction x of the nucleons momentum The cross section for the leptonnucleon
scattering is directly related to the socalled structure functions which give the
momentum and spin distribution of the quarks inside the nucleon
As the resolution of the scattering probe increases binding eects are re
vealed what appears to be a pointlike parton quark at a certain distance ie
resolution turns out to be a collection of quarks antiquarks and gluons at a
higher resolution ie smaller distance These eects lead to the socalled scal
ing violations of the structure functions ie a small Q

dependence which is well
described by perturbative QCD pQCD Gluons are radiated by quarks and an
tiquarks and can split into quarkantiquark pairs The momentum distributions
of quarks antiquarks and gluons however cannot be calculated within pQCD
The zerothorder approximation to pQCD is the naive QPM
Since both quarks and gluons possess spin and the forces between them are
spin dependent one can expect important information on these forces and on
the nucleon structure to be obtained through the study of the spin dependent
aspects of the nucleon interactions as has been the case before in atomic and
nuclear physics Questions about the spin dependence of the nuclear reactions
therefore tend to probe the underlying theory very deeply
Polarized deep inelastic scattering experiments aimed at the study of the
 Introduction
proton spin structure started at SLAC in   
  Much concern however
from both the theoretical and the experimental point of view has been raised
about   years later by the European Muon Collaboration EMC which probed
the proton spin structure at the partonic level and contrary to the expectations
showed that the spin of the proton may not be completely accounted for by the
spins of its valence quarks   
The EMC spinexperiment was carried out at CERN in    with a
		 GeV muon beam produced by 	 GeV protons extracted from the SPS
Thanks to the higher beam energy EMC signicantly extended the kinematical
range to lower values of x mainly populated by sea quarks down to x  		 
In   EMC reported results about the proton spin   which disagreed with
the simple model of the nucleon structure in which the proton intrinsic angular
momentum is primarily carried by the valence quark spins The EMC data in
the larger x region were consistent with those of the rst experiments carried
out at SLAC The combined EMCSLAC result substantially diered from the
predictions of the naive QPM description of the nucleon spin in terms of its
valence quark spins This result indicated that only    
 ! of the nucleons
spin was carried by the quark spins   Within the experimental errors the
contribution from the quark spins to the nucleon spin was even consistent with
zero This discrepancy became to be known as the proton spin crisis
The measurements of the polarized structure functions in polarized DIS have
shown that the contributions from the quark spins are too small to account for
the proton spin that should therefore result from other sources One possible
interpretation of these measurements is that the polarization of the strange sea
quarks is surprisingly large and negative Soon it has been realized that this
dramatic discrepancy from the simple quark models can be accounted for by
pQCD by also allowing the spin of gluons and the orbital angular momentum to
contribute to the nucleon spin which in units "h    reads
proton spin 
 


 

# g  L
z
 	 
# represents the contribution to the proton spin from the valence and sea quark
spins g is the contribution from the gluon spins and L
z
is the orbital angular
momentum of the proton constituents quarks and gluons
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Since the   ndings an enormous theoretical eort was made to understand
the implications of the EMC measurement This surprising result stimulated the
development of new experimental programs at CERN SMC SLAC and DESY
HERMES which could validate the earlier results and further increase the
measurement accuracy There has also been a growing interest in the contribution
of the quark spins to the neutron spin in order to test the isospin symmetry
at the quark level Bjorken sum rule which constitutes a fundamental test of
QCD Measurements on polarized

He and deuteron targets have thus become
necessary These newer experiments carried out in the 	s in turn stimulated
a new generation of experiments at CERN COMPASS and the RHIC Spin
Program which just started taking data
The main topic of this thesis is the study of the exclusive  

leptoproduction
 p   

 

p

	
in polarized muonnucleon scattering Such a measurement will add more insight
into the exclusive  

production mechanism as well as into its spin dependence
It will also allow to study the spin properties of the hadronic photon at very low
Q

 This thesis presents a search of possible spin dependences in the exclusive
 

muoproduction which can be generalized to diractive processes It also
presents a study on the internal spin structure of the nucleon This work has
been performed within the framework of the Spin Muon Collaboration SMC
experiment at CERN  
SMC is a xed target experiment using a longitudinally polarized  	 GeV


beam and longitudinally polarized nuclear targets Data were taken with
polarized deuteron targets deuterated butanol in     and   and with
polarized proton targets in   butanol and in  
 ammonia The primary
aim of the SMC experiment has been the study of the internal spin structure of
the proton and of the neutron and the comparison of the associated rst moments
with the EllisJae and Bjorken sum rules The SMC results are expected to be
useful to further test the nucleon models and to explore the contribution of the
quark spins to the nucleon spin
The exclusive vector meson production can be well described by the Vector
Meson Dominance VMD model The underlying idea of the VMD model is
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that the photon as allowed by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle for part of
its time transforms into a hadron and behaves as a hadron All lepton induced
processes in the DIS regime however have shown until now that the virtual
photon behaves at large Q

like a pointlike particle At low Q

as well as in
real photoproduction these processes on the contrary including the exclusive
 

production show the typical properties of a hadronic interaction Therefore
it is commonly accepted that the photon has a hadronic component at low values
of Q


In the VMDmodel the virtual photon generated by the incident lepton beam
uctuates into an intermediate virtual quarkantiquark hadronic state with the
same quantum numbers of the photon like an oshell  

meson This oshell  

meson by means of a hadronic strong interaction process scatters o the target
to an onshell  

real state while the target nucleon emerges intact from the
interaction This process can be viewed as an elastic scattering of two hadrons
the  

and the target nucleon and thus is also commonly referred to as elastic
 

production Phenomenologically the interaction can be regarded either as
the exchange of a Regge trajectory with the vacuum quantum numbers between
the vector meson and the target or at high energies within the pQCD as the
exchange of a gluon or quark pair between the virtual quarkantiquark pair and
the constituents of the target nucleon
Some aspects of the spin dependence in the exclusive vector meson production
in particular for the  

meson have been already studied for some time However
only the helicity transfer amplitudes from the virtual photon to the  

 without
taking into account the spin of the target nucleon have been measured from the
angular distributions of the vector meson production and decay More recently
these data have shown a possible helicity nonconservation when transferring the
photon helicity to the vector meson
First studies of the exclusive  

production in polarized leptoproduction have
been recently presented by the SMC  	 and HERMES    experiments in  
The SMC data cover a very broad range in Q

from the photoproduction limit
to the DIS regime at medium W hW

i  	 GeV

 where the  

production
is believed to be mediated by the Pomeron exchange The HERMES data cover
a considerably lower range in W hW

i   GeV

 where the  

production
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is expected to be dominated by Reggeon exchanges The naive expectations
from models of vector meson production based on Regge theory suggest no spin
dependence since the exchanged objects are spin	 In pQCD the exclusive
process at mediumlarge W is described in terms of the exchange of a pair of
gluons thus a spinasymmetry might result from the gluon polarization inside
the polarized nucleon
Exclusive processes represent an important class of phenomena known as
diractive scattering In high energy scattering diraction combines the aspects
of the particle and the wave like nature of the strong interaction For instance
the elastic hadronhadron scattering dierential cross section shows the pattern
known from diractive processes in optics with a dominant peak in the forward
direction accompanied by minima and maxima Diraction therefore can be
seen as another way to look at the nucleon and to study its interaction dynamics
Diraction covers a wide range of phenomena from optics to quantum me
chanics and from nuclear to hadronic physics The rst interpretation of dirac
tion   was that dierent components of the projectile were dierently absorbed
by the target leading to the creation of new particle states That was the rst
indication of the composite nature of hadrons even before the advent of DIS ex
periments A general denition of diraction is of a high energy reaction in which
no quantum numbers are exchanged between the colliding particles In dirac
tion the energy transfer between the two interacting hadrons is generally small
but one or both hadron dissociates into multiparticle nal states preserving
the quantum numbers of the associated initial hadrons
Hadronic processes are generally classied as soft or hard Soft processes
are characterized by an energy scale of the order of the hadron size Typical
examples are the elastic hadronhadron scattering and the diractive processes
Hard processes are characterized by two energy scales one is still the hadron size
and the other hard the momentum transfer A typical example is DIS where the
soft part is embodied in the noncalculable quark and gluon distribution functions
while the leptonparton scattering at large Q

represents the hard part
The main development of the last years in this eld is the discovery and in
vestigation of diractive processes which have soft and hard properties at the
same time A simple example is the exclusive  

leptoproduction at large Q


 Introduction
The interplay between soft and hard processes in diraction is of particular im
portance due to its potential for elucidating the transition from preturbative to
nonperturbative QCD A full QCD based theoretical description of diraction
is still not available and the phenomenological models proposed to describe the
data have only partially been successful
This thesis is organized as follows In chapter   the formalism and the theoret
ical background of deep inelastic scattering applied to polarized leptonnucleon
scattering is introduced An overview of the exclusive  

leptoproduction phe
nomenology including a general discussion of diractive processes is presented
in chapter  where the current understanding of these processes based on non
perturbative and perturbative theoretical models is also examined The main
components of the SMC experimental apparatus including the polarized muon
beam and the polarized target are described in chapter  The reconstruction
procedures of the events recorded with the SMC apparatus are summarized in
chapter  In chapter  the inclusive spin asymmetry results are presented along
with the asymmetry extraction procedure and the error evaluation A comparison
of the results with the theoretical predictions synthetized in the spin sum rules
is also made The main subject of this thesis is presented in detail in chapters 

and  in chapter 
 the isolation of the exclusive  

sample from the bulk of
inclusive events is described while the spinasymmetry results for the exclusive
 

production are presented in chapter  A general discussion of the exclusive
and inclusive results presented in this thesis and their physics implications and
diculties in their interpretation as well as an outlook on future perspectives
conclude the thesis
Chapter  
The Spin Structure of the
Nucleon
Polarized lepton nucleon deep inelastic scattering DIS is the unique tool avail
able to physicists to study the spin structure of the nucleon It can be depicted
as similar to the dissection in biology where the physicists knife would be the
polarized lepton probe and the physicists mouse the polarized target nucleon
The higher the energy of the probe the smaller the substructure probed of the
nucleon will be similar to the sharpness of the biologists knife
Here only an overview of the most important aspects of this subject is given
Unpolarized DIS is treated in detail in many textbooks like for instance     
while the polarized case is covered mainly in several reviews and lecture notes
among which    
    in some textbooks like     	  and in the recent
monography    This chapter is mainly based on the above quoted literature
   The Kinematics of Deep Inelastic Scattering
Figure    illustrates the scattering of a high energy polarized lepton
 
with 
momentum k

 E

k and spin vector s

o a polarized target nucleon of
momentum p

 M

	 and spin S

 In this process a large amount of en
ergy is transferred from the lepton to the target by a photon of high virtuality
 
muons in the case of the SMC experiment at CERN  electrons at SLAC and DESY
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p
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q
Figure    Deep Inelastic Scattering Feynman diagram
which is accounted for by the momentum transfer q

 Usually in an inclusive
measurement the energy E

and the scattering angle  of the outgoing lepton of
momentum k

 E



k

 are measured
From the two measured quantities E

and  and the incident beam energy E
three independent variables Q

 x and y can be extracted The interaction
is commonly described with the following variables not all of them however are
independent
 q

 Q

  k  k



 E E

sin




 	  Q

 M
x 
Q

p  q

Q

M
	  x   
y 
p  q
p  k


E
	  y   
 
p  q
M
 E  E

	    E
W

 q  p

 M

 M Q

s  k  p


Q

xy
M

  
where
 q

is the squared momentum transfer from the lepton to the nucleon ie
the squared momentum of the exchanged virtual photon 

 since q

	 	
it is convenient to dene Q

 q

thus Q


 	 To the virtual photon an
eective wavelength  
 
p
Q

can be assigned therefore the higher the Q


the smaller the structure that can be probed ie the higher the resolution
  The LeptonNucleon Cross Section   
 the dimensionless Lorentz  invariant kinematical variable x known as the
Bjorken scaling variable is interpreted as the fraction of the nucleon mo
mentum carried by the struck quark
 y is the fraction of the incident lepton energy carried by the interacting
virtual photon ie the energy loss of the incident lepton
  is the energy of the virtual photon
 W

is the invariant mass squared of the nal state hadronic system as well
as of the initial 

N system in DISW

is much larger than the nucleon
mass squared W

	M

 thus implying x 	  
 and
p
s is the total center of mass energy of the lepton  nucleon system
The last part on the righthand side of each equation holds only in the labora
tory frame where the target nucleon is at rest while the last column gives the
kinematical domain of each variable The kinematics of an inclusive scattering
integrated in azimuth can be completely described by only two of the six vari
ables introduced above usually x and Q

 The deep inelastic or Bjorken limit is
reached when Q

and  both go to innity with the ratio x 
Q

M
nite and
xed
In xed target experiments including this one the dominant reaction mecha
nism is electromagnetism The contribution from the parity violatingZ

exchange
can be neglected since Q


M

Z
and the parity conserving onephoton exchange
process Born cross section is an excellent approximation
  The LeptonNucleon Cross Section
The probability for a polarized lepton to scatter o a polarized nucleon is
described by the spindependent cross section The DIS cross section can be split
into a spinindependent ie unpolarized term  and two spindependent ie
polarized terms 
k
and 


   
 

cos
k

 

cos sin

  
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S
Spin Plane
Scattering Plane
φψ
θLepton 
k'
Sl = h k^l
N
Figure   The scattering and the polarization spin planes including the three
angles used to describe the scattering process
The spindependent terms depend on the polar angle  between the spin po
larization vector of the muon and that of the nucleon and the azimuthal angle
 between the lepton scattering plane and the spin vector of the nucleon Fig
ure   For the beam and the target longitudinally polarized sin  	 only

k
contributes to the cross section while for a transversely polarized target
cos  	 only 

contributes to the cross section
The Born DIS dierential cross section ie the onephoton exchange process
for a lepton scattering o a nucleon can be expressed as the product contraction
of a leptonic tensor L

and a hadronic tensor W

d


dx dQ

d

y

Q



Q

L

W

  
where  
e

"hc
is the electromagnatic coupling constant and


Q

is the propa
gator of the exchanged virtual photon This cross section can be rewritten as a
function of any pair of variables given in Equation    To obtain the total DIS
cross section higher order QED corrections are typically applied Section 
The leptonic tensor L

can be calculated exactly in QED After summing
over the unmeasured nal lepton spins s

 it can be expressed as follows
L

k k

 s 
X
s
 
uk

 s



uk s uk

 s



uk s 

 L
S

k k

  i L
A

k k

 s 
 
The superscript S refers to the symmetric part of the tensor
L
S

k k

  k

k


 k


k

 g

k  k

m

  
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and the superscript A refers to its antisymmetric part
L
A

k k

 s  m
l


s

k  k



  

where g

is the metric tensor 

is the fully antisymmetric LeviCivita tensor
and s

is the spinor spin vector of the incoming lepton
s


 

uk s



uk s 

m
l
 

j

kj E

k
j

kj

A
 s

s

    
with  the lepton helicity   
 

 and m
l
its mass From Equation   it might
appear that all polarization eects are suppressed at high energy by a factor m
l
s


 
m
l
 However in the case of longitudinal polarization see Equation  

m
l
s

  k

and there is no suppression
The hadronic tensorW

describes the internal electromagnetic structure of
the nucleon and it depends on the nonperturbative strong interaction dynamics
W

cannot be expressed directly with the fundamental elds of the incoming
and outgoing fermions and it is parametrized in terms of the Lorentz invariant
structure functions which have been determined experimentally
The hadronic tensor can be expressed in terms of the hadronic current J

as
W

q p S 
 

X
X
hp SjJ

	jXihXjJ

	jp Si



p q  p
X


 

Z
d

e
iq
hp SjJ

 J

	 jp Si 
 
where S denotes the polarization vector of the spin
 

target nucleon and p
X
is
the total momentum of the nal hadronic state X The sum over X runs over all
possible nal states The step from the rst to the second line in Equation  
involves the completness relation of the nal states X
P
X
 jXihXj    and the
rewriting of the delta function as a Fourier integral The spacetime interval 
between the points where the currents act determines the scale or the distance
which is probed in deep inelastic scattering    In the Bjorken limit of DIS
   	 This expression for W

is the starting point of the Operator Product
Expansion OPE approach   which expands the current commutators in terms
of local operators and concentrates on their behavior on the lightcone
Analogously to the leptonic tensor the hadronic tensor can be split into a
symmetric and an antisymmetric part
W

q p S  W
S
q p  iW
A
q p S   
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Current conservation at the hadronic vertex parity conservation and invariance
under time reversal yield for the symmetric part of W


W
S
q p 

g


q

q

q


W
 
p  q q

 

p


p  q
q

q


p


p  q
q

q


W

p  q q


M


  	
and for the antisymmetric part of W

W
A
q p S 


q


MS

G
 
p  q q

 

p  qS

 S  qp


G

p  q q


M


   
W
 
and W

are the spinaveraged structure functions and G
 
and G

the spin
dependent structure functions Sometime they are also referred to as inelastic
form factors   
In Equation   only products of denite symmetry give a nonzero con
tribution When averaging over the incoming lepton helicity states unpolar
ized beam the antisymmetric part of the leptonic tensor vanish and therefore
W
A
does not contribute to the cross section In order to observe spin eects
in the inclusive cross section both the beam and the target have to be polarized
First results from unpolarized DIS in the late sixties showed that the structure
functions are approximately independent of Q

for Q

values above few GeV

 
This behavior has been already anticipated by Bjorken   In the DIS limit
of Q

   and     at xed x Bjorken limit the structure functions
become approximately independent of Q

 up to logarithms of Q

generated by
the QCD radiative corrections and depend only on the dimensionless scaling
variable x 
Q

M
 This behavior is known as scaling Within the Quark
Parton Model this scaling property of the DIS cross section is interpreted as
the elastic scattering of the incoming lepton o a free parton quark in the target
nucleon via the exchange of a virtual photon and the scaling variable x represents
the fraction of the total nucleon momentum carried by the struck quark
In order to exhibit scaling explicitly the structure functions should not depend
on the nucleon mass ie they should be dimensionless The leptonic and hadronic
tensors introduced above are indeed dimensionless while the structure functions
as given in Equations   	 and     are not They can be multiplied with factors
  The Virtual PhotonNucleon Cross Section  
of M and  in order to make them become dimensionless quantities and in the
Bjorken limit they are commonly replaced with functions of x only
MW
 
p  q q

  F
 
xQ

   F
 
x
 W

p  q q

  F

xQ

   F

x
M

 G
 
p  q q

  g
 
xQ

   g
 
x
M

G

p  q q

  g

xQ

   g

x 
  
  The Virtual PhotonNucleon Cross Section
The Feynman diagram in Figure    can also be interpreted as a virtual photo
absorption by a target nucleon where the muon beam simply acts as a source of
interacting virtual photons The dierential cross section can be written as a
product of the ux of transversely and longitudinally polarized virtual photons

T
and 
L
 
T
 and the photoabsorbtion cross section for transversely and
longitudinally polarized virtual photons 
T
and 
L

d


p
 
X
dx dQ

 
T
	



pX
T
xQ

  


pX
L
xQ




  
with 
T
the ux of transversely polarized virtual photons

T
xQ

 


K
Q

E  
   
 is the virtual photon polarization ie the ux ratio of longitudinally to trans
versely polarized photons
 
  y


y


     y




y


  
and K a normalization factor also referred to as the virtual photon ux which
is not a well dened quantity According to the Hands convention  
K   
Q

M
   x   

and for real photons Q

  	 it becomes K    is a kinematical factor
 
xM
p
Q


p
Q


   
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with    	 for Q

	M


The virtual photoabsorbtion cross section is given by



pX





K






W
S

   
where W
S

is the hadronic tensor introduced in the previous section and 

is
the polarization vector of the virtual photon of helicity       	 and mass
q

	 	 Taking q along the zaxis ie q

  	 	
p


Q

 the polariza
tion vectors of transversely circularly polarized and longitudinally polarized or
scalar virtual photons are



 
 
p


	  i 	

and 



 
p
Q


q


Q

 	 	 

   
Note that the normalization factor K cancels in the physical cross section Equa
tion   
Equation    is known as the Equivalent Photon Expression EPE
This formalism can be easily generalized to the polarized case
Via the optical theorem   the hadronic tensor W

is related to the imag
inary part more precisely absorptive part of the Feynman helicity amplitude
for forward scattering of virtual photons o nucleons ie to the forward virtual
Compton helicity amplitude for


h
N
H
  

h
 
N
H
 
  	
where hh

 and HH

 indicate the helicities of the virtual photon and of the
nucleon in the initial nal state Thus polarized DIS can be described also
in terms of helicity amplitudes This approach is valid exclusively for purely
inclusive scattering
From parity and time reversal invariance there are  independent helicity
amplitudesM
hH	h
 
H
 
for scattering o spin
 

nucleons to which the  independent
structure functions F
 
 F

and g
 
 g

are associated



T

 

ImM
  


	  


  F
 
 g
 
 

g

 



T

 

ImM
 


	 


  F
 
 g
 
 

g

 



L

 

ImM



	


  F
 

F

x
   

 



TL

 

ImM
  


	


   g
 
 g

 
  
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The superscripts
 

and


indicate the total angular momentum along the incident
photon direction The rst two equations represent the absorption cross sections
of transversely polarized photons T the third one the absorption cross section
of longitudinally polarized photons L and the fourth one the single helicity
ip cross section TL which is suppressed by a factor of
M
Q
relative to the
others and is due to the interference between the transverse and longitudinal
photon scattering It follows that also g

is suppressed by a factor of
M
Q
 This
suppression of g

with increasing Q

is due to the fact that g

is a higher twist
structure function   which represents quark  gluon correlations in the nucleon
The total spinindependent and spindependent photoabsorption cross sec
tions for transversely polarized virtual photons are given by the average and
dierence respectively of the two transversely polarized cross sections

T

 




T
 


T
  F
 


T

 




T
 


T
  g
 
 

g


 
At this point it is useful to introduce the longitudinal to transverse virtual
photoabsorbtion cross section ratio R
R  RxQ

 



pX
L



pX
T
    


F

xF
 
     
In the case of the spin  deuteron target there are  independent helicity am
plitudes to describe the DIS process and accordingly  more structure functions
denoted as b
 
 b

  are required The virtual photoabsorption cross sections
take the form

T

 



T
 
 
T
 

T
  
L

 



L
 
 
L
  
TL

 



TL
 
 
TL
  
and an additional cross section 
TT
 

TT
appears This cross section corre
sponds to the double helicity ip amplitude and is suppressed by a factor
M

Q


The new structure functions b

and b

behave like the higher twist structure func
tion g

and are suppressed by a factor of
M
Q
 while b

 xb
 
 b
 
is expected to
be very small 
 and in all analyses up to now it has been assumed that b
 
 	
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  The Cross Section Asymmetries
To determine the nucleon spin structure function g
 
 the cross section dierence

k
should be measured directly but this is too dicult in practice In a polar
ized DIS experiment it is far easier to measure the asymmetries of the lepton 
nucleon cross sections
The longitudinal lepton  nucleon asymmetry A
k
is dened as
A
k


k





 





 


  
where the incident lepton longitudinal polarization   is parallel or antiparallel
to the longitudinal target polarization  or  Analogously the transverse
lepton  nucleon asymmetry A

is dened as
A









 

	



 

	
  

where the incident lepton longitudinal polarization   is perpendicular to the
transverse target polarization  or  The spin orientations in Equations  
and  
 refer to the laboratory frame where the target nucleon is at rest
The measured asymmetries A
k
and A

do not have a straightforward physics
interpretation and they also strongly depend on the incident beam energy making
the comparison between dierent experiments dicult The scattering asymme
try results are therefore presented in terms of the more basic virtual onephoton
exchange asymmetries A
 
and A

 which have a simple physical interpretation
A
 


 	
T
 
	
T

 	
T
 
	
T
  
A



TL

 	
T
 
	
T
 
and are directly related to the g
 
and g

structure functions
A
 

g
 
 

g

F
 
  
A


g
 
 g


F
 
  	
  The Cross Section Asymmetries  
The asymmetries A
 
and A

can be combined to obtain g
 
and g


g
 

F
 
   

A
 
 A

 
F

x  R
A
 
 A

    
g


F
 
   


A

  A
 


F

x  R

A

  A
 

  
The virtual photon asymmetries are bound by the positivity relations   
jA
 
j    and jA

xj 
q
Rx   A
 
x   
which follow from the properties of theM
hH	h
 
H
 
helicity amplitudes The relation
for A

corresponds to j
TL
j 
p

L

T

The measured asymmetries A
k
and A

can be related to the virtual photo
absorption cross section asymmetries A
 
and A

by
A
k
 D A
 
 A

   
A

 d A

 A
 
   
where D and d are the depolarization factors which account for the polariza
tion transfer from the incident lepton to the virtual photon and  and  are
kinematical factors The depolarization factor D neglecting m
l
 is given by
D 
    y 
    R

y  y
y

    y   R
  

Assuming R  	 R and  have been dened before Equation   and    D
becomes a simple function of y only it vanishes for y  	 and becomes unity for
y    Hence events with a high energy loss of the incoming lepton ie large
y are the most sensitive to longitudinal polarization eects The nonzero angle
between the direction of the incoming lepton and that of the emitted virtual
photon leads to a polarization component for the virtual photon orthogonal to
the target polarization This explains the presence of the small contribution of
A

to A
k
Equation  
The other factors in Equations   and   in the high energy limit of large
 and neglecting the incident lepton mass are given by
d 
q
    D 

p
  y
 y
D 
y
p
  y
y

    y   R
  
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  
y 
    y 
  
  y
 y
 
  
   
 

 

  y  
Since the recently measured A

asymmetries were found to be very small or
consistent with zero  	    and since also  
   in the kinematical range
of this experiment the term A

can be neglected and Equations   becomes
A
 

A
k
D
 A


A
k
D
  	
Finally the spin dependent structure function g
 
can be determined from the
measured lepton  nucleon cross section asymmetry A
k

g
 


A
k
D

F
 


A
k
D

F

x  R
   
 The Deuteron Structure Function g
d

The asymmetries for the spin  deuteron target are given accordingly by
A
 



T
 

T


T
 

T
  
A




TL
 
 
TL


T
 

T
  
where it has been assumed that b
 
 	 see the discussion following Equa
tion  
In the deuteron the spins of the proton and the neutron are primarily parallel
to the spin of the deuteron Sstate L	 There is however a small probability

D
  !  to nd the system in a state with the nucleons spins antiparallel
to the deuteron spin In this case the two nucleons are in a state with  units of
orbital angular momentum Dstate L
Since the deuteron is a weakly bounded state and since the nuclear eects are
expected to be small the deuteron structure function g
d
 
can be considered as the
average of the proton and neutron structure functions
g
d
 

g
p
 
 g
n
 

 



D
   
  The Quark Parton Model  
where the factor


is a combination of several ClebschGordan coecients ac
counting for the deuteron Dstate From the measured proton and deuteron
structure functions g
p
 
and g
d
 
 the neutron spindependent structure function g
n
 
can be therefore determined
  The Quark Parton Model
In the naive Quark Parton Model QPM  the nucleon is viewed as composed
of free massless noninteracting constituents which move colinearly within the
nucleon In the DIS process the incident lepton scatters elastically o the point
like spin
 

constituents inside the nucleon These constituents are called partons
and are identied with the spin
 

quarks postulated by GellMann and Zweig  
The QPM allows us thus to interpret the structure functions in terms of an in
coherent sum of elastic scattering cross sections of two pointlike spin
 

fermions
the incident lepton and the struck quark inside the nucleon The probability to
nd inside a nucleon a parton of a certain type carrying a given momentum frac
tion is given by the parton distribution functions The momentum fraction of
the nucleon carried by the struck quark x in the Breit or innite momentum
frame is equivalent to the Bjorken scaling variable x These distribution func
tions depend only on the variable x Within the QPM the unpolarized structure
functions F
 
and F

and the polarized structure function g
 
read
F
 
x 
 

n
f
X
i
 
e

i
q
i
x  
F

x 
n
f
X
i
 
e

i
x q
i
x   xF
 
x  

g
 
x 
 

n
f
X
i
 
e

i
q
i
x  
where
q
i
x  q


i
x  q

i
x  q


i
x  q

i
x 
q
i
x  q


i
x q

i
x  q


i
x q

i
x 
 
q


i
x q


i
x and q

i
x q

i
x are the distribution functions of quarks and anti
quarks respectively with their spins parallel 


 or antiparallel 

 to the nucleon
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Figure   Schematic representation of a polarized photon interacting with
quarks inside the polarized nucleon a photon of helicity     can be ab
sorbed only by a quark lled circles with a spin projection of 
 


 


spin e
i
is the electric charge of the quark of avor i in units of the proton charge
and n
f
is the number of active quark avors At the scale of this experiment
hQ

i   	 GeV

 only the light quark avors u d and s contribute to the distri
bution functions and n
f
 
Thus in the QPM the spin dependent structure function g
 
can be interpreted
as the sum of the quarks polarizations inside a polarized nucleon weighed with
the square of their electric charges In order to conserve the angular momentum
a virtual photon of helicity     can be absorbed only by a quark with a
spin projection of 
 


 

 Figure   Since g
 
 


T
 


T
 now it can be
understood why the spindependent structure function g
 
contains information
on the quark spin orientations with respect to the nucleon spin direction
On the contrary the higher twist structure function g

does not have a simple
interpretation and within the QPM g

 	 In a sense g

measures the correlation
between the quarks and gluons inside the nucleon  
An important consequence of the Quark Parton Model is the socalled Callan
Gross relation  
F

x   xF
 
x   
which implies that the pointlike constituents in the protons are spin
 

fermions
For spinless quarks F
 
would be identical to zero
 
 The QCD Treatment 
  The QCD Treatment
Quarks interact via gluon exchange which gives rise to a weak Q

dependence
of the structure functions known as scaling violations which depend on loga
rithms of Q

 g
 
x  g
 
x lnQ

 The presence of gluons is taken into account
in the QCD improved QPM in which each quark is surrounded by a cloud of
quarkantiquark pairs sea quarks and gluons As the virtuality Q

of the pho
ton increases smaller distances in the nucleon are probed and more quarks
and gluons are resolved over which the total nucleon momentum and spin are
distributed For instance in addition to the polarized quark distributions the
polarized gluon distribution g  g


 g

has to be included since gluons split
into quarkantiquark pairs thus contributing indirectly to the quark distribution
functions
The treatment of g
 
in perturbative QCD pQCD follows closely that of the
unpolarized parton distribution functions F
 
and F

 At a given scale Q

 g
 
is
related to the polarized quark and gluon distributions through  
g
 
xQ

 
 

he

i
Z
 
x
dy
y

C
S
q

x
y
 
s
t#y t 
n
f
C
g

x
y
 
s
tgy t 
C
NS
q

x
y
 
s
tq
NS
y t


 	
This expression is valid at all orders in pQCD he

i  n
  
f
P
n
f
k
 
e

k
is the average
of the quark charge squared t  ln
Q

$

 
s
is the strong coupling constant and
$ is the scale parameter of QCD
# and q
NS
are the avor singlet and nonsinglet combinations of the po
larized quark and antiquark distributions dened as
#x t 
n
f
X
i
 
q
i
x t   
q
NS
x t 
n
f
X
i
 

e

i
he

i
  

q
i
x t   
C
S
q
 C
NS
q
and C
g
are the quark avor singlet nonsinglet and gluon coecient
functions The coecient functions are power series expansions in 
s
t of the
QCD higher order corrections which are related to calculable short distance
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ie hard photonquark and photogluon cross sections They are however
renormalization scheme dependent
QCD cannot predict the shape of the structure functions Once the parton
distributions are determined at a certain scale Q


 these distributions can be
evolved to a dierent scale Q

by a set of integrodierential equations known as
the DGLAP evolution equations   As for the unpolarized distributions the
polarized singlet and gluon distributions are coupled by
d
dt
#x t 

s
t

Z
 
x
dy
y

P
S
qq

x
y
 
s
t#y t 
n
f
P
qg

x
y
 
s
tgy t


 
d
dt
gx t 

s
t

Z
 
x
dy
y

P
gq

x
y
 
s
t#y t 
n
f
P
gg

x
y
 
s
tgy t


 
whereas the evolution of the nonsinglet distribution is independent of the singlet
and gluon distributions
d
dt
q
NS
x t 

s
t

Z
 
x
dy
y

P
NS
qq

x
y
 
s
tq
NS
y t

  
P
ij
 P
i

j
  P
i

j
 are the QCD spindependent splitting functions for the po
larized parton distributions They describe the probabilities of nding a parton
i carrying a momentum fraction
x
y
of the parent parton j P
gq
and P
gg
give the
probability of a quark and of a gluon respectively to radiate a gluon with mo
mentum fraction
x
y
 P
qg
the probability of a gluon to split into a quarkantiquark
pair and P
qq
the probability to nd a quark o a parent quark
The full set of coecient functions 
 and splitting functions  have been
computed up to the nexttoleading order NLO order in 
s
using the Operator
Product Expansion technique   This formalism allows a complete NLO QCD
analysis of the scaling violations of the spindependent structure functions At
leading order C
S
q
 C
NS
q
    x C
g
 	 and the QPM expression for g
 
Equation   is recovered as well as g
 
decouples from g In NLO the
separation between # and g becomes renormalization scheme dependent and
thus in principle ambiguous
The ratio
g
 
F
 
 A
 
is expected to depend on Q

 because the splitting func
tions with the exception of P
qq
 are dierent for the polarized and the unpolarized
  The Sum Rules 
case For instance the process g   qq yields a quarkantiquark pair with op
posite helicity regardless of the gluon polarization the density of unpolarized
quarks rises at small x but not the density of polarized quarks leading thus
to a growth of the unpolarized structure function F
 
 while no increase in the
polarized structure function g
 
can be expected at small x from this subprocess
  The Sum Rules
A physical interpretation of the structure functions can be obtained by studying
their moments and by comparing them with theoretical predictions In general
such predictions are called sum rules The rst moment of g
 
 denoted by 
 

is related to the nucleon spin puzzle and is dened as the integral of g
 
over the
entire x range of 	  x    at xed Q



 
Q

 
Z
 

g
 
xQ

dx   

In the QPM 
 
gives the contribution of the quarks to the nucleon spin
weighed by the square of their electric charges With only the light quark avors
u d and s contributing to the rst moment of g
p
 
for the proton is given by

p
 

Z
 

g
p
 
xdx 
 




u
 

d
 

s

  
while the rst moment of g
n
 
for the neutron is obtained from the isospin symmetry
by interchanging the u quarks with the d quarks u d

n
 

Z
 

g
n
 
xdx 
 


 

u


d
 

s

  
The contributions of the quarks of a certain avor to 
 
is denoted with the
somehow imprecise but widely used notation
q 
Z
 

qxdx  

p
 
and 
n
 
can be expressed in terms of the matrix elements of the avor
singlet J


and avor octet J
k

axialvector currents dened as
hP SjJ


jP Si  hP Sj
 





jP Si  MS

a

hP SjJ
k

jP Si  hP Sj 




k

jP Si  MS

a
i
 
	
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where  represents the quark eld triplet 
u
 
d
 
s
 and the 
k
s are the Gell
Mann SU matrices The nonzero axialvector charges can be expressed in
terms of the quark distributions by
a

 ud  F D   
 			 




g
np
A
g
np
V




a

 ud s  F D  	 		
a

 uds  # 
 
 
jg
A
g
V
j is the axialvector coupling in the neutron  decay and F and D are
the coupling constants in the semileptonic hyperon decays 	   The a

term
is often referred to as # since it is recognized as the total contribution of the
quark spins to the nucleon spin
Thus with the use of the axialvector charges the rst moment of the polar
ized structure function g
 
can be rewritten as

pn
 
 
 
 




g
np
A
g
np
V





 


F D 
 

#   

After the introduction of the QCD radiative corrections 
pn
 
becomes

pn
 
Q

  C
NS
 
Q




 
 




g
np
A
g
np
V





 


F D

 C
S
 
Q


 

#   

The rst term on the righthand side represents the quark nonsinglet contribution
to 
pn
 
 while the last term the quark singlet contribution C
NS
 
Q

 and C
S
 
Q


are the nonsinglet and singlet functions for 
 

At leading twist the only gauge invariant contributions to 
p
 
and 
n
 
are
due to the quark singlet and nonsinglet axialvector currents   The scale
dependence which appears beyond leading order remains only in # ie # 
#Q

 This dependence follows from the nonconservation of the singlet axial
current J


and is caused by the anomalous gluon contribution the socalled
axial anomaly 	  which generates a screening eect of the quark polarizations
as measured in polarized DIS The nonsinglet currents instead are conserved
and thus the matrix elements a

and a

are Q

independent
In a polarized DIS experiment 
p
 
and 
n
 
are determined from the measured
cross section spinasymmetries Thus taking g
A
 F and D from the semileptonic
baryon weak decay rates the total contributions of the quark spins # to the
proton and neutron spins can be evaluated from Equation  

  The Sum Rules 
Two sum rule predictions for 
p
 
and 
n
 
have been derived by Bjorken in
 

   and by Ellis and Jae in     Both sum rule predictions have
been tested using the SMC and the world data
 The Bjorken Sum Rule
The Bjorken sum rule   relates the dierence of the rst moments of the proton

p
 
and of the neutron 
n
 
to the neutron  decay constant jg
np
A
g
np
V
j 
p
 
and

n
 
dier only in the sign of the jg
A
g
V
j term in Equation  
 Using current
algebra and isospin symmetry only Bjorken derived that

p
 
 
n
 

 






g
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A
g
np
V




 	  			   

This sum rule is recognized as a rigorous prediction and cornerstone of QCD as
well as a fundamental test of this theory In order to be tested both g
p
 
and g
n
 
have to be measured
After the introduction of the QCD radiative corrections Equation  
 this
sum rule becomes

p
 
 
n
 
Q

  C
NS
 
Q


 
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  

The QCD corrections ie the coecient function C
NS
 
Q

 have been computed
up to O

s
 also known as Larin formula  and have been estimated to
O

s
  
 The EllisJae Sum Rules
Later Ellis and Jae derived a sum rule for the proton and neutron separately
assuming exact SU symmetry   Ellis and Jae also assumed that the
strange quark sea is not polarized ie s  	 in their own words there
are no strange quarks in the nucleon	 and if there were	 surely they would not
be polarized leading to a

 a

 ie #  F  D Equation  
  Thus
Equation  
 can be rewritten entirely in terms of the already determined baryon
weak decay coupling constants g
A
 F and D

pn
 
 
 
 
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The last two terms on the righthand side have not been added in order to keep
the quark nonsinglet and singlet contributions separate
Also this sum rule receives QCD corrections and it becomes

pn
 
Q

  C
NS
 
Q




 
 
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 
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
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 
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 

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
The QCD corrections for the quark nonsinglet part C
NS
 
Q

 are the same as
for the Bjorken sum rule The corrections for the singlet term C
S
 
Q

 have been
computed up to O

s
  and have been estimated to O

s
 
 
 The small x Behavior of g

The evaluation of the rst moment 
 
requires the knowledge of g
 
x over the
entire x region of 	  x    Experimentally only a limited range of x is accessible
and therefore extrapolations to x    and x  	 are required
Altough it is expected that a quark with a large fraction of the nucleon mo
mentum has it spin more likely parallel then antiparallel to the nucleon spin  
which would imply that A
pn
 
    for x    the extrapolation of g
 
x to x   
is not critical since for x     there are not so many quarks and therefore g
 
x
is expected to be small bringing thus only a small contribution to the integral
The small x behavior of g
 
x is however not well established and much more
delicate From Regge Theory it is expected that for xed and not too large Q

and    ie x  	 g
p
 
 g
n
 
and g
p
 
 g
n
 
behave like x
 
  where  is the
intercept of the lowest contributing Regge trajectories   These trajectories
are those of the pseudovector mesons f
 
for the isosinglet combination g
p
 
 g
n
 
and of the meson a
 
for the isotriplet combination g
p
 
 g
n
 
 Their intercepts are
negative and assumed to be equal and in the range 	 	  	 	 This would
imply that g
 
x is not divergent and that A
 
x   	   	 Such behavior has
been assumed in most extrapolations of g
 
x to x  	
In pQCD it is expected that jg
 
xQ

j at high Q

and small x rises faster
than any power of ln x   It is however not yet known at which value of
Q

that rise will set in and any simple Regge behavior at lower Q

will soon be
masked at higher Q

by the perturbative rise Alternatively the small x behavior
can be derived directly from a NLO QCD analysis of the experimental data 	 

Chapter 
The Exclusive  
 
Production
In this chapter the phenomenology of the exclusive leptoproduction of the  

vector meson at the energy of this experiment is discussed First the kinematics of
the p  

p

 

process is introduced Then the relationship between muo
and photoproduction is examined This leads to the exploring of the hadronic
character of the photon The exclusive  

production is well described within
the VMD model in which the photon uctuates into an intermediate hadronic
state The virtual hadron or the virtual q"q pair then scatters elastically o the
target nucleon by means of a strong interaction process which can be either
described by the exchange of Regge trajectories in nonperturbative models or by
the exchange of gluon andor quark pairs in models based on perturbative QCD
Subsequently the  

meson is formed
The nonperturbative aspects of the exclusive  

production including the
theory before the advent of QCD are discussed in     while the QCD ap
proach is examined in   The most recent developments are reviewed in   
and an overview of the experimental results can be found in 
  
  Kinematics
The exclusive muoproduction process of the  

vector meson
 p   

 

p

 
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Figure   Kinematics of the exclusive  

production the p scattering can be
interpreted as a 

p scattering with the muon beam acting as the source of virtual
photons This process is characterized by the momentum transfer t at the proton
vertex
is illustrated in Figure   The only particle produced in this reaction is the  


while the target nucleon emerges intact from the interaction This process in
which the interacting photon produced by the incoming muon is excited to a  


is commonly named elastic since it can be viewed as the elastic scattering of the
virtual hadronic state 

uctuating into a  

 o the target nucleon in analogy
with elastic hadronhadron scattering where the two incoming hadrons emerge
intact from the interaction
The most relevant characteristic of the exclusive  

production is that no
quantum numbers are exchanged between the incoming virtual photon and the
target nucleon The quantum numbers of the  

meson J
PC
  
  
 are indeed
the same as those of the photon The exclusive  

production process can be
therefore described by the tchannel exchange  of an hypothetical colorless
particle carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum J
PC
 	

 This object
is commonly referred to as the Pomeron   More recently it has been argued
that the Pomeron might behave as a vector rather than as a scalar 
	 
In additon to the kinematical variables introduced in the previous chapter to
describe the inclusive DIS process Section    the study of the exclusive  

production requires the introduction of a few more variables
 the Mandelstam variable t ie the momentum transfer squared at the
  Kinematics  
proton vertex dened as
t  p p



 q  v

 p

T
 
which also describes the momentum transfer squared between the incom
ing virtual photon and the outgoing  

 By construction t 	 	 p
T
is the
 

transverse momentum with respect to the 

direction
The minimum value of jtj kinematically required for this process to occur
is
jtj
min
 M

p
M

 
Q



W

 
In this case the  

is produced along the 

direction in the 

N center
of mass and p
T
 	
 the invariant mass of the two pions originating from the decay of the  

meson M


 the angles describing the production and the decay of the  


  
All the kinematical variables required to describe the exclusive  

production are
summarized in Table   Some of them will be introduced in Chapter 

In the case of the exclusive  

production o nuclei two dierent production
regimes coexist the coherent and noncoherent production If the target is a
nucleus which emerges intact from the process the reaction is coherent The
coherent production dominates at low p
T
 typically for p
T
	 		 MeVc 
  In
deed the momentum transfer jtj can be associated with the scale ie distance
probed in the scattering process If this distance is bigger than the radius of the
nucleus ie at low jtj the  

scatters elastically o the eld generated by the
nucleus as a whole since the individual nucleons cannot be resolved
For larger values of p
T
the scattering is noncoherent ie the  

scatters
elastically o one of the various nucleons inside the nucleus As a consequence
of this interaction the nucleus can be excited to a higher mass states which
subsequently decays or can break up immediately Typically in noncoherent
interactions the interacting nucleon is ejected from the nucleus the ejected nu
cleon then emerges unaltered from the interaction The transition between the
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k momentum of the incident muon
k

momentum of the scattered muon
q  k  k

momentum of the virtual photon
Q

 q

invariant mass squared of the virtual photon
p momentum of the incident target nucleon
p

momentum of the scattered target nucleon
m
v
M

 invariant mass of the  pions emerging from the  

decay
v

 m
v


momentum squared of the  

M
 
 

mass
M
p
proton mass
  p  q M
p
energy of the virtual photon in the lab frame
x  Q

 p  q Bjorken scaling variable
y  p  q  p  k fraction of the lepton energy lost in the lab frame
W

 q  p

total energy squared in the 

N system
s  k  p

total energy squared of the N system
t  p p



momentum transfer squared at the proton vertex ie
 q  v

momentum transfer squared between the 

and the  

p
T
transverse momentum of the  

wrt the 

direction
M

X
 p q  v

missing mass squared of the undetected recoiling system
I  M

X
M

p
W

inelasticity
E  M

X
M

p
M
p
energy balance between the 

and the target nucleon
Table   Kinematical variables used for the study of the exclusive  

production
two regimes occurs around 		 MeVc of p
T
and depends on the size of the nu
cleus 
  When scattering o free nucleons this distinction obviously does not
apply
A process competing with the exclusive  

production Figure   is the
proton diractive dissociation illustrated in Figure  In this process the proton
breaks up dissociates into a hadronic nal state with the same quantum numbers
of the initial proton but mass M
X

 M
p
 This process is also referred to as the
double diractive dissociation since strictly speaking also the photon dissociates
into the  

 Since the momenta of the hadrons produced in the proton dissociation
  Kinematics 
are low the proton is at rest most of them do not enter into the acceptance of
this experiment These events therefore represent a primary background to the
exclusive process of Figure   as will be discussed in Chapter 

 Classi	cation
In hadronhadron and leptonnucleon scattering the interactions are classied
by the characteristics of the hadronic nal states In diractive scattering the
energy transfer between the two interacting particles is usually small but one or
both particles dissociates into multiparticle nal states with the same quantum
numbers of the associated initial particles The emerging particles or groups of
particles are well separated in space with essentially no hadrons in between This
large gap in the phase space between the emerging particles which contains no
nal state particles is referred to as the rapidity gap and is used to distinguish
diractive events from nondiractive ones
The elastic hadronhadron scattering dierential cross section shows the pat
tern known from diractive processes in optics with a dominant peak in the
forward direction which is accompanied by minima and maxima In analogy
with optics such a scattering can be approximated by the absorption of a quan
tum mechanical wave by a black disk where the cross section depends only on
the impact parameter hence the name diraction   Predictions based on
classical optics and a comparison with data is given in    Extending further the
analogy with optics it can be shown that the slope of the p

T
or t distribution is
M X
µ
p
γ*
’
t
µ
X
V
Figure  Proton dissociative diraction
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proportional to the radius squared of the nucleus from which the  

scatters o
elastically Therefore the steeper the slope the larger the radius of the nucleus
The elastic or exclusive scattering of particles in diractive interactions is
peripheral ie with a big impact parameter with no quantum numbers
exchanged except the angular momentum Diractive events occur via the
exchange of color singlet objects with the same quantum numbers as the vacuum
J
PC
 	

 At high energy this hypothetical object is known as the Pomeron  
The Pomeron was originally introduced to explain the slow rise of the hadronic
cross sections with energy as well as to describe some aspects of the elastic proton
proton scattering
The deep inelastic scattering events which have been presented in the previous
chapter Figure    result from the break up of the nucleon into several hadrons
leading to hadronic nal states of higher masses with W

	 M

p
 They belong
to the socalled non diractive events In an inclusive measurement however
only the scattered muon is detected Therefore the events selected on the basis
of the muon kinematics only are not necessarily pure DIS events They can
also originate from elastic or quasielastic processes which do not carry any
information on the internal structure of the nucleon and represent a background
to the DIS events section 
The exclusive  

production process p  

 

p

belongs to the socalled
diractive processes The exclusive  

production as well as any other exclu
sive vector meson production in photonhadron interactions can be legitimally
considered as an elastic scattering process in the framework of the Vector Meson
Dominance VMD model Section  in which its contribution to 


pX
tot
is
of the same magnitude as the elastic hadronic cross section 
hhhh
elastic
to the total
hadronic one 
hhX
tot
 ie



p 
 
p
 
excl
 
 



pX
tot
is of the same magnitude as

hhhh
elastic

hhX
tot

According to the hadronic nal states of the 

p interaction subprocesses the
diractive processes are separated into elastic and dissociative ones In general
the diractive dissociative scattering occurs when
 either the proton ie proton dissociation 

p  VX Figure 
 or the photon ie photon dissociation 

p  Yp Figure  
 The Exclusive  

Cross Section 
 or both ie double dissociation  

p  YX
break up into nal states of higher masses with the same quantum numbers as
the incoming particles
 The Exclusive  
	
Cross Section
The exclusive  

muoproduction can be factorized according to the diagram
shown in Figure   where the muon beam acts as a source of virtual photons
It can be described in terms of the virtual photoproduction process


p    

p


multiplied with the virtual photon ux Experimentally it has been known that
also the  

p vertex factorizes ie that it is almost energy independent This re
markable fact has been also proven theoretically for the exclusive leptoproduction
of vector mesons at not too low Q


 
Following the discussion of section   to derive the Equivalent Photon Ex
pression Equation    and using the same arguments to described the lepton
nucleon cross section
d


p
 
X
dx dQ

as the product of the virtual photon ux and
the photoabsorbtion cross section 


pX
 the exclusive  

leptoproduction cross
section
d


p
 
 
 
p
 
dx dQ

can be also expressed in terms of the 

p   

p

subprocess
as
d


p
 
 
 
p
 
dx dQ

 
T
	



p 
 
p
 
T
xQ

   


p 
 
p
 
L
xQ




 
or equivalently as
d


p
 
 
 
p
 
dx dQ

 
T



p 
 
p
 
T
xQ


	
    RxQ




 

where 


p 
 
p
 
T
and 


p 
 
p
 
L
are the exclusive  

photoproduction cross sections
for transversely and longitudinally polarized virtual photons respectively R is
the ratio of these cross sections R 



p 
 
p
L
xQ





p 
 
p
T
xQ


cf Equation   
T
is
the ux of the transversely polarized virtual photons Equation    and  their
polarization Equation    Inserting 
T
and  explicitly into Equation  the

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Figure  left Exclusive  

photoproduction cross sections as a function ofW
for dierent values of the photon virtuality Q

from xed target experiments and
the HERA collider right Total photoproduction and exclusive vector meson
photoproduction cross sections by real photons The data are from 
  The
solid line is one 
 of the several phenomenological ts to the data
exclusive cross section becomes
d


p
 
 
 
p
 
dx dQ




     y

Q

x




p 
 
p
T
xQ

 
   y
     y




p 
 
p
L
xQ





Figure  shows a compilation of exclusive  

photoproduction cross sections
as a function ofW W

 Q

x for dierent values of Q

 The photoproduction
cross sections can be derived from the measured leptoproduction cross sections
using the above relations
The scaling variable x is a property of the 

lepton vertex Only within
the QPM the variable x describes the momentum of the struck quark The QPM
however does not apply to exclusive processes like the  

production The vari
able W  which describes the energy of the nal hadronic system is more directly
linked to the interacting nucleon and therefore W appears more appropriate to
describe these data
 The Model Approaches 
 The Model Approaches
In real photoproduction as well as in leptoproduction of the light vector mesons
at not too large Q

Q

	 few GeV

 and suciently high energies W   	 GeV
some characteristic features of the soft hadronic diraction are observed
 weak energy dependence of the cross section
 steep exponential jtj dependence with the steepness of the jtj slope increas
ing with energy shrinkage
 schannel helicity conservation the  

is produced predominantly in the
  helicity states
 a total cross section which can be related to the absorptive part of the
forward elastic scattering amplitude
This similarity with the hadronic processes has been accounted for in the
framework of the Vector Meson Dominance VMD model section  in which
the photon uctuates into a vector meson with the same quantum numbers of the
photon This intermediate state then scatters o the target nucleon by a strong
hadronic interaction similar to the one in elastic hadronhadron scattering which
is mediated by the exchange of the Pomeron Figure  left The Pomeron
exchange or more general the exchange of any meson trajectory is modelled
within the Regge theory section 
 At present the nature of the Pomeron is far
from clear see for instance   This picture is the basis of the phenomenological
approach in the socalled soft models
At larger values of Q

 the exclusive  

production cross section shows a quite
dierent behavior and it departs substantially from the predictions of the VMD
model and Regge theory
 stronger rise of the cross section with energy
 fast decrease of the cross section with Q

 up to  Q


 shallower jtj dependence which is also energy independent no shrinkage
 the  

is produced predominantly in the 	 helicity state
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Figure  Dierent representations of diraction left Pomeron exchange
right two gluon exchange
The picture in which the photon uctuates into an unbound q"q state of high
virtuality Figure  right rather than into hadrons seems to better describe
the features of the exclusive  

production at large Q

 The q"q pair then scatters
o the target nucleon and transforms into the  

 In the QCD inspired models of
diractive processes the Pomeron can be described as an object whose partonic
composition is dominated by gluons and the exchange of a Pomeron is usually
depicted as a two gluon exchange in a color singlet state 

 
  In this picture
the cross section is proportional to the square of the gluon distribution in the
proton Individual models however dier in the way these gluons are described
ranging from nonperturbative approaches to perturbative ones Models also
dier in the description of the intermediate qq state and on the vector meson
wave function The various pQCD models nevertheless give qualitatively similar
predictions for the cross section
Figure  illustrates these two approaches to the diractive process Both the
hadronic and the pQCD descriptions may be appropriate in the kinematic range
of this experiment Though pQCD models make use of a picture very similar to
the soft models the predictions for the cross section behavior are very dierent
 The Hadronic Character of the Photon
The photoproduction results are usually interpreted in terms of the hadronic
character of the photon These data can be phenomenologically interpreted
as if the photon for part of its time transforms into a kind of hadron In this
 The Hadronic Character of the Photon 
picture the features of the photonhadron interaction should be similar to the
features of the hadronhadron interactions except that the cross sections are
much smaller compared to the hadronic ones by approximately the magnitude
of the ne structure constant more precisely by  Indeed 
pp
tot
 	 mbarn
and 
p
tot
  		 barn at W   	 GeV  
The phenomenological explanation in which the scattering 

p   

p

can be
viewed as the photonhadron counterpart of the elastic hadronhadron scattering
holds since



p 
 
p
 
excl
 
 



hX
tot
is of the same magnitude as

hhhh
elastic

hhX
tot

The Heisenbergs uncertainty principle allows a photon propagating in
free space to transform into a virtual hadronic state with the same quantum
numbers of the photon similar to the    e

e
 
   uctutations in QED
provided that the Et  "h relation is respected or in other words the photon
propagating in free space can uctuate within a time t into a virtual
hadronic state of mass E "h    which has the same quantum numbers
as the photon ie J
PC
  
  
 The photon is thus continuously making
transitions back and forth between its bare photon state j
B
i and its hadronic
state jhi The photonhadron interaction can accordingly be interpreted as the
interaction between the photon hadronic state and the hadron
The photon ji can be described as a superposition of two states a bare
photon j
B
i and a small hadronic component
p
 jhi
ji 
q
Z

j
B
i
p
 jhi  
where Z

is a normalization factor The probability of nding the photon in the
hadronic state is small of the order  This picture also applies to mildly virtual
photons The hadronic component of the photon is signicantly reduced with
increasing Q

 In fact at large Q

the photon behaves mainly as a pointlike
particle Fluctuations to a hadronic state still occur but are described within
pQCD in terms of    q"q    uctuations and photon structure functions 
 
As the vector mesons  

  and  which are copiously produced in photo
production have the same quantum numbers as the photon and are not too
massive m

   GeVc

 they are the best candidates for supplying important
contributions to the photoproduction cross section
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Figure  Large coherence length left and small coherence length right
If the virtual hadronic state into which the photon uctuates is a vector meson
of mass M
V
 the time t
f
allowed for this uctuation in the proton rest frame is
t
f


Q

M

V
 
The variable l
c
 Q

 M

V
 referred to as the coherence length can
be viewed as the distance travelled in the laboratory system by the virtual  

uctuation If l
c
is much larger than the nucleon size ie l
c
	   fm the
interaction between the photon and the nucleon may look like a hadronhadron
interaction Figure  left In order to apply such a description M
V
and Q

have to be small enough
 The Vector Meson Dominance Model
The Vector Meson Dominance VMD model 
 is based on the hypothesis
that in photohadron interactions the bare component of the photon does not
contribute to the scattering process and that the hadronic component of the
photon is a superposition of the three lightest vector mesons  

  and  The
hadronic component of the photon thus can be written as
p
jhi 
X
V
 
 

 
f
V
M

V
M

V
Q

jV i   	
where the coupling constants f
V
measure the coupling of each vector meson V to
the photon f
V
can be determined from e

e
 
annihilations into vector mesons
or from the vector meson decay partial width 
Ve

e


 The Vector Meson Dominance Model  
According to the VMD model the hadronic matrix element hXjJ

jpi in the
reaction 

p   X Equation   can be related to the corresponding matrix
element hXjJ
V

jpi of the reaction V p  X via Equation  	 
hXjJ

jpi 
X
V
 
f
V
M

V
M

V
Q

hXjJ
V

jpi    
where J
V

represents the current density of the vector meson eld In the VMD
model the matrix elements hXjJ
V

jpi are supposed to be almost Q

independent
with the Q

dependence being factored out
The transverse 


pX
T
and longitudinal 


pX
L
photoabsorption cross sec
tions can be represented as 	 



pX
T




K
X
X
jhXjJ

jpij

 
m
p




p q  p

   



pX
L




K
Q



X
X
jhXjJ
k
jpij

 
m
p




p q  p

   
after the current J

has been decomposed into its transverse  and longitudinal
k components The factor K gives the virtual photon ux Equation   

The transverse and longitudinal 

p cross sections can be expressed with the
use of the hXjJ
V

jpi matrix elements as 
V pX
T
and 
V pX
L
are the corresponding
cross sections for transversely and longitudinally polarized vector meson elds



pX
T
W


p
 Q

 
X
V

f

V

  
Q

M

V

 

V pX
T
W


p
   



pX
L
W


p
 Q

 
X
V

f

V

  
Q

M

V

 
Q

M

V

V pX
L
W


p

 

X
V

f

V

  
Q

M

V

 
Q

M

V

V

V pX
T
W


p

where at rst order the ratio

V


V pX
L
W


p


V pX
T
W


p

 

does not depend on W


p
 The photoabsorption cross section written in a form
similar to the Equivalent Photon Expression Equations    and 
 becomes



pX
W


p
 Q

 
X
V

f

V
 
  Q

M

V



V pX
T
W


p


  
Q

M

V

V


 
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
 The Exclusive  

Production Case
In the case of the exclusive  

production the nal hadronic state X is the  

p

system and the vector meson V is the  

 The Q

dependence of the transverse
and longitudinal 

p    

p cross sections assuming no odiagonal terms ie
that the initial V does not transform to a nal dierent V

 see   reduces to



p 
 
p
 
T
W


p
 Q

 

f

 

  
Q

M

 

 

 
 
p 
 
p
 
T
W


p
   



p 
 
p
 
L
W


p
 Q

 

f

 

  
Q

M

 

 
Q

M

 

 
 

 
 
p 
 
p
 
T
W


p
  
and R
excl
 
 
Equation   is given by
R
excl
 
 




p 
 
p
 
L



p 
 
p
 
T
VMD

Q

M

 
 

 
 

Q

M

 
 

 
 
p 
 
p
L

 
 
p 
 
p
T
 	
R
excl
 
 
depends only on Q

and it can be determined experimentally by studying
the Q

dependence of the exclusive  

cross section 


p 
 
p
 
at dierent energies
or by measuring the  

alignment polarization 
  
In summary for the exclusvie  

production the VMD model predicts
 


p 
 
p
 
T
falls with increasing Q

as   Q

M

 

 

 


p 
 
p
 
L
falls with increasing Q

as Q

  Q

M

 

 

 R
excl
 
 
grows linearly with increasing Q


All these features of the exclusive  

cross section are observed in the data 	
    at not too high Q


 Regge Theory 	Reggeons and Pomerons

The energy dependence of the cross section for the exclusive photoproduction of
the light vector mesons is related to the interaction dynamics of the intermediate
hadronic state with the target nucleon and is described reasonably well by the
Regge Theory Regge theory 
 has been developed in the early 
	s before

 Regge Theory Reggeons and Pomerons 
Figure 
 Regge trajectory spin versus mass squared for two meson families
mesons with isospin     a

  

 and mesons with isospin 	  f

 


the advent of QCD with the aim of describing the asymptotic behavior of the
strong interactions Its predictions are valid in the socalled Regge limit of large
s and small t This regime is also achieved in DIS at large s and not too high Q


ie at low x   Although Regge theory was originally developed in the context
of hadronhadron interactions it also applies to the description of the photon
hadron collisions when the photon behaves as a hadron within the VMD model
Regge theory although remarkable in describing many features of the strong
interactions fails to predict the spin eects observed in hadronic interactions
Regge theory is based on the idea of singularities in the Smatrix that appear
in a partial wave analysis of the two body hadronic interactions 
  These
singularities are known as Regge poles Depending on the interaction under
study and the considered potential the position of the Regge poles in the complex
angular momentum plane depends on the energy A remarkable phenomenological
fact is that the Regge poles lie on a straight line called the Regge trajectory
The interaction takes place by the exchange in the tchannel of these Regge
trajectories
Mesons and baryons with the same quantum numbers are said to belong
to the same family When the spins of the mesons from the same family are
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plotted versus their masses squared these mesons also lie on a straight line This
plot is known as the ChewFrautschi plot  and the straight line as Regge
trajectory Figure 
 shows a ChewFrautschi plot for two dierent families
of mesons the   trajectory of isospin   and the  trajectory of isospin 	 The
Regge trajectories can be parametrized as
t  	  

 t   
where 	 is the intercept and 

is the slope of the trajectory The slope and
the intercept are characteristic of a meson family and cannot be calculated from
rst principles As in Figure 
 dierent Regge trajectories can have the same
slope and intercept
The interaction thus proceeds by the exchange in the tchannel of an object
of xed quantum numbers referred to as the Reggeon The Reggeon consists
of a superposition of dierent mesons belonging to the same family ie with the
same quantum numbers
According to Regge theory  and from the sdependence of the hadron
scattering amplitudes the dierential cross section for elastic scattering asymp
totically behaves as
d
el
s t
djtj
 e
b

jtj

s
s


 t   
 
where s

and b

are process dependent constants The jtjdependence of the
cross section is not predictable from the theory and the exponential fallo is
introduced based on experimental observations The scale factor s

is of the order
of   GeV

 while the slope b

is of the order of  	 GeV
 
 Using Equation  
the above expression can be rewritten as
d
el
s t
djtj
 e
bjtj

s
s


 	   
 
with
bs  b

 

ln
s
s

 
The exponential slope b is coupled to the energy s and increases logarithmically
with s Since t 	 	 this coupling leads to a steeper exponential fallo of the cross

 Regge Theory Reggeons and Pomerons 
section with increasing s This behavior is called the shrinkage of the diractive
forward peak and it has been observed experimentally in several processes
After integrating over jtj Equation  becomes

el
s 
 
bs

s
s


 	   
 
From the intercept of the Regge trajectory that dominates a particular scattering
process and the optical theorem it follows that the asymptotic behavior of the
total cross section 
tot
is given by

tot
 s
	   
 

All the known Regge trajectories have intercept values smaller than unity the
family of the   meson Figure 
 has the largest intercept value with 	  	
It follows that the total cross sections should decrease with increasing s On the
contrary at higher values of s typically for s 
  		 GeV

 the cross sections
slowly increase with s  Figure 
In order to reproduce the slow rise of the cross sections with s within the
Regge model an additional trajectory with an intercept slightly larger than unity
	   	 has been hypothetized The single Regge pole associated with
this trajectory is called the Pomeron and carries the quantum numbers of the
vacuum   Hence at high energies the scattering of two hadrons proceeds
by the exchange in the tchannel of the Pomeron The Pomeron exchange can
also explain and reproduce some features of the elastic protonproton scattering
cross section Particles with the quantum numbers of the vacuum are dicult to
detect but they can exist in QCD as bound states of gluons ie glueballs
In the attempt to describe the energy dependence of dierent hadronic cross
sections within the Regge theory using a reduced set of parameters Donnachie
and Landsho  have tted these cross sections with the following expression

tot
 X
	
s
s




 Y
	
s
s





Pomeron Reggeon

where   j
P
	  j and   j
R
	  j 
P
	 and 
R
	 are the intercepts of
the exchanged Pomeron and Reggeon trajectories respectively This t turned
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Figure 1 Figure 1
Figure  Hadronhadron total cross sections from   tted with Equa
tion 

out to be very successful in parametrizing all the data Figure  with the same
values for    		 and   	 including the total photonhadron cross
section The slope of the Pomeron trajectory 

P
 instead has been extracted
from elastic protonproton scattering data and found to be about 	 GeV
 

Thus the total cross sections are described as being dominated at low s by the
Reggeon exchange while at high s the Pomeron exchange dominates as expressed
in Equation 
Within Regge theory the exclusive  

photoproduction is modelled by the
exchange in the tchannel of a Regge trajectory with the quantum numbers of
the vacuum between the vector meson into which the photon has uctuated and
the target nucleon The variable
p
s which in this case describes the energy of
the leptonnucleon is replaced with the variable W  which describes the energy
of the photonnucleon system For W 
  	 GeV the  

production is mediated
by Pomeron exchange The eective power of the W dependence of the cross
section Equation  W

 is   
P
	     

b yielding   	 in
good agreement with measurements see Figure  left
Figure  shows a compilation of vector meson photoproduction cross sec
tions over a very broad energy range from xed target experiments to the HERA
collider compared to the predictions of the Regge theory for W 
  	 GeV This
 Models Based on Perturbative QCD 
Figure  Exclusive photoproduction cross sections of dierent vector mesons
as a function of W from xed target experiments and the HERA collider 
 
The lines represent a t to the data of the form W


approach however fails to describe the energy dependence of the exclusive J%
photoproduction as shown in the same gure The slope of the measured t de
pendence leads to a prediction of   	 in contrast to the measured value
of   	 	  Also the W dependence of the exclusive  

photoproduction
cross section at large Q

resembles the W dependence of the J% cross section
in photoproduction Figure  right
 Models Based on Perturbative QCD
The models based on perturbative QCD pQCD are not suited to describe the
diractive interactions at low or medium transverse momenta since the cou
pling constant for the strong interaction 
s
Q

 as well as the interactions of
the struck parton with the partons in its vicinity are too large Although some
nonperturbative QCD inspired models try to predict the properties of vector
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meson production at high Q

 the main role at high energies is played by the
models based on pQCD This implies the existence in the diractive process of a
scale 

large enough so that 
s



   for the pQCD approach to be valid
In the language of QCD the candidate for vacuum exchange with the proper
ties of the Pomeron is the two gluon exchange 

 
 Figure  left As a result
of interactions between the two gluons a ladder structure develops Figure 
right In pQCD the properties of this ladder depend on the energy and scales
involved in the interaction implying a nonuniversal character of the interaction
The diractive cross section can be expressed in terms of a transition ampli
tude M

 
as
d

 
dt

 
 
s

jM

 
j

 
where  and 

are the helicities of the virtual photon and of the vector meson
respectively
The expression for the transition amplitude M

 
can be factorized into the
three following subprocesses 
 
  rst the virtual photon uctuates into an unbound qq pair
 next the qq pair interacts with the target nucleon the colorless exchange
that takes place between the qq pair and the nucleon is treated as a pertur
bative two gluon exchange Figure  left or in even more sophisticated
description as a gluon ladder exchange Figure  right
 the qq pair nally recombines forming the vector meson
This factorization applies only to longitudinally polarized vector mesons The
terms for the coupling of the virtual photon to the qq pair as well as those for
the coupling of the qq pair to the vector meson do not converge in the case of
transversely polarized vector mesons so that the uctuation of a transversely
polarized virtual photon into a qq pair is still nonperturbative even at large Q


At large Q

the cross section is predicted to be dominated by longitudinally
polarized virtual photons scattering into vector mesons of 	 helicity sate This
cross section is given by   
d


pV p
 
L
djtj
j
t


A
Q
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o
p’p
γ ρ
Figure  left A typical twogluon exchange and right gluonladder exchange
contributions to the amplitude M

 
for 

p  V p
where A is a constant that depends on the vector meson wave function and
gxQ

 is the gluon distribution function This perturbative model introduced
byBrodsky et al   is valid for the production of light vector mesons provided
that W

M

V
	   W

Q

	   and t
 Q

 The cross section is proportional to
the square of the gluon density g

xQ

 and contains a factor  Q

 When the
gluon density is taken into account the Q

dependence for 


p 
 
p
 
L
becomes of
the type  Q


Ryskin et al  suggested that in the case of the exclusive J% lepto
production the hard scale required for the perturbative calculations could be
provided by the heavy vector meson itself regardless of the Q

of the interac
tion This model predicts a rise of the cross section with gxQ



evaluated at
the eective values of Q

and x given by
M

V
Q


and
M

V
Q

W

 respectively
The diractive photoproduction of J%s at HERA 	  which shows an energy
dependence of the cross section much steeper than expected for a soft process is
well described by this model This model can be generalized to the light vector
mesons at large Q

and large W

 The predictions of this model are equivalent
to the predictions of    when a nonrelativistic pair of quarks is assumed for
the vector meson
Similar calculations to   have been made by Frankfurt et al   who
additionally included contributions from the sea quarks inside the nucleons and
considered the important role of the Fermi motion of quarks within the vector
meson
Martin et al  studied the production of vector mesons also by trans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versely polarized photons The cross section for transversely polarized vector
mesons is predicted to decrease with Q

at least as  Q

 They addressed the
behavior of the cross section as a function of Q

based on the open production
of light qq pairs and the partonhadron duality Their predictions are made
in terms of gluon densities they also account for the observed deviations of
RQ

 



p 
 
p
 
L



p 
 
p
 
T
from linearity at high Q


These models based on pQCD however are aected by large uncertainties
These uncertainties are related to the assumptions made for the  

wave function
and the factorization scales as well as for the choice of the parametrization of
the gluon distribution in the proton
In summary in the kinematical region of Q

	 M

V
and W

	 Q

	 t in
spite of these dierences all models give qualitatively similar predictions which
are in agreement with the observations 	     
 a Q

dependence for 


p 
 
p
 
L
of the type
 
Q


 when applicable 


p 
 
p
 
T
decreases at least as
 
Q


 the t and W dependences are not coupled and no shrinkage of the forward
peak with increasing energy is expected
 strong almost linear increase of the cross section with the energy of the
type W

 


 linear growth of R with Q


 avor independence of the interaction with the cross sections in the pro
portion         for the  

     J%
 
Chapter 
The SMC Experiment
The SMC experiment was carried out at CERN in Geneva by the Spin Muon
Collaboration SMC It used a high energy muon beam produced by the Super
Proton Synchrotron SPS Its geographical location is shown in Figure  
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Figure   General layout of the SPS and LEP accelerators at CERN The SMC
experiment was located in the North Area of the CERN laboratory
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Overview of the SMC apparatus
The main components of the SMC experiment are schematized in Figure 
Polarimeter
Spectrometer
polarized Target
polarized
Mu Beam
Figure  The main components of the SMC experiment
A high energy longitudinally polarized 

beam section   enters at the left
of Figure  It interacts with a solid polarized target section  consisting of
two target cells polarized in opposite directions and exposed simultaneously to
the same 

beam so that the systematic eects connected with ux variations
get reduced
The momenta of the scattered muon and of the charged particles produced in
the interaction are measured by an open forward magnetic spectrometer FSM
section  equipped with wire chambers of various construction
Downstream of the main apparatus a polarimeter measures the polarization
of the muon beam section   
  The Polarized Muon Beam
The SMC experiment was located at the end of the CERN SPS muon M beam
line   The schematic layout of the M beam line is shown in Figure  The
CERN SPS accelerates protons up to 	 GeV which are then extracted in long
pulses spills of  s The accelerator repetition rate is   s with an intensity
of about   	
 
protons per pulse
The protons extracted from the SPS are incident on a primary beryllium
target T
 in Figure  and scatter inelastically producing a high intensity
secondary beam consisting among other particles of an admixture of s and Ks
  The Polarized Muon Beam 
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Figure  Schematic layout of the M muon beam line
The intensity of the primary proton beam impinging on T
 was approximately
  	
 
protonsspill
As shown in Figure  the beam line can be divided into three main sections
In the rst section the K beam is then deected horizontally in order to
dump the unusued primary protons and to select in a well dened momentum
interval the positive negative mesons necessary to obtain the 


 
 beam
The resulting 

K

mixture is about  ! K

 Next in the 		 m long pion
decay channel consisting of a series of focussing and defocussing quadrupole
magnets about  	 ! of the 

s decay into 

via the weak interaction 

 




 At the end of the decay channel a  m beryllium absorber stops the
hadrons while the 

s pass through it After the absorber the ratio of 

s to


is of the order of  	
 
only Downstream of the hadron absorber a dipole
magnet selects the muon momentum which is about  ! lower than the parent
meson momentum For instance to obtain a  	 GeV muon beam one starts
typically with 	 GeV mesons The last muon section of the beam line is 		
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m long and contains a series of quadrupole magnets which focuss and transport
the muon beam and a set of scrapers which clean up the beam A nal bend
brings the muon beam back to the horizontal direction
The muon beam is accompanied by a halo composed essentially of energetic
muons The reduction of the halo is achieved by magnetized iron collimators
scrapers It is a nontrivial task because of the penetrating nature of muons
and the suppression of the halo in the measurement required the use of veto
counters in anticoincidence with the main triggers
At the polarized target the muon beam has an intensity of   	

per SPS
pulse and a spot size of about   cm rms diameter less than  cm a divergence
of about   mrad rms and a momentum spread of about  ! The small spot
size allowed the use of a target with a relatively small diameter of  cm
νµ
π+
+
line of flight of the parent pion
µ
θ*
Figure  Pion decay since the neutrino is in a negative helicity state angular
momentum conservation requires the muon to also be in a negative helicity state
The muons originate in the weak decay of pions or kaons Figure 


  

 

K

  

 

   
Since the 

has a negative helicity angular momentum conservation in the decay
of the spinless 

requires that also the 

has a negative helicity in the 

rest frame Hence the muons are naturally longitudinally polarized The muon
polarization P

in the laboratory frame is given by 
 
P

 
m


   E

E

m


m


m


 
  The Polarized Muon Beam 
where m

and m

are the pion and muon masses respectively E

and E

are
the pion and muon energies in the laboratory respectively
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Figure  Muon ux and polarization as a function of the p

p

ratio from a
Monte Carlo simulation of the M beam line  
The muon polarization depends on the ratio E

E

 which is related to the
muon decay angle 

see Figure  in the pion rest frame by
E

E

 E


 p


cos 

m


where E


and p


are the muon energy and momentum in the pion rest frame
Muons which are emitted forward backwards in the pion rest frame will have a
high small energy in the laboratory system and a negative positive helicity
Figure  shows the muon ux and polarization as a function of the ratio
p

p

 E

E

 To optimize between the muon ux & and polarization P


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ie maximize the gure of merit &

 P

 the muon to hadron momentum ratio
E

E

 	 was selected It corresponds to an average muon polarization of
about P

 	 for 

s
Pb 
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Figure 
 Schematic layout of the polarimeter used a in the decay method and
b in the elastic muonelectron scattering method
 Beam Polarization Measurements
The polarization of the muon beam was measured with a dedicated apparatus
located downstream of the main SMC spectrometer Figure 
 The polarimeter
ran independently of the main experiment and could be seen as an experiment
  The Polarized Muon Beam 
of its own Two independent methods have been used
 the Decay Method  measured the energy spectrum Michel spectrum
of positrons from muon decays 

  e




e
 the shape of the Michel
spectrum depends on P


 the Scattering Method  measured the spindependent cross section asym
metry of the polarized muon  electron elastic scattering
Decay Method
The energy spectrum of electrons produced in muon decays known as Michel
spectrum 	  depends on the parent muon polarization P

 and is calculable in
QED At LO in QED for 

decays it is given by
dN
dy
 N



 y




y

 P


 

 y




y


 
where y  E
e
E

is the ratio of positron to muon energy and N normalization
factor is the number of decays Figure  shows the Michel spectrum for three
extrem cases of P

   	  
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 / 
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Figure  Energy spectrum of positrons from muon decays as a function of y 
E
e
E

 for the three dierent muon longitudinal polarizations P

   	  
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The muon polarization P

can be determined from the slope of the
dN
dy
spec
trum by tting the observed y distribution with the Michel spectrum Equa
tion  In the case of 
 
s the sign in front of P

is reversed
The layout of the decay polarimeter is shown in Figure 
a
 a shower veto counter SVD to reject incident background positrons and
to dene the beginning of the muon decay volume
 a  m long evacuated decay volume where the 

s decayed into e

s
 a 
 m long dipole magnet with a eld integral
R

B  d

 of about   	 Tm
 a set of multiwire proportional chambers MWPC placed upstream and
downstream of the magnet to measure the decay e

tracks
 a lead glass calorimeter LGC to identify and to measure the energy of the
e

s
In the o'ine reconstruction the upstream and downstream tracks measured
in the MWPCs are required to intersect in the magnet The angle between
the two segments determines the momenta of the decay e

s In order to reject
events where the 

s decayed in the magnet the e

momentum measured in the
MWPCs has to match the momentum determined from the energy deposited in
the LGC A Monte Carlo simulation was used to correct the measured positron
energy spectrum It took into account the radiative eects at the vertex external
bremsstrahlung the geometry of the setup and the MWPC eciencies as well
The muon polarization was determined by tting Equation  to the measured
positron energy spectrum
Scattering Method
The elastic  e   e process Moller scattering is a spin dependent reaction By
measuring the cross section spin asymmetry for elastic scattering of longitudinally
polarized muons from longitudinally polarized electrons in a magnetized foil P

can be determined The spindependent cross section at rst order in QED is
given by   
d
dy

r

e
m
e
E


 
y


 
yY

 


   P
e
P

A
e
 
  The Polarized Muon Beam 
where r
e
 e



m
e
c

 is the classical electron radius m
e
is the electron
mass E

is the muon energy y    
E


E

 and Y    m


m
e
E


  
is the
kinematical upper limit of y The longitudinal target electron and longitudinal
beam muon polarizations are indicated by P
e
and P

 respectively The cross
section asymmetry A
e
for antiparallel 

 and parallel 

 spin orientations of
the incoming muon   and target electron  in the laboratory is given by
A
e

d


 d


d


 d


 y
  yY  y
  yY  y


 

The measured asymmetry A
exp
e
is related to A
e
as follows
A
exp
e

N


N


N


N


 P
e
P

A
e
 
where the N terms are the event counts for the labelled orientation of muon and
electron polarizations
The schematic layout of the Scattering polarimeter is shown in Figure 
b
several elements are common to the Decay setup The Scattering polarimeter
makes use of a two arm spectrometer
 the rst arm allows the detection of the muons which scatter from the
polarized electron target
 the second arm same as in the Decay setup detects the scattered electrons
The polarized electron target consisted of a  mm thick ferromagnetic alloy
placed in a strong magnetic eld of  T The target was positioned at an angle of
about 

with respect to the beam axis in order to have an electron polarization
component parallel to the beam To suppress systematic eects the polarity of
the target magnetic eld was reversed each SPS spill and the target was rotated
from 

to 

and vice versa every two hours The electron polarization was
determined from the magnetization measured by the pick up coils wound around
the target   using the magnetomechanical ratio g

of a similar alloy It was
found to be jP
e
j  		 			 	 along the beam axis
Elastic scattering events were reconstructed by demanding that the tracks de
termined by the MWPCs intersected in the target and satised the body kine
matics of an elastic process Most of the background was eliminated by requiring
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energy conservation between the initial and nal states E

E


E

e
 	 	 GeV
The contribution from the main background process 

  

   

e

e
 
 was
measured by taking special runs with a 
 
beam The contribution from a pos
sible false asymmetry was studied by using a Monte Carlo simulation of the ap
paratus acceptance check and by taking data with an unpolarized polystyrene
target it was found to be consistent with zero
 Results for the Beam Polarization
The values of the beam polarization obtained with the two methods are sum
marized in Table   Both results are compatible within their uncertainties
The combined result   to  
 data for the mean muon beam energy of
  GeV is
P
b
hE
b
i    GeV  	 		   
and for the mean muon beam energy of  GeV   data P
b
is
P
b
hE
b
i   GeV  		 		  
As discussed before Figure  the beam polarization P
b
depends on the
beam energy Since the beam has a momentum spread of about  ! in a precise
asymmetry measurement the muon energies have to be taken into account for the
determination of the corresponding polarizations This eect is seen in the data
and is accounted for on an event by event basis in the calculation of the cross
section asymmetries
Method Beam Polarization
Scattering 	  		 

Decay 		
  		
Combined 	  		 
Table   Muon beam polarization at  	 GeV
 The Polarized Target 
 
 The Polarized Target
Figure  shows the SMC target The target consists of two target cells polar
ized in opposite directions along the beam In order to cancel the time dependent
uctuations in the spectrometer acceptances and beam ux variations the polar
ization of the target cells was often reversed Dierent solid materials were used
as SMC target materials section  In order to polarize the materials and to
maintain their polarization very low temperatures 
   K and strong magnetic
elds  to  T are needed This requires the use of a dilution refrigerator sec
tion  and of a superconducting magnet section  With the Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization DNP method section  which requires a microwave
system section 
 much higher target polarizations than in thermal equilib
rium section   can be reached Ten NMR coils were used to measure the
target polarization section 
1m
Targets
Dilution refrigerator Superconducting magnets
3He Condenser
Sintered
Heat Exchanger
Mixing chamber
4He phase 
separator4He Evaporator
Solenoid magnet
Trim coils
Dipole magnet 
3He/4He Distiller
Figure  The SMC polarized target cryostat The muon beam traverses the
cryostat from left to right
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 Polarization in Thermal Equilibrium
Inside an external magnetic eld a particle of spin

S eg an electron a proton
or an atomic nucleus interacts with the eld with an energy E proportional to
its magnetic moment   g

S and to the magnitude of the magnetic eld

B
E   

B  g
i

i

S 

B   	

i
is the particle magneton and g
i
is the corresponding gfactor related to the
anomalous magnetic moment This energy can assume only S  discrete
values because the spin

S and its zcomponent S
z
are quantized
E
m
 mg
i

i
B    
where m is the value of the zcomponent of the spin in "h units the quantization
zaxis being parallel to the magnetic eld
In the case of an ensemble consisting of a large number of particles with
equal spins eg a crystal a thermodynamical equilibrium between the various
energy levels is reached after a characteristic relaxation time through the inter
actions with the environmental lattice The relaxation time depends strongly
on environmental parameters like the temperature and the magnetic eld The
occupancies N
m
of the S  energy levels then follow a Boltzmann distribution
N
m
 e
 
E
m
k
B
T
  
where k
B
is the Boltzmann constant and T the lattice temperature
The vectorpolarization for such an ensemble of particles which gives a
measure of the relative occupancies is dened as the expectation value of the
spin zcomponent
P
V

	 S
z


S

P
S
m
 S
mN
m
S
P
S
m
 S
N
m
 
and is described by the Brillouin function
P
V

S   
S
coth

S   
S
x


 
S
coth

 
S
x

 
where x 
"h

k
B
T
and 


g
i

i
B
"h
is the Larmor frequency
 The Polarized Target 

For spin
 

particles electrons protons
 
C nuclei etc the polarization is
given by
P



N



N
 


N



N
 


 tanh

"h

k
B
T

 
and for spin   particles deuterons
 
N nuclei etc is given by
P
 

N
 
N
  
N
 
N

N
  

 tanh

"h

k
B
T

  tanh


"h

k
B
T

 

The polarizations of electrons and protons in thermal equilibrium are given
in Table  for dierent temperatures and values of the magnetic eld
T B  	 T B   T B   T
in K P
e
P
p
P
e
P
p
P
e
P
p
		 	   				  	
 			     			
 	  				
   			 
 			
  		  	 		
  

 	 
   		  	
  	 
		   	  		    		  	 
		   		    		 	  		 	
Table  Electron and proton thermal polarizations in ! for dierent temper
atures and magnetic elds
The highest polarizations can be reached at the highest magnetic elds B and
the lowest temperatures T as it can be deduced from Equation   For a eld of
 T and a temperature well below   K the electrons are fully polarized Under
the same conditions instead the protons are only slightly polarized because of
the smallness of the proton magnetic moment about 

	 times lower compared
to the electron one
 The DNP Method
The proton polarization can be signicantly enhanced by irradiating the material
with microwaves via the socalled Dynamic Nuclear Polarization DNP In solids
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the DNP method allows to transfer the high polarization of the electrons to the
nuclei Two models the Solid State Eect SSE and the Equal Spin Temperature
EST briey introduced below are usually used to describe the DNP process
The Solid State Eect
 	
 MHz
 

 

	 GHz

 
 

 
 

 

 
Electrons
Protons
negative
polarizationpolarization
positive
 
B

e
 
p

e
 
p

 



Figure  The energy level diagram of an electronproton spin pair in an external
magnetic eld B The frequencies shown correspond to B   T
The simplest description of the DNP technique is the Solid State eect It can
be illustrated in the simple model of electronproton pairs in a magnetic eld B
The energy levels of such a pair are shown in Figure  At temperatures well
below   K the magnetic moment of the electron is antialigned with respect to
the magnetic eld B When irradiating the system with microwaves of frequency

e
 
p

e
 
p
 as illustrated in Figure  the transition          is
induced This results in a simultaneous ip of the electron and of the proton
spins 
e
and 
p
are the Larmor frequencies of the electron and of the proton
respectively For a  T magnetic eld like in SMC 
e
  	 GHz and

p
   	
 MHz
 The Polarized Target 

In such transitions only free electrons or free radicals can participate Such
paramagnetic centers are introduced by chemical doping of the material with a
Cr V complex or by irradiation in the case of ammonia free radicals
Because of the interactions with the phonons of the lattice the electrons
return to their thermal equilibrium states after a relaxation time of a few msec
On the contrary the relaxation time for the protons at mK temperatures is of
the order of days Thus the system ends up in the state   
The electrons can make again the transition          with another
proton in their vicinity while the proton which just participated to the transition
remains in the more less energetic state This leads to a buildup of a negative
positive proton polarization with respect to the magnetic eld direction in
the vicinity of the paramagnetic centers
Proton spins not in the vicinity of electron spins become also polarized due
to the spin diusion process involving a simultaneous spinip of two opposite
proton spins This crossrelaxations rate contributes to the polarization buildup
time as well
A large concentration of paramagnetic centers   	
 
 is required to polarize
the sample In the SMC target materials the relative concentration of paramag
netic centers compared to the protons or the deuterons is of the order of  	
 

This concentration of paramagnetic centers is higher than in other laboratories
This simple model however is not always describing correctly the observed po
larization behaviour of the materials used in the SMC target The DNP process
instead is well described by the Equal Spin Temperature EST model
The Equal Spin Temperature Model
In this approach the whole system is seen as an ensemble of electrons and protons
in thermodynamical equilibrium The electronelectron spin interactions induce
a splitting of the Zeeman levels into quasicontinuous bands The occupation
probability inside these bands is described by the Boltzmann distribution with a
characteristic spinspin temperature T
SS
 In thermal equilibrium T
SS
 T
Ze
 T
L
Figure  	a where T
Ze
is the Zeeman temperature related to the occupations
of these bands and T
L
is the lattice temperature
By irradiating the sample with microwaves around the electron Larmor fre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quency 
e
the system is immersed in a magnetic eld it is possible to change
the electron occupancies in these energy bands by ipping the electron spins
and thus to modify T
SS
and T
Ze
 Indeed a slightly lower higher frequency 
leads to a missing additionnal energy which has to be balanced from the cool
ing heating of the spinspin reservoir so that T
SS
is smaller higher than the
lattice temperature T
L
 This is illustrated in Figure  	b Figure  	c
 
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Figure  	 a Thermal equlibrium with the lattice the separation between the
bands is "h
e
 b cooling with the microwave frequency  	 
e
 c heating with
the microwave frequency  
 
e

Because of the hyperne interaction there is a thermal contact between the
spinspin reservoir of the electrons T
SS
 and the Zeemanreservoir of the nucleons
T
ZN
 which induces transitions involving proton spinips In this way T
Ze
and
T
ZN
get balanced The polarization of the nucleon can then be calculated with the
Brillouin function Equation   using T
ZN
instead of T
L
for the temperature
In this model the Zeeman temperatures of dierent spin nuclei of the same
target material become equal In SMC the validity of the EST theory could be
veried section  by measuring the proton polarization as well as the
 
N
polarization of the ammonia target NH


 The Polarized Target 

 The Target Materials
The various target materials used in SMC are listed in Table  They are
known to reach high polarizations with the DNP technique The paramagnetic
centers were introduced by chemical doping of the material with paramagnetic
compounds in the case of butanol EHBACr V and by irradiating the material
with electron beams in order to create the free radicals in the case of ammonia
Beam Target
Year Energy Material h Polari PP
GeV zation i in !
   		 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 		 	
   	 Butanol C

H

OH 	
 	
   	 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 	 
   	 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 		  
 
  	 Ammonia NH

	 
Table  The SMC targets including the target mean polarizations
Initially year   SMC used a polarized target system originally designed
and constructed by EMC     Because of the relatively low intensity of the
muon beam and the smallness of the N cross section it was necessary to use a
long thick target in order to obtain a suciently large luminosity event yield
A new polarized target system therefore has been developed and has been used
from   on it had larger target cells a more homogeneous magnetic eld and
a stronger dipole magnet
The target material was contained in two 
 cm long cylindrical cells 
	 cm
during the   run with a diameter of  cm The two cells referred to as the
upstream and the downstream target cell were separated by 	 cm 	 cm in
  along the beam direction so that it was easy to separate the interactions
occuring in a particular target cell
The target material was in the form of small spheres in the case of butanol
or in the form of chips in the case of ammonia to facilitate its cooling well below
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  K only about 
	 ! of the target volume was occupied by this material the
rest being a mixture of liquid

He

He in which the chips were immersed The
volume fraction occupied by the material is known as the packing fraction 
m

Ammonia as a Target Material for the Year  
To compare the eectiveness of various materials the gure of meritM
M  
m
  f

P

 
is used 
m
is the packing fraction   the density of the target material f the
dilution factor described below and P the average target nuclear polarization
The precision of the spin asymmetry measurement A depends among other
factors onM as
A   
p
M   
Therefore the larger M the better will be the statistical precision of the mea
surement for the same beam time luminosity
The packing fraction of the butanol was determined by weighing the material
after unloading the target at the end of the   proton run 
C

H

OH
 	

		 For the following discussion the packing fraction of ammonia is assumed to
be the same as the butanol one Indeed after unloading of the ammonia target
at the end of the  
 run it was found to be 
NH

 	 		  This lower
packing fraction is due to the irregular shape of the ammonia chips
The dilution factor f measures the ratio of polarizable protons in the material
to the total number of nucleons in the molecule of the target material
f 

   #
A
n
A

A
n
pd

pd

  
  
where the sum over A runs over the various elements comprised in the target
Naively f
C

H

OH

   
        
   
 	  and f
NH



   
 	 
 so
that

f
NH

f
C

H

OH


     By taking into account the water and the paramagnetic
complex as well as a reduction due to density coils helium etc this was
estimated to become

f
NH

f
C

H

OH


   
 The Polarized Target 

Assuming the same muon beam ux and the same target volume as in  
it follows that
M
NH

M
C

H

OH
P
NH

 

 
NH

 
C

H

OH
f

NH

f

C

H

OH
 
P

C

H

OH

 P

NH



	
	
   
 
	



 P

NH

    P

NH

	
as plotted in Figure    Assuming further that it would be possible to reach
with the ammonia target polarizations as high as those obtained with the butanol
target hP
NH

i  	
 then
M
NH

M
C

H

OH
   A run with the ammonia target
therefore would be statistically equivalent to an at least   times longer run
with a butanol target for the same beam ux Therefore ammonia was chosen
as a target for the  
 proton run
Figure    The gure of merit of NH versus butanol
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Ammonia Preparation
About  kg of ammonia have been processed in order to prepare the polarizable
target material The ammonia was delivered in the liquid state with a vapor
pressure of 
 bar at a temperature of  K The purity of the raw ammonia
was  ! with the
 
N isotope content higher than 
 ! At a pressure of
  bar its boiling point is 	 K and its melting point is   K
The liquid ammonia was solidied in a slow process A solidication appara
tus with a continuous cooling system was used to liquify and to freeze the gaseous
ammonia A fast solidication would produce brittle chips that tend to disinte
grate during irradiation It would also generate some bubbles which would make
it dicult to well dene the target density
The solidication apparatus is schematized in Figure   Nitrogen gas  
was cooled by guiding it through a liquid nitrogen vessel  It then passed
through a heat exchanger immersed in an ethanol bath  which surrounded a
cylindrical glass tube  A Pt 		 sensor thermometer monitored and regulated
 the temperature of the ethanol bath which controlled the nitrogen ow rate

 to within   K The ow of the ammonia gas to the tube  was regulated
with an inlet  As soon as the temperature of the cooling ethanol  decreased
below 	 K the ammonia gas was condensed in the cylindrical glass tube 
The condensing pressure was stabilized at 		 mbar
Typically after   hour the ethanol bath  reached the desired temperature of
 	 K Once an amount of about  	 cm

of ammonia was liquied the ammonia
gas ow was stopped The liquid ammonia immediately started to freeze at the
wall towards the center of the glass tube  At the same time the vapor pressure
was decreasing towards the triple point of about 
	 mbar At this stage the glass
tube  was lled with 		 mbar of argon  which allowed the liquid ammonia
to freeze very homogeneously in order to form a transparent block of ammonia
ice
After removing the lid the cylinder was lled with liquid nitrogen which
caused the material to crack The material was then crushed into pieces and
sifted at  K to chips of  mm size
Each solidication process took about 
 hours The resulting batch of about
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  cm

of ammonia chips were stored in liquid nitrogen As soon as it was ready
each batch was irradiated in order to introduce the paramagnetic centers
Figure   The solidication apparatus for the ammonia material The opera
tion is described in the text
Production of the Paramagnetic Centers
A paramagnetic center density of the order of  	
 
e
 
cm

free radicals in form of
(
NH

 in the solid ammonia chips is required to make the DNP technique ecient
The
(
NH

radicals were created by irradiating the material with 	 MeV electrons
at an average beam current of 	 A delivered by the injection linac of the Elsa
accelerator in Bonn In this way each batch could be tested individually
Figure   shows a schematic diagram of the irradiation set up with a de
tailed view of the sample container The cryostat was designed in such a way to
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guarantee to all ammonia chips an equal dose of irradiation and an homogeneous
repartition of the paramagnetic centers The cryostat consisted of a thermally
isolated inner part   containing the argon which was liquied by a nitrogen
heat exchanger  The argon level  is indicated by the shaded area Since
at   bar the boiling and freezing points  K  K of argon are close the
temperature of the argon coolant in the sample container  was kept constant
at  K by controlling the liquid nitrogen level in the heat exchanger with the
argon vapor pressure The material was put in the sample container  which
could contain at most  	 cm

of solid ammonia chips ie   batch A current
integrator  was connected by a rotating feedthrough  to the sample con
tainer It measured the ow of electrons emitted by the material and captured
by the container walls
(7)
(6)
(8)
(9)
e-
Sample Container
Figure   Schematics of the irradiation cryostat left and the sample container
detail right
An homogeneous irradiation could be reached thanks to the geometry of the
sample container in combination with the vertical spread of the beam  and
the rotation of the sample container at   rps By irradiation the color of the
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
ammonia chips turned into violet
After the irradiation process each batch of solid ammonia was polarized at
Bonn in order to verify that the material was highly polarizable The various
batches had similar properties and polarization behaviors buildup time max
imum polarization etc It was expected that after gathering all the batches
about  liters in the two SMC target cells which could be cooled to lower
temperatures and thus allowing the use of a more powerful microwave frequency
generator section 
 equal or even higher polarizations would be achieved
The exact irradiation current could not be measured due to the unknown
amount of secondary electron emission Thus the amount of the integrated
current  	
 
e
 
cm

 that the batches were requested to receive was inferrred
from the polarization behaviour of several test batches which received dierent
amounts of irradiation It was indeed used as a relative measure for the density of
the paramagnetic centers which was estimated to be 
 	
 
cm
 
from previous
measurements
 The Dilution Refrigerator
The cooling of the target materials well below  		 mK was needed in order
not to loose the target polarizations because of spinlattice relaxation This was
particularly important during the polarization reversal when the magnetic eld
section  was lowered from  T to only 	 T In order to reach such low
temperatures a

He

He dilution refrigerator was used
One of the design features of the SMC dilution refrigerator is that the target
could be loaded at a temperature below  		 K This was extremely important
since the SMC target materials have critical temperatures in the range of  		 K
to  	 K related to the devitrication or to the decay of radicals in ammonia
The principle of a

He

He dilution refrigerator is based on the fact that
for temperatures below 	 K and

He concentrations higher than 
 ! the

He

He mixture separates into  phases
 a

Herich concentrated phase oating on top of
 a

Herich dilute phase
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as shown at the bottom of Figure  
At low temperatures all the

He atoms can occupy the lowest energy state


He is a boson and below   K

He becomes superuid The

He atoms
immersed in the superuid

He can move freely and behave like a gas This
is why the lower

Herich dilute phase is referred to as quasigas and the upper

Herich concentrated phase as quasiuid
3He
3He
He concentrated phase
Mixing chamber
Heat exchanger
Still
flow
Heat
to the
pumps
He dilute phase (6.5 %)
(100 %)
3 
   3
3
H
ea
te
r
     He from 3
 
liquifier
almost pure   He
 Phase boundary
>95 %
<1%
(1K)
Figure   Schematic diagram of a

He

He dilution refrigerator
Pumping on the dilute phase reduces the

He concentration in it the more
energetic

He atoms from the concentrated phase cross the phase boundary in
order to maintain the equilibrium concentration resulting in the cooling of the

Herich phase This is analogous to evaporation from the concentrated phase
which cools as the )latent heat of vaporisation) is removed
In SMC the cooling takes place in the mixing chamber which contains the
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target cells The ow of

He across the phase boundary is maintained by pumping
on the dilute phase This is achieved in the still which is heated to about   K and
is connected to the mixing chamber via a heat exchanger as shown in Figure  
Below   K the vapor in equilibrium with the dilute

He

He mixture is composed
mainly of more volatile

He  ! at 	 K So by slightly heating   K the
mixture in the still

He can be preferentially pumped away A higher temperature
in the still would allow to pump away

He more quickly increasing the rate at
which

He crosses the phase boundary in the mixing chamber and therefore the
cooling power But excessive quantities of

He would also evaporate from the
mixture in the still putting an unnecesssarily high load on the pumping system
for a little increase in the cooling power
To maintain continuous cooling the

He vapor removed from the refrigerator
is compressed and liquied using an external

He supply and then recirculated in
the

Herich concentrated phase in the mixing chamber via the heat exchangers
In the heat exchanger before the mixing chamber the recirculated

He liquid
is cooled by the

He dilute phase owing between the mixing chamber and the
still This guarantees that the

He is returned to the mixing chamber close to the
same temperature as the

He liquid already there thus minimizing unwanted heat
input and the base temperature that can be reached As the

He concentration in
the dilute phase is of 
 ! at zero temperature ie it does not vanish a dilution
refrigerator can reach mK temperatures while a

He evaporation refrigerator is
limited to about   K due to the decreasing vapor pressure with lower temperature
The rate at which the phase transition of the

He occurs in the mixing cham
ber determines the cooling power In SMC with a pumping rate of  		 m

h
a cooling power of about   W was obtained for a typical temperature of 		 mK
		 mK in the polarizing frozen spin mode with without microwave irra
diation

 The Superconducting Magnet
A high magnetic eld with a eld homogeneity B  B better than  	
 
through
out the target volume is required by the DNP technique in order to reach a
maximum and a uniform nuclear polarization
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The superconducting magnet consisted of
 an inner solenoid with a compensation coil at each end and with  
 correc
tion coils distributed along it
 an outer dipole with a saddle coil type
The  T solenoid eld was aligned parallel to the incident muon beam With
the help of the  
 correction coils an homogeneity better than B  B   	
 
could be reached over the target volume of  	 cm length and  cm diameter
The 	 T maximum vertical dipole eld was perpendicular to the main
solenoid It was used to maintain the polarization during the rotation of the
spins as described below It also allowed a transverse target polarization Since
it was not used for neither DNP nor NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance sec
tion  a  ! eld homogeneity was sucient
Polarization Reversal
The spin directions in the target cells were reversed about every  hours by
rotating the magnetic eld 	 minutes to   hour before starting a polarization
reversal the microwaves were switched o frozen spin mode in order to cool
rapidly the target to temperatures of about 	 mK thus ensuring long spinlattice
relaxation times in a lowered 	 T magnetic eld Each eld rotation required
about  minutes
As schematized in Figure   the solenoid eld was reversed from   T
to   T It was rst lowered to 	 T and then slowly reduced to zero while
increasing the dipole eld to its maximum value of 	 T by keeping the resulting
eld constant to 	 T The dipole eld was then lowered again to zero while the
solenoid eld was increased but with the reversed polarity In this way the total
magnetic eld was always constant to 	 T during rotation The polarities of
the correction coils were reversed when the solenoid eld was zero
A considerable loss of the negative polarization due to superradiance was
observed during the rst eld rotations of the   proton data taking This
eect was later suppressed by applying suitable currents to the correction coils
so that the magnetic eld became inhomogeneous during the rotation procedure
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The spin directions in the target were also reversed by microwaves every  to
 weeks to cancel possible systematic eects connected to the direction of the
solenoid eld within the statistical precision such eects were never observed
During the microwave reversal the  microwave frequencies are exchanged
and the polarization was destroyed Each time it was necessary to build up the
polarization again which took several hours
Dipole
Field
Solenoid
Field
-0.5 T +0.5 T
+0.5 T
Reduce to 0.5 T Increase to 2.5 TField Rotation
Figure   The resulting magnetic eld vector during a eld rotation Using
the 	 T dipole magnet the direction of the magnet eld can be rotated in both
directions 	 T  	 T with minimum depolarizations
 The Microwave System
Two independent microwave sources were required in order to polarize oppositely
the two target cells One of them was connected to the upstream part and the
other to the downstream part of the cylindrical multimode copper cavity   cm
in diameter and  	 cm in length The two parts of the microwave cavity
were separated by graphite coated copper ba'es and a copper reector these
microwave stoppers provided an attenuation of 		 dB without hindering a free
ow of the helium coolant
The microwaves operated close to the Larmor frequency of the paramagnetic
centers which was around 	 GHz in the  T eld of SMC and with a spacing of
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about 	 GHz The microwave power was generated by  Extended Interaction
Oscillator EIO tubes delivering up to 	 W of continuous power around 	 GHz
in a band of about  GHz
The frequency could be set coarsely by changing the cavity size of the EIO
this was used for changing typically every  to  weeks the polarization sign of
the target cells It could also be netuned by adjusting the cathode voltage of
the HV power supply allowing a ne control of the frequency by 	 MHzV
within a band of about 		 MHz This netuning of the microwaves had to be
done during DNP in order to obtain a faster polarization growth the typical
polarization buildup times are of few hours but it takes several days to reach
the maximum value
Figure  
 Typical polarization buildup time for the target materials a am
monia b butanol and c deuterated butanol followed during 	 hours The
breaks in the data sets are due to interruptions of the measurements during the
eld rotations
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During the   deuteron run SMC accidentally found that a modulation
of the microwave frequency improved the polarization buildup speed and nal
value The Frequency Modulated DNP FM DNP by a modulated microwave
frequency in a band of 	 MHz at a rate of about   kHz was done by applying
an additional triangular waveform to the cathode voltage It allowed to increase
the nal plarizations values of 	 to above 	 for the deuteron targets as shown
in Table  while a small increase of 		 was observed in the already high
plarization of the proton material
Typical polarization buildup curves obtained by FM DNP for the ammonia
a butanol b and deuterated butanol c are shown in Figure  
 In the case
of the proton a and b resp deuteron c targets only  	 resp 	 hours
of FM DNP were needed to obtain about ! of the maximum polarization
which was reached in  resp  	 hours
 The Polarization Measurement
The target polarization was determined via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance NMR
which measures the magnetic susceptibility of the target materials
Ten NMR coils  per target cell connected to Qmeters were embedded
 
in
the target materials and distributed along the target length
Figure   shows the schematic layout of the NMR circuit each coil is the
inductive part of an LCR circuit coupled to an RF power source generated
by a synthesizer As the frequency is swept in 		 frequency steps around the
protons deuterons Larmor frequency 
p
   	
 MHz 
d
   
 MHz
the material absorbs or emits energy causing a change in the inductance of the
coil which in turns changes the impedance in the circuit
The inductance L and the total impedance Z of the Qmeter circuit depends
on the susceptibility of the target material located in the NMR coil The induc
tance of a coil is given by
L  L

   
m


  i

   
 
during the  deuteron run  the coils  instead  were mounted on the outer surface of the
target cells
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Cryostat
NH3
Tuned cableprobe
L
CR R0
Ri
Synthesizer
RF amplifier
Vout
Z
Figure   Schematic layout of a series Qmeter NMR circuit Z is the total
impedance of the Qmeter circuit L is the coil inductance C is the tuning ca
pacitor R is the damping resistor R

is the current limiting resistor and R
i
is
the input impedance of the RF amplier
where L

is the inductance of the coil in vacuum 
m
is the packing fraction 

is the dispersive and 

the absorptive part of the complex susceptibility of the
target material around the coil
The relation between the polarization and 

is given by
P 
Z


d 
Z

 
	

 
 w	
Swd  
where S is the measured signal size 

is the Larmor frequency and  is
the frequency range over which the signal is measured typically 		
		 kHz
Each NMR signal measured with the NMR circuit is a superposition of the
wanted NMR signal and of the parabolashaped Qcurve of the circuit itself
The Qcurve was measured in dedicated runs where the Larmor frequency
was shifted out of the resonance of the circuit by shifting the solenoid eld by
few ! in the case of ammonia it was shifted by   ! This was usually done
when ramping up the solenoid at the end of a eld rotation After subtraction of
the Qcurve the area under the signal is proportional to the wanted polarization
Figure   shows proton and deuteron NMR signals for the dierent tar
get materials Depending on the population dierence of the magnetic sublevels
which denes postive negative polarization the NMR spectrum shows absorp
tion emission and therefore a positive negative signal
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Figure   NMR signals measured by the SMC polarized target system proton
upper left and deuteron upper right in butanol proton bottom in ammonia
Note the larger asymmetric lineshape in ammonia compared to butanol
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Figure   The measured proton NMR signals in ammonia for both signs and
various polarization values As the polarization grows the asymmetry of the
lineshape becomes larger
The net electric eld from the dipole moments of the nuclei distorts the signal
leading to an asymmetric lineshape The ammonia signal has a larger asymmet
ric lineshape than the butanol one because the
 
N atoms of ammonia have
spin   while the O and C atoms of butanol are spinless As the polarization of
the material grows the NMR lineshape becomes more asymmetric Figure  
since the higher polarization corresponds to a bigger net resulting eld This is
the reason why the microwaves had to be netuned during the DNP process as
the polarization was growing
The area under the NMR signal which is proportional to the wanted polar
ization was calibrated about  times per year by dedicated measurements of the
polarization in thermal equilibrium TE In order to enhance the TE signal to
noise ratio 			  				 frequency sweeps were averaged for proton deuteron
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instead of the few hundreds sweeps taken during data taking The calibration
was done at   K with pure

He circulating in the refrigerator rather than in the
dilution mode in order to guarantee a stable temperature The TE polarization
at a given magentic eld  T and at a well known temperature   K can
be deduced from Equation   The calibration constant corresponds to the
magnitude of the NMR signal when the target polarization is   !
By multiplying the area under the integrated NMR signal with the calibration
constant obtained from the TE calibration at   K the polarization is known
The spin 
 
N nuclei inside ammonia get also polarized and thus introduce
a polarized background that has to be accounted for in the extraction of the
spin asymmetries Therefore the
 
N polarization has also to be known Since
measurements performed in
 
NH

and in
 
ND

led to conicting results and
the EST hypothesis had not been veried beyond jP j  	 ! in ammonia the
 
N polarization was also measured
The
 
N in ammonia has a Larmor frequency of  GHz at  T The 
peaks occur around 
 MHz and  MHz the huge broadening of the peaks
is due to the large quadrupole moment of
 
N The Qmeters which were used
in SMC dont allow to cover the NMR signal in a single frequency sweep ie
preventing from oberserving the  peaks at the same time Two small regions
around each peak were measured instead Each peak was measured at a dierent
magnetic eld With an NMR frequency of 
 GHz the peaks were found at
elds of  
 T and  T For this purpose one coil was specially designed
for measuring the
 
N signals This coil could also measure the proton signals
without optimization The whole signal was then reconstructed by tting a
theoretical lineshape to the  NMR signals
Figure 	 shows the  fragments as well as the reconstructed lineshape of
a
 
N NMR signal with the tted function
The normal NMR lineshape of a spin  particle is similar to that of deuterated
butanol because of the interaction between the quadrupole moment and the
electric eld gradients eg CD and OD bonds in deuterated butanol of the
material depending on the orientation of the electric eld gradients with respect
to the external magnetic eld In absence of an eective electric eld eg

LiD
which has a facecentered cubic crystal structure so that the electric eld gradients
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Figure 	 The two measured parts of a nitrogen subtracted NMR signal and
the entire signal reconstructed from the lineshape model Left and Middle The
measured left and right signal peaks The solid lines are ts to the data points
Right The reconstructed signal at  T with the residual background removed
The hashed areas represent the measured regions
cancel the NMR lineshape is again a gaussian
Two methods were used in order to determine the polarization The rst
Asymmetry method made use of the t to the reconstructed lineshape which
gave the values of the
 
N polarization from the signal asymmetry The Asymme 
try method was not used for the deuterad butanol because it was too imprecise
The second Area method was relying on a nonstandard TE calibration The
small amplitude of the
 
N signal at   K prevented a direct TE calibration For
this reason the calibration of the Np coil was done at   K with proton sig
nals by moving the magnetic eld to a value where the proton Larmor frequency
corresponds to the Larmor frequency at which the
 
N signals were measured
This ensured that the Qmeter gain did not change Once the socalled cross
calibration constants were determined with a  ! relative error the Area
polarization of the
 
N was obtained by multiplying the crosscalibration con
stants with the area under the integrated NMR signal
The
 
N polarization corresponding to the signal of Figure 	 is determined
to be P
N
  ! from both the Area and Asymmetry methods The
 
N polar
ization measurements with the two methods gave consistent results as shown in
Figure   They support an overall agreement with the EST prediction over a
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Figure   The
 
N polarization determined by the cross calibration area and
asymmetry methods is plotted as a function of the proton polarization The solid
line is the expected relation if the EST hypothesis is valid
large range of polarization As the
 
N signals were too small at low polarizations
there are no data points there
The radial homogeneity of the deuteron polarization was investigated by using
small coils placed in the inner and outer target regions at the same longitudinal
position no signicant radial dependence was found the uncertainty is included
in the polarization error
The averaged polarizations and accuracies of the SMC target materials are
listed in Table 

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 The Spectrometer
The general layout of the SMC spectrometer is shown in Figures  and  It
consisted of about  	 planes of proportional chambers drift chambers streamer
tubes and scintillating hodoscopes This large number of planes ensured a redun
dancy in the tracking and hence a minimization of the systematic uncertainties
The spectrometer had no hadron identication only the sign of the hadron charge
could be determined The spectrometer can be divided in three parts
 The )Beam Denition) section which consists of a set of veto counters
P	s MWPC and beam hodoscopes to measure the track of the incoming
muon
 The )Magnetic Spectrometer) with a large acceptance dipole analyzing
forward magnet FSM located between the polarized target and a massive
iron absorber It provides the momentum measurement of the scattered
muon and of the charged particles produced in the interaction It also
included a calorimeter H used to separate hadrons from electrons H
was located at the end of this section
 The )Muon identication) performed by detecting and tracking the scat
tered muons downstream of a  m thick iron absorber which stopped elec
trons and hadrons but not the muons
The SMC spectrometer is an upgrade of the apparatus originally built by the
European Muon Collaboration EMC  in   and later also used by the
New Muon Collaboration NMC  	  The SMC apparatus had more trackers
and provided a bigger kinematical coverage at low x and low Q

trigger
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 The Spectrometer 
The SMC Reference Frame
The center of the Forward Spectrometer Magnet FSM dened the origin of the
experiment coordinate system The SMC reference frame had the positive xaxis
directed along the muon beam direction The zaxis pointed vertically upwards
and the yaxis pointed horizontally to the beam left side Jura mountain in
order to generate an orthogonal right handed reference system In this frame
the center of the polarized target was located at x   m y  		
  m
and z  			 m
X
Y
Z
Direction of the muon beam.
JURA
SALEVE
Figure  Reference system used by SMC
 Beam Muon Detection
The momentum of each incoming muon is measured in the Beam Momentum
Station BMS with a typical precision PP of 	 ! The BMS consisted of 
stations of segmented scintillating hodoscopes  upstream and  downstream of
a set of bending dipole magnets which measured the deection of the beam in
the vertical plane
After passing through the BMS the incoming muons enter the experimental
hall from the left of Figure  Before entering the spectrometer the beam
particles have to pass through the holes of ve veto scintillation counters referred
to as V  V  V V  and V Halo muons extending up to a few meters
from the beam center are detected by the veto counters and then rejected It
can happen that some halo muons have peculiar trajectories and pass through
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all the holes of the vetos In this case they are not rejected However these halo
tracks represent a very small fraction Particles other than muons which are in
the far halo of the beam are absorbed by the 	 cm thick iron wall in front of
the large V veto counter Halo muons passing the large V hole are vetoed by
V  and V which dene the maximum acceptable diameter of the beam by
their adjustable hole size of about 
 cm in diameter A description of the veto
counters is given in Table 
The trajectories of the incoming muons upstream of the polarized target
were measured with two beam scintillator hodoscopes BHA BHB in conjunction
with the MWPC P	B Figure  A precise measurement of the trajectory is
needed in order to reconstruct the interaction vertex and to determine the muon
scattering angle
Veto x Position Width  Height Size of the central hole
Counter m cm

cm
V  		    	 	
V   
 
	 
	   	
V  	 
	 		 		 		
V    	 	  	
V    	 	  	
Table  Characteristics and positions of the SMC veto counters
 The Magnetic Spectrometer
The magnetic spectrometer stretched about   m from the polarized target to
the H calorimeter More than  		 planes of tracking devices upstream and
downstream of the dipole spectrometer magnet FSM determined the trajectory
and momentum of the scattered muons and of the charged particles produced in
the interaction The characteristics of the tracking devices are summarized in
Table 
The FSM analyzes the momentum of the scattered particles It is a large
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dipole magnet  m long with an opening of  m  m in the y resp zdirection
For a beam energy of  	  		 GeV it was operated at 			 			 A corre
sponding to a
R

B  d

 of   Tm During the experimental data taking the
eld stability was monitored with an NMR probe and several Hall probes
Upstream of the FSM the MWPCs P	C P	D and PV  measured the
scattered muon and hadron tracks with an angular resolution of about 	 mrad
For the pattern recognition the detection of the particle trajectories inside the
FSM was necessary because of the high particle multiplicities and magnet length
For this purpose  MWPCs P A P B P and P were used inside the FSM
Downstream of the FSM the drift chambers W  and W and the MWPCs
P	E P and P	A measured the particles which passed through the magnet
The overall resolution of the momentum measurement of the tracked particles is
about P

P

   !
The  m thick H calorimeter section  consisting of an electromagnetic
and an hadronic section is used to separate electrons and positrons from hadrons
 Scattered Muon Detection
Downstream of H a  m thick iron absorber stopped the electrons and the
hadrons while the muons penetrated through it The particle tracks found after
this absorber were identied as muons Four stations of plastic streamer tubes
ST
 
 of   cm cell size equipped with plane strip readout tracked the
muons Close to the beam where the ux was higher MWPCs P
 comple
mented the tracking system Because of the high particle ux the streamer tubes
could not be operated in the HV plateau This caused a strong dependence of
the chamber eciencies on the pressure and temperature of the chamber gas
Therefore a feedback loop was developed to stabilize the streamer charge and
thus the chamber eciency by adjusting the HV
Following these detectors there is a third thinner iron absorber to protect the
trigger hodoscope planes H located just downstream of it from electromagnetic
showering
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Chamber Planes Wire spacing Resolution Size Dead area x Position
Name Orientations mm  m  cm  cm  m 
PB UUYYZZVV        
PC UUYYZZVV        
PD ZZUYYVZZ        
PE UUYYZZVV       	 
PA UUYYZZVV       	
 
U V   
 
MSAB YZUV        
MSCD YZUV        
U V  	
 
PV UYVY  
     
U V  
 
 
PV YU
 
U

V

V
 
Y  
       
U
 
 V
 
 U

 V

 	
 
 
 
PA ZYU   
 
     
PB ZYU   
 
     
P VYZ   
 
     
P VYZ   
 
     
U V   
 
W VYUZVYUZ  
        
W ZVYUVYUZ  
        
U V   
 
W YYZZUUYY         

ZZUUYYZZ         

UUYYZZUU         

U   
 
P YVYUYVYUYU  
       


P YUYVYUYV  
       
U V   
 
ST UYUYZVZV        

VZVZYUYU        

UYUYZVZV        

VZVZYUYU        

U V  	
 
 	
 
DT  Y Z   
     
Table  Characteristics and positions of the SMC spectrometer chambers
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 The H Calorimeter
3
2
1
Hadron  modules  (Iron/Scintillators)
Photon / electron
modul (Lead/Scint.)
ø 20 cm
4.5 cm
28 cm
Light guides
280 cm
280
 cm
BE
AM
Figure  The H calorimeter It consists of an electromagnetic section mod
ule   and of an hadronic section modules  and 
The H calorimeter  was used to separate hadrons from electrons As
shown in Figure  it had a  	 cm hole to allow for the passage of the beam
and consisted of
 an electromagnetic section made of alternating scintillator and lead planes
The twelve scintillator planes consist of   cm thick  cm wide and 	 cm
long scintillator plates alternatively vertical and horizontal Between the
scintillator planes lead planes of 	
 and   cm thickness were inserted The

 horizontal and the 
 vertical scintillator planes are grouped by coupling
them to lightguides Figure  and read out separately by   mm photo
multipliers The electromagnetic section of the H calorimeter corresponds
to about 	 radiation lengths and about   interaction length
 an hadronic section  successive modules made of alternating scintillator
and  cm thick iron planes used as passive material The rst module had
the scintillators vertically oriented the second module had only horizontally
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oriented scintillator planes The total thickness of the  hadron modules
corresponds to about  nuclear interaction lengths
The entire calorimeter gives a total of about  interaction lengths The en
ergy resolution is E  	
q
EGeV for the electrons and E   
q
EGeV
for the hadrons   For each shower the ratio of the energy deposited in the
electromagnetic part to the total deposited energy emagf  E
em
E
tot
 was cal
culated Electrons are removed by requiring emagf 	 	 ie the particle has
to deposit at least 	! of its energy in the hadronic section to be considered an
hadron
Target
M3
Scattered µ
Iron Wall
Absorber
Angle
H1H
C1
Clip Line
H3VΣ
Σ V
H1V
Cut
M2
Matrix
T1
C2
H1V
Pointing
Target
Pointing
Target
Vertical
H3V
Scaling
H4HHorizontal
M7
M0
H3H
H3H
H3V
H1H
M1
H3V
H1V
H2
M6
Veto FSM
H3H
H3H
H4H
s
and
Kinematic
Figure 
 The main physics T  trigger logic for the SMC experiment
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
 The Triggers
The triggers are formed with three arrays of scintillator counters They require a
predened coincidence pattern between the elements of these hodoscopes in an
ticoincidence with the veto counters The anticoincidence with the veto counters
prevented signals from halo muons already detected upstream of the target
Depending on the kinematical intervals covered and recording purposes dif
ferent logics were implemented and various selection criteria were used All the
physics triggers except T  consisted of scintillation counter elements arranged
in three planes The rst hodoscope H  was located just downstream of the
FSM the second plane H was installed behind the hadron absorber and the
last plane H behind a second iron absorber further downstream
the large angle physics trigger T 
The physics trigger T  selects events with muons scattered at large angles which
correspond to large x and Q

 The general layout of T  is given in Figure 

The scintillator hodoscopes planes are segmented horizontally labelled with an H
eg H H HH or HH and vertically labelled with a V eg H V HV or HV
T  enforces a rough vertical and horizontal target pointing cf Figure  by
requiring patterns of hits in the horizontal and vertical planes These patterns are
programmed into fast coincident matrix modules labelled with M in Figure 

The coincidence of the signals of either two hodoscopes planes is checked by
these coincident matrix modules which in fact are dim arrays of logical ANDs
Moreover a minimal angle cut of the scattered muon is performed A trigger can
occur only if the coincident patterns are anticoincident with the veto counters
the small angle triggers T and T 
These two small angle triggers used three highly segmented hodoscopes H 

 H

and H

 which covered part of the large hodoscopes holes They thus allowed
to access a lower x and Q

acceptance than T  A detailed description of T and
T  can be found in   The T and T  counters were placed on the horizontal
bending side of the spectrometer magnet close to the beam axis so that they
could trigger on muons which scattered at smaller angles compared to the trigger

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H1H
H3H
Target
allowed
coincidence
forbidden
coincidence
Figure  Vertical target pointing in the trigger the track is ensured to origi
nate from the target by requiring a dened combination of the hodoscopes planes
via the coincident matrix modules
T 
the calorimetric trigger T 
This trigger was introduced to access the very low x and Q

region It was used
in   and  
 Figure  shows the detectors used for the denition of
T  This trigger used only two scintillator hodoscopes H H and HV HC in
conjunction with an hadron signature from the H calorimeter The coincidence
H HH selected the charged hadrons The scattered muons were selected by
requiring a hit in either HV or HC hodoscopes Because of the high trigger
rate T  was prescaled by a factor of  for the   deuteron run and by a factor
of  for the  
 proton run
the random trigger T 

A random trigger T 	 was used for the beam ux normalization It is started
by a radioactive source 		 m away from the experiment in order to exclude any
interference with the beam The stop signal is generated by a beam track
In addition special alignment triggers which trigger on the beam T on the
near T and far T halo not described here were used for calibration runs
In the SMC software a trigger hierarchy has been established if an event
 The Spectrometer 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Figure  Trigger T  elements viewed in the horizontal bending plane of the
magnet
satises multiple triggers the lowest trigger number is assigned to it For instance
if an event satises T and T  it is assigned to be T The kinematical domain
for the SMC physics triggers for a beam energy of  	 GeV is represented in
Figure 
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Figure  The kinematical domain for the SMC physics triggers for a beam
energy of  	 GeV
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 Data taking of a run
For each event accepted by the trigger the corresponding raw data are written
between the SPS spills onto a magnetic exabyte tape The raw data are arbitrary
divided into socalled runs Each exabyte tape contains about 	 runs which
represent something like 	Gb Typically 	 minutes are needed to take about
				 events gathered as a single run

Chapter 
Event Reconstruction
With the experimental apparatus described in the previous chapter about  		
millions raw data events have been collected between   and  
 As schema
tized in Figure   several oline reconstruction packages bring the acquired
raw data which contain all the relevant information about the event into a
form suitable for the physics analysis The reconstructed events are written in
a highly condensed form to the socalled Micro Data Summary Tapes in short
micro DSTs used for the physics analysis This rst stage of analysis is also
known as production
The production proceeds in three steps Figure   Phoenix Geometry and
Snomux Phoenix nds track segments in groups of detector planes Geometry
links these segments together ts the resulting tracks determines their momenta
and slopes and nds the interaction vertex Snomux processes the remaining
parts of the raw data event and selects events for the physics analysis data
reduction The production chain includes additional specialized programs for
the alignment and calibration of the apparatus studies
For the physics analysis the trajectories and momenta of the incoming muon
of the scattered muon and of the other outgoing detected particles are of primary
interest This is realized with the MICRO package which reads the micro DSTs
and produces the physics information about the event
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Figure   The SMC data analysis chain
  The Event Reconstruction Chain
In the o'ine analysis the raw data pass through several software packages fol
lowing the socalled production chain Figure  
decoding of raw data
In this rst stage the binary data words of each detector are translated into a
form suitable for further processing hit wires into positions ADC values into
pulse heights and TDC values into timings For some detectors like ST
 the
eective hit position is calculated for each cluster of hits by properly weighing
each element with its ADC value For each event space and time information of
the hodoscopes and of the detectors planes have to match in order to separate
background hits from the hits belonging to the tracks associated with the trigger
At this stage some events are lost due to hardware and readout errors
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PHOENIX track nding
For each event record PHOENIX reconstructs the tracks of the incoming muon
of the scattered muon and of any other detected outgoing particle Before the
pattern recognition track nding can start the various detectors must be aligned
and calibrated in the reconstruction software
Each full track consists of several segments which are reconstructed from
the hits recorded in the trackers along the experiment For each of the planes
composing the tracker projections Z Y U V only those hits laying within a
xed distance from a line straight in the case the tracker is not inside a magnetic
eld given by an external prediction are considered This line is known as tagging
road the maximum allowed distance from this line is known as tagging road width
For instance the tagging road in the muon section of the apparatus is dened
by a series of hits in the hodoscopes H and H
Depending on the trigger type dierent directions for the road are chosen
for a physics trigger it should point towards the target while for a halo trigger it
should be parallel to the beam axis The road width is about  	 cm corresponding
to the width of the hodoscope elements When extrapolating a track segment to
another set of trackers the direction of the tagging road is determined by the
track segment already reconstructed and its width by the uncertainty in the
extrapolation The road widths and slopes have all been determined during the
tuning of the reconstruction algorithms
Next all hits in each pair of two planes per projection are tried if the line
connecting the hits is suciently parallel to the tagging road it is used to dene a
track road Then hits close to the track road are searched in each of the remaining
planes in the same projection The width of the track road is given by the
resolution of the detector under study for a  mm pitch MWPC it is typically
 mm If a sucient number of hits can be unambiguously assigned to the track
road they are assumed to be part of a track segment In this case the track is
said to satisy the minimum plane requirement Since the detector planes are not
 		 ! ecient it is not required that each plane contributes a hit
To dene the track precisely a line is tted through all the planes that have
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contributed a hit by minimizing the 





X
planes

T
hit
 T
pred



  
where T
hit
is the coordinate of the actual hit T
pred
is the predicted coordinate
from the t and  is the resolution of the given plane
When the tracker eciency is low and the background is high fake hits which
do not belong to the track might still lay within the track road width Such hits
tend to distort the reconstructed track from its real trajectory resulting in the
drop of that track in a later stage
Finally the track projections found in the previous step are combined to
gether with the help of the inclined projections U and V in order to form
three dimensional space tracks The tracks are then tted in space by using all
the available projections by minimizing their 

s
The track segment reconstructed so far is then extrapolated to a neighboring
detector system and the track reconstruction procedure is repeated
The incoming muon is reconstructed in the beam hodoscopes and beam
chambers by forming straight beam tracks upstream of the target Its momen
tum is measured in the beam momentum station BMS The beam track is
determined with a precision of about 	  mrad and is correlated to the momen
tum measurement BMS by timing When several track candidates are found in
the same event the correct beam track is determined by comparing the times of
the beam hodoscope hits with the trigger time About  ! of the data are lost
at this stage
Muons are identied by their ability to traverse thick absorbers The nding
of the scattered muon track starts in the muon section of the apparatus down
stream of the thick iron absorber wall Figure  with the chambers ST
P

where the track multiplicity is the lowest and the tracks are maximally separated
Among the particles emerging from the target only muons can pass the absorber
wall so that the hit multiplicities in this section are much lower than upstream
However there is a sizeable background from electromagnetic showers originat
ing mainly in the beam hole in the calorimeter and in the absorber wall If a
track candidate satisfying the minimum plane requirement is identied in the
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ST
P
 detector system the event is further processed and the track candi
date is labelled as muon About   ! of the data are lost at this stage
The next step is to search for tracks in the eld free region between the
FSMmagnet and the H calorimeter The muon tracks are extrapolated upstream
through the absorber and through the H calorimeter to the WP chambers
which consist of  large area drift planes W and of  	 MWPC planes P
Taking into account the multiple scattering in the H calorimeter and in the
absorber wall tagging roads are dened in the WP chamber system where
hits are looked for and partial tracks are reconstructed The information from
the chambers downstream of the absorber is discarded because of its limited
precision once an upstream continuation of the track is found The tracks found
in WP are then extrapolated further upstream to the W P	E chambers
 
 large area drift planes and  MWPC planes in the beam region located just
at the exit of the FSM
The muon reconstruction continues by propagating the tracks inside the
magnet using the P A P B P P and P	E chambers and taking into ac
count the bending due to the FSM eld In the magnet the track recon
struction is more involved because of the magnetic eld and proceeds in several
steps In the vertical non bending projection the muon trajectory is nearly a
straight line In the horizontal plane it forms an arc of a circle The tracks found
so far in the W P	E chambers are tangent to that circle
In order to dene this circle an additional third point is required and de
termined in the following way First the W P	E track is extrapolated straight
to the plane in the center of the FSM and normal to the beam axis Then this
point is joined by a straight line to the center of the target The intersection
of this track with the entrance plane of the FSM denes the third point needed
to determine that circle Since the magnetic eld is not homogeneous an eec
tive entrance plane is dened assuming a perfect box eld between this plane
and the FSM exit plane with the same eld integral as the real FSM eld The
straight line in the non bending plane together with the arc of the circle thus
determined dene the tagging road where to look for hits in the P A P B P
P chambers Each chamber consists of  MWPC planes The width of this road
is larger compared to the widths of the roads downstream of the FSM because of
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the approximate way this road was dened and because the track eg $ might
not originate from the center of the target
The width of this tagging road is particularly relevant for the hadron re
construction Since the momenta of the outgoing hadrons are generally smaller
compared to the momenta of the scattered muons the hadron trajectories will
deviate more from an ideal circle than the scattered muon ones In order to
assure a good reconstruction eciency also for the hadrons with relatively low
momenta the width of this road had to be accurately tuned
In the next step using the FSM eld map the width of the tagging
road is reduced and the hits which do not belong to the track are removed
When several possible continuations are found the one with the best 

is kept
The track found inside the FSM is tted with a quintic spline and joined to the
straight W P	E track found downstream of the FSM
The tracks thus reconstructed in the FSM are then extrapolated to the target
using the PV PVP	C chambers located between the polarized target and the
FSM The PV  and PV MWPC trackers with a total of  	 planes cover the
magnet aperture while the P	C MWPC tracker covers the beam region with
 planes
Incoming and scattered muon tracks are matched in the target on the
basis of their relative timing At any stage of the reconstruction a failure to
reconstruct a segment of the muon track in any detector system results in the
drop of the event
At each extension step if the continuation for the track segment is not found
the event is rejected
Typically 
	 ! of the events survive the reconstruction phase PHOENIX
Tracks found downstream of the FSM but not with a matching muon can
didate in the muon section of the apparatus are identied as hadrons or
electrons and kept for the hadron reconstruction The reconstruction of the
other tracks starts in the WP chamber system There are no starting tag 
ging roads dened in these chambers as in the case of the scattered muon track
All possible combinations of hits in pairs of planes not belonging to the muon
tracks are tried in dening narrow tagging roads pointing roughly to the target
If a sucient number of hits is found along these roads the track segments are
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then extrapolated further upstream The reconstruction proceeds further as for
the muon track The hadron track however does not need to be also found
upstream of the FSM in the PV PVP	C chambers because the track might
have originated from the decay of a hadron which itself originated in the target
GEOMETRY track and vertex tting
The track segments found by PHOENIX are linked together and tted through
out the whole spectrometer up to the absorber using a fth order or quintic
spline in order to determine the tracks momenta and the track parameters pre
cisely An iterative procedure is used to reject points that contribute to the
overall 

of the t above a given tuneable value At this point the scattered
muon candidate track is required to satisfy the trigger conditions the hodoscope
elements hit by this track have to reproduce the correct patterns of the predened
logic combinations of the trigger correlation matrices Otherwise the trigger has
been faked by background or uncorrelated tracks and the event is rejected The
compatibility of the W and ST
 tracks is also veried by the quality of the
link
The momentum of the scattered muon and of the other outgoing charged
particles is determined from the curvature of their tracks in the FSM magnetic
eld The momentum of the incoming muon is found from its bending angle
in the BMS For the beam energy of  	 GeV the precision of the momentum
measurement is pp  	 ! In this t the momentum of the scattered muon is
determined with an average precision of p

p

   ! and the scattering angle 
with a precision of 	 mrad
The position of the muon interaction vertex in the target is then derived by
extrapolating and by intersecting the incoming muon and the scattered muon
tracks into the target volume
Allowing for uncertainties from multiple scattering and energy loss the space
time point of closest approach determines the vertex position The average un
certainties in the reconstruction of the interaction vertex are 	 mm transverse
to the beam and 	 mm in the beam direction the latter depending strongly
on the scattering angle Figure  shows a typical vertex distribution along the
beam As it can be seen the target cells are well resolved The interaction point
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Figure  Typical vertex distribution along the beam direction The two target
cells are bounded by the dashed lines The peak on the right side reects the
microwave cavity exit wall
denes the target cell and thus the polarization direction of the target nucleon
Events outside the cells originate mostly from the

He

He coolant and from the
metals used for the microwave cavity and the microwave isolation material Fig
ure  shows the reconstructed interaction vertices in the plane normal to the
beam direction the cross section of one NMR coil is clearly visible because of its
larger density compared to the target material one
A t is then also applied to the remaining muon and hadron tracks as well
as to the secondary decay hadron vertices All tracks which seem to originate
from the muon interaction vertex are used to locate with higher precision the
interaction vertex although it might be biased by secondary interaction eects
This procedure is very useful when the muon scattering angle is small low Q


The vertex dened with the incoming and scattered muon only is referred to
as vertex of type   while the vertex dened with the use of additional tracks is
referred to as vertex of type 
In the analysis tracks which were tted to the main vertex are referred to as
tted tracks while those tracks which could not be tted to the main vertex are
referred to as close tracks
An example of a fully reconstructed event in the SMC apparatus is shown in
Figure 
  The Event Reconstruction Chain  	
y /m
z /m
Figure  Typical vertex distribution transverse to the beam direction The
two small circles reect the cross section of one NMR coil used in  
SNOMUX data reduction
Depending on the trigger type the reconstruction eciency of this stage was
about 
	 ! The overall reconstruction eciency including the previous stage
PHOENIX was about 	 !
The accurate track information is now available In SNOMUX the calorimeter
data are associated to tracks so that the remaining particles of the event are
to some extent identied as hadrons or electrons There is also some additional
elementary event selection like requiring that a straight extrapolation of the
beam track fully passes through both the upstream and downstream target cells
in order to ensure that the same ux is seen by both target cells
In this nal stage of the production only the minimum amount of informa
tion needed for the physics analysis is written in a highly condensed form on the
socalled micro DSTs micro Data Summary tapes Here for instance the raw
data record is not available anymore
Through the MICRO package each micro DST gives access for each event to
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Figure  An example of a fully reconstructed event the absorber stops the
hadrons allowing the identication and the measurement of the scattered muon
the physics variables describing the event kinematics the track information the
vertex position together with the associated errors and some quality estimators
of the event reconstruction This information is needed in order to accomplish
the various SMC analyses
 Alignment and Calibration of the Detectors
The position of each chamber has to be known as accurately as possible in order
to correct the space and time information of the raw data events before the
production can start This is realized
 Alignment and Calibration  	
 rst by the surveyors who determine optically the positions of each detector
along the beam axis as well as the transverse y and z coordinates with an
accuracy of about   mm
 second in the o'ine mode the y and z positions are getting more accurate
All chambers are aligned with respect to each other in an iterative method based
on tracks nding in a detector or in a set of detectors tracking station For this
purpose special calibration and alignment data were taken in dedicated runs with
lower beam intensity using the alignment triggers Chapter  and with the FSM
magnet switched o in order to have straight tracks Using the initial positions
of the chambers from the optical survey straight tracks are reconstructed The
alignment and calibration procedure is described in detail in   Most of the
alignment work is done with PHOENIX
After each iteration the residual distribution ie the dierence between the
position of the hit wire and the reconstructed track which is determined plane
by plane is usually tted with a gaussian The planes are shifted software in y
or zposition until the distributions are centered around zero Due to the nite
resolution of the detectors and to the multiple scattering even for a perfectly
aligned system the residuals will not be zero Typical distributions of residuals
for some drift chambers are shown in Figure  The widths of the distributions
of the residuals reect the chambers resolutions The procedure is repeated as
long as further improvements are possible but usually only two or three iterations
are needed
At the end of this procedure the chambers are aligned in y and z with a
precision of few  		 m Calibration and alignment runs are taken at least once
for each data taking period typically of one week Each time a chamber has
been moved because of an intervention on the chamber a chamber replacement
or a change in the electronics the alignment procedure is repeated
All the relevant geometry information of each detector plane position of the
rst wire pitch between wires number of wires in the plane etc is written to
the socalled alignment les For each period of data taking a separate alignment
le is created The alignment les are then used as an input to the event data
reconstruction
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Figure  Example of a distribution of residuals for the planes T and Z of
the drift chambers W  and W respectively during the data period PA

 The Detector Eciencies
In order to estimate the acceptance stability of the spectrometer and to simu
late accurately the behavior of the apparatus a detailed study of the detectors
eciencies is needed
For each detector plane the eciency 
plane
measures the probability that the
chamber will register a hit when traversed by a charged particle and is dened
as the ratio of the number of tracks which register a hit to the total number of
tracks traversing the sensitive zone of the detector

plane

N
Hits
N
Hits
N
NoHits
 
Before using a track in the eciency calculation it is veried that the track can
be reconstructed without that particular plane ie that the minimum plane
requirement for the track reconstruction is met without taking into account the
plane under investigation Clearly a track which satises exactly the minimum
plane requirement cannot be used for this purpose In this way it is possible to
avoid a bias arising from the particular plane for which the eciency is calculated
The eciency introduced in Equation  is an average over the full active
area and over a certain period of time that is why dead regions and dead
 Alignment and Calibration    
Figure 
 Example of plane eciency run by run eciency  for the plane Z
of W during the data period PA
wires have to be determined and excluded from the eciency calculations The
central region of the large proportional and drift chambers has been made inactive
dead in order to stand the high ux rates This central region is covered by
the P the P
 and the small P	 chambers which were designed to stand the
higher ux These inactive regions are created by introducing plastic support
wires supporting the anode wires glued perpendicularly to the signal wires
In Figure 
 the eciencies are plotted as a function of the run number
global plane eciencies for the plane Z of W The global plane eciencies
are studied in order to identify for each plane the time intervals of stable plane
eciencies a gas mixture or voltage modication or aging can indeed aect the
chamber eciencies For each plane the average eciencies for the single sense
wires wire eciencies shown in Figure  left help in nding the dead
wires for an entire period signals belonging to a dead wire are excluded from
further eciencies studies
In addition to the global eciencies for each interval of stable plane eciency
the eciencies are also studied as a function of the distance from the center of
the chamber the socalled radial eciencies shown in Figure  right
Dierent )smooth) functions  are tted to these radial eciency distribu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Figure  The eciency  for the plane Z of W during the data period
PA as a function of the wire number left and of the distance from the
plane center right
tions In this way a time and position dependent parametrization of the ecien
cies is obtained A detailed description of the procedure is given in  		  	   To
describe the eciencies with such universal functions the elements must behave
similarly ie not huge variations following a smooth trend Bad elements dead
wires etc are excluded from the tting procedure
For many trackers the eciency can be parametrized using a one dimensional
function For example the radial eciency of the P	 chambers can be described
with functions like
R  a
 
 a

expRa

  
where R is the distance from the beam axis center of the chamber and the a
i
are t constants For the drift chambers W  W the eciency also depends
on the position in the drift cell in particular an eciency drop around the sense
and potential wires is observed To take this eect into account the structure
of the drift cell is folded with the radial eciency and the parametrization takes
the form
R d      R  da


d  a
 
 a

d a

expda

 a

expda

  
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Here d gives the eciency in the drift cell as a function of the distance d from
the sense wire
For each data taking period eciency les containing the relevant informa
tion dead regions and wires plane eciencies tted function parameters of the
radial dependent eciencies are created The eciencies are also needed for the
calculation of possible false asymmetries section   arising from changes in
the chamber eciencies Thanks to a redundancy in the chamber planes a high
level of stability could be achieved so that the false asymmetries are small
The Hadron Eciencies
In general the hit proles for the hadrons in the chambers in particular down
stream of the magnet are dierent from the scattered muons ones because of
wider scattering angles dierent momenta and charges Therefore a dierence in
the eciencies might show up
The eciencies for the hadron tracks were required in order to compute the
false asymmetries for the semiinclusive analyses and for the hadron method
analysis section   It had to be checked that the hadron eciencies were
close enough to the muon ones so that the muon eciencies could be used in
these analyses
The eciencies were computed for ve sets of tracks muons )all hadrons)
H calorimeter information not used to remove the electrons )selected hadrons)
electrons rejected by the H calorimeter positive and negative hadrons sepa
rately
First the average eciency for a period was studied For most of the chambers
the plots of the eciency versus the wire number and versus the radius have
the same shape for the dierent sets of events However the eciencies for the
)selected hadrons) as well as those for the )all hadrons) are lower than for the
muon ones by typically ! and ! respectively Figure 
This might be due to the fact that the road widths used in the track recon
struction are tuned only for muons while hadrons require larger road widths
and a few percents of them can be systematically lost Another dierence is that
hadrons appear up to larger angles than muons Figure  so that the radial ef
ciency is required in regions where no muon eciency is available Also in these
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Figure  The eciency  for the plane Y  of P	C period P A
 as a function
of the wire number for the scattered muons left and for the hadrons right
regions there were no muons to tune the road widths which can then be quite
bad this can explain why the hadron radial eciency is sometimes dropping in
the outer region where the uxes are low Figure  	
Comparison of Muon and Hadron Eciencies
The study of the hadron eciencies showed that they are as stable as the muon
ones The ratio of the muon to the hadron eciencies as a function of the run
number was tted with a line The slopes of the muon to the )selected hadrons)
eciencies ratios as shown in Figure    are compatible with zero ie there is
no time dependence The conclusion is that the hadron eciencies are close to
the muon ones
The false asymmetries were computed using the muon eciencies and then
using the hadron eciencies The results showed no dierence in terms of false
asymmetries and therefore the muon eciencies could be used instead of the
hadron ones
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Figure  The eciency  for the plane Y  of W period PB
 as a function
of the wire number for the scattered muons left and for the hadrons right
In the muon case left the eciency is not calculated in the outer region of the
plane because there are no muons in this region
Figure  	 The eciency  for the plane Y of W period PB
 as a function
of the distance from the center of the plane for the scattered muons left and for
the hadrons right
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Figure    Ratio of the muon to the selected hadrons eciencies for the central
part of the plane Y  of P	C period P A
 as a function of the run number
 Reproduction of the  data
A series of improvements in the data analysis chain lead in   to the reprocess
ing of the   data
 the magnet chamber P B installed between   and   was not yet
included in the software for the original production
 with the current software it was possible to handle in a better way the T
and T  overlapping triggers as well as the hadron information of T 
 T  reconstruction eciency could be improved
At the production level a gain of about  	! in the number of reconstructed
events was achieved mainly at low x
Bj
and low Q

 Due to the additional magnet
chamber the tracking inside the magnet was more stable and less runs needed to
be removed from the analysis The reproduced eciencies were consistent with
the original ones
  
Chapter 
Inclusive Spin Results
The extraction of the inclusive onephoton exchange spin asymmetries for the
proton A
p
 
 and the deuteron A
d
 
 from the counting rates in the two oppositely
polarized twin target cells will be discussed in this chapter The spin dependent
structure functions for the proton g
p
 
 and the deuteron g
d
 
 will be determined
from these asymmetries Finally the evaluation of the relevant sum rules will be
presented and a comparison to the theoretical predicitons will be drawn
  Asymmetry Extraction
The leptonnucleon cross section spin asymmetry for a longitudinally polarized
beam and target see Equation   and the following discussion
A
k


k





 





 


 
is determined from the counting rates in the two target cells
The total number of DIS events N coming from one target cell which contains
polarized and unpolarized nucleons is given by
N  a&
	
n  nP
b
P
t

k
 #
A
n
A

A




where
 a is the acceptance eciency of the detection system
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 & is the incoming muon beam ux crossing both target cells
 n is the number of polarizable nucleons per unit area
  
 

	



 




is the spin summed leptonnucleon cross section
 
k

 

	



 




is the corresponding spin dierence cross section
 P
b
is the beam polarization
 P
t
is the absolute value of the target polarization
 n
A
and 
A
are the numbers and cross sections respectively of other unpo
larizable nuclei in the target
The event yield N can be rewritten in terms of the spin asymmetry A
k
as
N  a&n  fP
b
P
t
A
k
  
where the dilution factor f measures the ratio of polarizable nucleons to the total
number of nucleons in the target material
f 
n
pd

pd
n
pd

pd

P
A
n
A

A

 
In section  f will be redened in order to also include the socalled radiative
corrections
By using two oppositely polarized target cells and reversing their spin orien
tations four dierent event yields can be construced for the upstream u and
downstream d target halves before no  and after  a polarization reversal
N
u
 a
u
&n
u
   fP
b
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tu
A
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
N
d
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d
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k
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The direction of the muon beam polarization was opposite to its motion 

beam and did not change section   whereas the polarization direction of the
twin target cells was reversed about every  hours section  The relative
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Figure   Target and beam spin congurations before and after the rotation of
the target magnetic eld
spin orientations for the beam and target polarizations before and after the
rotation of the target magnetic eld are shown in Figure  
The asymmetry in the counting rates also known as raw asymmetry is ex
tracted from the event yields given in Equation  before the target polarization
reversal
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and after the polarization reversal
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The last term in the denominators is of the order  	
 
and is in general much
smaller than the rst terms thus it can be neglected
With the introduction of the ratios of the spectrometer acceptance for the
upstream and downstream target cells multiplied by the number of nucleons in
each cell also referred as acceptance ratios
r 
a
u
n
u
a
d
n
d
and r


a

u
n
u
a

d
n
d

Equations 
 and  can be rewritten as
A
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b
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A
k
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and
A
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These expressions can be further simplied by introducing a mean target
polarization hP
t
i This makes sense because the target polarization was uniform
throughout the target volume and it was constant for at least one run hP
t
i is
obtained by weighing the target polarization with the number of events coming
from each target cell and by taking the average of this quantity before and after
a eld reversal
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The raw asymmetries A
raw
and A

raw
 obtained before and after the polariza
tion reversal respectively are then averaged
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It follows that the extraction of the spin asymmetries does not require the
knowledge of the unpolarized cross sections they are however implicitly contained
in the dilution factor f  see Equation  the beam ux the number of nucleons
in the target the apparatus acceptance and the acceptance ratio r assuming
that r  r

 The cancellation of these quantities in the asymmetry calculation
substantially reduces the systematic error
The leptonnucleon cross section asymmetry A
k
 is then given by
A
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is the socalled false asymmetry which may arise from the time variation of the
acceptance ratio r and which has to be carefully looked at In this way the
false asymmetry caused by the acceptance dierence between the upstream and
downstream target halves r  r

 is also reduced
By neglecting the A
false
k
term as well as A

 A
 
can nally be obtained in
terms of the measured event yields
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The factor
 

recalls that the asymmetries obtained before and after the reversal
of the target magnetic eld are averaged

 fDP
b
Method
The dilution factor f  the depolarization factor D and the beam polarization
P
b
depend on the event kinematics and on the beam energy They vary from
event to event In order to take these variations into account each event is
weighed with its corresponding fDP
b
factor which is calculated on the basis of
the event kinematics This weighing procedure is known as the fDP
b
method
and Equation   can be rewritten as
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and by introducing the weight w  fDP
b
 it becomes
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The sums run over all the events for each target cell before and after the eld
reversal
The statistical error on A
 
extracted from Equation   is given by
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The fDP
b
weight can be considered as the analyzing power of that event
This makes sense because an event with a high value for the fDP
b
product
contributes more to the asymmetry than an event with a low value of the fDP
b
product For this reason the fDP
b
weights are used also in the calculation of the
average values of the kinematical variables such as x Q

 and W  For instance
the average value of x is calculated as
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where the sum runs over the number of events in a given kinematical bin
Also the false asymmetry can be rewritten as
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 Data Grouping
The data obtained with opposite eld orientations of the target magnet have to
be combined ie spin sorted for the calculation of A
 
 This procedure is known
as data grouping
The data grouping consists in identifying the time periods of stable spectrom
eter acceptances in order to prevent the onset of the false asymmetries For this
reason unreliable data bad runs etc had to be identied and removed from
the analysis
This was a very time consuming procedure It consisted of looking at the
histograms of various detectors eciencies and rates and also of tracking the
hardware failures which were detected repaired and documented in the logbook
Some checks were also performed on the behaviour of the average values of the
kinematical variables x Q

 and  as a function of the run number Runs with big
deviations for these variables from the mean values jumps were disregarded
in the further analysis Also the target polarization was not allowed to vary by
more than 
 ! per run with respect to its mean value
All that is achieved through the construction of the socalled conguration
les which are created for each SPS data taking period separately Each run in
this le is specied by an orientation number even or odd number which also
reects the orientation of the target magnetic eld
During the data taking a detector element could have a shift in eciency
or rate Even if small shifts do not necessarily have an eect on the event re
construction eciency the conguration le also took these eects into account
and was created in a way that prevented from combining data before and after
an observed change in the eciency or rate This was done by introducing the
socalled hard cuts their nal eect in the conguration le was to attribute a
dierent orientation number to the run following that particular change A hard
cut was also introduced in order to forbid the combination of data before and
after a data taking interruption of more than several hours
As illustrated in Figure  there are many ways to combine the data
 the full congurations
all the good runs of one target polarization orientation lets call them 
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Figure  The dierent ways of grouping the data from consecutive magnetic
eld orientations of the target solenoid
are combined with all the good runs of the next opposite target polariza
tion orientation lets call them  ie consecutive pairs of  and 
orientations are combined creating a socalled conguration pair
 the sum congurations
all the  orientations are combined with all the  orientations between two
hard cuts This conguration can include several eld rotations
 the persum congurations
all the  orientations are combined with all the  orientations within one
data taking period
 the half congurations
the rst half of the data of a full conguration for instance  is combined
with the last half of the previous full conguration  This serves as a
check on gradual changes in the spectrometer acceptance For instance
one can imagine that a detector has a gradual decline in its eciency over
a long period of time In the case of full orientations the  orientations
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will always be combined with the slightly less ecient  orientations so
that the eciency problem will not be observed However for the half
congurations the order of combination with respect to the gradual fall in
eciency is opposite so that the decline of the eciency will be noticed
The advantage in using the half congurations is that small acceptance
variations are cancelled while big eciency drops are notied
 the fake congurations
They are made by shifting a half conguration by one so that the data
with the same spin orientations are combined amongst themselves  with
  with  The asymmetry obtained from fake congurations should
be zero because by construction there is no physical asymmetry A non
zero value for this asymmetry would indicate an instrumental asymmetry
The fake congurations were used to monitor the stability of the data
As a systematic check the SMC inclusive A
 
asymmetries have been extracted
with the full and with the half congurations in both cases the results were
extremely close This showed that nothing unusual was going on with the data
grouping For the nal analysis of A
 
the full conguration les were actually
used

 Estimation of False Asymmetries
Although the magnetic eld orientation of the target solenoid was often reversed
the acceptance ratios r and r

Equation  might have changed with time This
change might have led to the appearance of a false asymmetry Equation  
If r  r

 A
false
 	 ie there is no false asymmetry
Since the runs which showed a large acceptance change were removed from
the analysis the main source of the variations of the acceptance ratio r is due
to slow changes in the chamber eciencies The chambers eciencies can for
instance slowly decrease because of aging or uctuate because of temperature
and pressure variations in the experimental hall typically from day to night An
uniform drop in the eciency however does not necessarily lead to a false asym
metry since only a change in the acceptance ratio r and not in the acceptance
itself generates a false asymmetry
  Asymmetry Extraction  
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Figure  Diagram of the false asymmetry determination   

is the change
of the eciency with time
The false asymmetry is estimated from the same data set used for the asymme
try calulation The procedure is schematized in Figure  and described below
Rather than correcting the data for the false asymmetry the contribution of the
false asymmetry based on this study is included in the systematic error
First one set of data with one target spin orientation N
u
 N
d
 is duplicated
as N

u
 N

d
 and N

u
 N

d
 still with the same spin orientation In order to
simulate the eciency changes between the two identical data sets N

u
 N

d
 and
N

u
 N

d
 some events were randomly removed from one set or the other on
the basis of the previously determined detector eciencies For each event the
eciency  of each tracker plane was compared to an evenly distributed random
number z between 	 and   If  	 z the hit in that plane was dropped from the
reconstructed muon track
 from the event in the data set N

u
 N

d
 if  

 
 	
 from the event in the data set N

u
 N

d
 if  

 	 	
where  

 represents the change of the eciency with time The event with
the rejected hits had to fulll the reconstruction requirements see section  
otherwise it was rejected from the data set N

u
 N

d
 or N

u
 N

d
 In order to
mimic as closely as possible the real eciency uctuations of the spectrometer
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the eciencies were evaluated for each detector plane section   run by run
and recorded in the socalled eciency les
Next the target polarization of the data set N

u
 N

d
 was articially reversed
At this stage the data sets N

u
 N

d
 and N

u
 N

d
 formed a conguration 
fake with dierent spin orientations and dierent acceptances and A
false
 
could
nally be evaluated by using Equation   In the case no events would have
been dropped at all the data set N

u
 N

d
 would be identical to the data set
N

u
 N

d
 thus the false asymmetry would be zero
For example the false asymmetry of the reprocessed   data sample was
found to be consistent with zero for all x bins within an error of 			 and the
largest value found for A
false
 
was 			 which is much smaller than the statistical
error Similar results for A
false
 
were found for all data samples

 Polarized Background Correction
The measured asymmetries also include a contribution from the polarized back
ground in the target material where unwanted nuclei can become polarized as
well nitrogen nuclei in the case of the ammonia target and protons in the case
of the deuterated butanol target in addition to the various materials present in
this target cell In order to extract A
 
 this contribution had to be estimated and
subtracted from the asymmetry The uncertainty of this correction was included
in the systematic error
The Polarized Proton Background
In addition to the polarized protons in the dbutanol there are some other
polarizable nuclei as background in the target
   ! of carbon in nature is the isotope
 
C which contains a polarizable
neutron according to the EST theory section  the
 
C polarization
is about   of the proton polarization The estimated
 
C contribution to
the asymmetry is at most 	  !
 the liquid

He is not aected by the DNP section  but is polarized
up to 	! due to brute force The

He contribution is about 	  !
  Asymmetry Extraction  
 there are some other polarizable nuclei in the target material as a dope to
create free radicals Their concentration was very low and their eect is
negligeable
 the only signicant correction is the hydrogen in the deuterated
butanol target because only   	 !  	 of the hydrogen atoms
could be replaced with deuteron ones in the butanol molecule The remain
ing protons also become polarized during the polarization process After
including the scattering from the polarized protons Equation  becomes
N 

  P
d
t
P
b
fD

A
d
 

P
p
t
P
d
t

p

d
n
p
n
d
A
p
 

  
where P
p
t
and P
d
t
are the proton and deuteron polarizations respectively
From the EST theory P
p
t
 P
d
t
 and a relative error of 	 ! was assigned
to it
n
p
n
d
 			
			 is obtained from the deuterization of the material
A correction for this eect which varies between 	! and ! reaching at
most ! in a bin was applied to the A
d
 
data
The Nitrogen Correction
Since
 
N has spin   it also becomes polarized during the DNP section 
The contribution to the asymmetry A
k
 however is expected to be small
By considering scattering from polarized
 
Ns the number of events N gen
erated in a target cell as well as the measured asymmetry A
k
become
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where the notation of Equation  is used and A
p
and A
N
are the scattering
asymmetries from protons and nitrogen respectively
In the nuclear shell model
 
N can be treated as a
 
C core with spin 	 and an
extra free proton and neutron in a
 
P


state The probability to nd the proton
and neutron with their spins antiparallel to the spin of the
 
N nucleus is twice
as likely as to nd them with their spins parralel to it and

N
A
N
 
 


p
A
p
 
n
A
n
  



d
A
d

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where A
N
 A
n
and A
d
are the scattering asymmetries from
 
N neutrons and
deuterons respectively and 
N
 
n
and 
d
the corresponding cross sections
From more sophisticated analyses of the nitrogen nucleus which include
higher orbital excited states and higher order corrections to the nuclear shell
model an error estimate of 	 
 is determined for the 


factor on the right
hand side of Equation  This error covers the spread of values obtained from
various calculations
The correction to the asymmetry A
p
 
is equal to the negative of the second
term in parenthesis of Equation  
A
p
 
 
n
N
P
N
n
p
P
p

N
A
N

p
 
By using the average values P
N
      ! and P
p
    ! and
n
N
n
p

 

for NH

and Equation  for 
N
A
N
 the following correction for the
 
 A
p
 
values was obtained
A
p
 
 		 			
A
d
 

d

p
 

where for A
d
 
a parametrization of the measured asymmetry from SMC 	 and
from E   	
 is used and for

d

p
a parametrization from NMC  	 is used
The correction A
p
 
is added bin by bin to the calculated A
p
 
 This correction is
found to be less than  ! of the A
p
 
values for every x bin and the error on the
correction is included as a systematic error
 Selection of the Inclusive Events
The events used to extract the inclusive spinasymmetries were selected according
to the following criteria
a Q


 	 GeV

for the beam energy of  	 GeV Q


   GeV

for the beam
energy of  		 GeV ie   data
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b  
  mrad
 
 
   mrad for the beam energy of  		 GeV ie   data
in the case of the asymmetries extractions allowing to know from which
target half the scattered muon originated from as the acceptance of the
trigger rapidly changes for small scattering angles
c energy lost by the incident muon   EE


   GeV   EE


  	 GeV
for the beam energy of  		 GeV ie   data in order to ensure a good
kinematical resolution for the scattered muon
d ratio of the energy transfer  to the incident muon energy E y 	 
 since
the uncertainty on the contribution of radiative events increases at large y
e scattered muon momentum E


   GeV E


   GeV for the beam
energy of  		 GeV to ensure that the muons from hadronic decays are not
mistakenly identied as muons scattered from the target
f beam denition The reconstructed incoming muon trajectory must pass
through both target halves to ensure that both target halves see the same
beam ux so that this quantity can safely be canceled out when extracting
the spin asymmetries
Due to the nonapplicability of QCD at too low values of Q

 a minimum
Q

of   GeV

has been required for the QCD analysis of the polarized structure
functions section  and the selections a and b have been replaced by
a

 Q


   GeV


b

  
  mrad
 Radiative Corrections
The experimentally measured unpolarized and polarized cross sections 
tot
and

tot
 and the corresponding spin asymmetry A
tot
 

 
D

tot

tot
also receive con
 
These selections depend on the trigger type
for T Q

   GeV

and    mrad 
for T and T Q

   GeV

and    mrad 
for T Q

   GeV

and    mrad
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Figure  Onephoton leptonnucleon cross sections and contributions from
virtual photon radiation from second order in 
em

tributions from higher order electromagnetic processes For the study of the
nucleon structure and the extraction of the polarized structure functions the
onephoton exchange cross sections 
 
and 
 
 also referred to as Born cross
sections and the corresponding spin asymmetry A
 
 

 
D

 

 
are of interest


In order to extract A
 
 
from A
tot
 
 the measured spin asymmetry has to be cor
rected for higher order electromagnetic processes radiative events The second
order radiative events in 
em
are shown in Figures  and  These correc
tions called the radiative corrections can be calculated exactly in QED from the
measured event kinematics
The main contributions to the radiative corrections are given by
 the vertex correction Figure b
 the vacuum polarization Figure c
 the radiative tails due to the emission of a real photon in the initial or in
the nal state that can be further separated in
 DIS on target nuclei lN   l   hadrons Figure a where the 
is emitted by the lepton
 elastic scattering on target nuclei Figure b and free target nucleons
 quasielastic scattering on target nuclei Figure c

In this section the notation A
  
 
is used to distinguish the onephoton exchange asymmetry
from A
tot
 
  whereas throughout this thesis A
  
 
is indicated by A
 

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Figure  Radiative events which contribute to the total leptonnucleon cross
section These processes are spin dependent
The rst class of radiative events ie vertex corrections and vacuum polar
ization are spin independent to all orders in 
em
 The radiative tails however
depend on the polarization These corrections are treated dierently the rst as
a multiplicative correction the second as an additive correction
The radiative tails simulate an event with a dened x lower than the x at the
vertex of the virtual photon resulting in a migration of events to lower x bins
This can be understood by expressing x in terms of the energy loss  and of the
scattering angle  of the muon
x 
EE  

M
 
The muon scattering angle  changes only smoothly with the radiation of a pho
ton while the measured  accounts for the exchanged virtual photon as well as
for the radiated photon energy so that the measured x is smaller than the actual
DIS one
The leptonnucleon cross section can be decomposed as

tot
 
 
 
tail
 
 
 
inel
tail
 
el
tail
 
qe
tail
 
and for the polarized case as

tot
 
 

tail
 
 

inel
tail

el
tail

qe
tail
 
where 
tail
is the contribution to 
tot
from the radiative tails and has been decom
posed according to Figure  and 
tail
is the corresponding polarized quantity
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 The relative contributions 
el
p

 
p
 
el
C

 
C
as well as 
qe
C

 
C
to the
the cross section of the onephoton exchange
 is a polarization independent multiplicative correction and accounts for all
the higher order virtual photon processes see Figure  These processes do not
change the event kinematics  also includes contributions from the inelastic tail
events close in x which are due to the emission of soft photons of very low energy
These events only smoothly modify the kinematics so that the kinematical bins
from DIS and from the inelastic tail are not changed The inclusion of the soft
photon radiation in the denition of  is to some extent arbitrary and ambiguous
In order to compute  the structure functions as well as the electric and mag
netic form factors of the various nuclei present in the target are required The
unpolarized radiative corrections were computed with the program TERAD  	 
which also includes additional corrections for the hadronic vertex In the kine
matical range of the SMC data TERAD gives 	 	  	  	 In the SMC
analysis  is set to unity and all the radiative corrections are included in 
tail
and 
tail

Figure 
 shows the relative contributions 
el
p

 
p
 
el
C

 
C
 as well as 
qe
C

 
C
to the onephoton exchange cross section The radiative corrections contribute
mainly at small x Elastic scatterings o high Z nuclei are dominant since the
cross section is proportional to Z


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The leptonnucleon cross section asymmetry neglecting A


A
tot
 

 
D


tot

tot
	
can be rewritten with the use of Equations  and  as
A
tot
 

 
D


 

tail

tot


 

tot

A
 
 

 
D

tail

 

  
where
A
 
 

 
D


 

 

is the wanted onephoton exchange spin asymmetry It follows that
A
 
 


tot

 
 A
tot
 

 
D

tail

 
    A
tot
 
 A
RC
 
 
The multiplicative term   

tot

 
and the additive term A
RC
 

 
D

tail

 
were calculated with the program POLRAD  	 neglecting the contribution
from A

 In order to calculate 
tail
at a given x the knowledge of A
 
at higher
xs is needed The corrections can be calculated by using the measured A
 
starting
from the highest measured x bin This is an iterative procedure repeated until
convergence is reached More accurate calculations were performed by using a
parametrization of A
 
for the proton and deuteron based on the available world
data
A
p
 
 x
p

  e
 p

x
  p


A
d
 
 e
p

x
  p
p


 x
p

  p


with the parameters listed in Table   The uncertainty on A
RC
 
is estimated by
varying the input parameters of A
 
within the experimental errors
Since the radiative correction A
RC
 
varies a lot within an x bin and is strongly
correlated in y within the same x bin it was calculated event by event and then
averaged over a conguration pair in a similar way as done for x in Equation  
This contribution is then subtracted from the asymmetry extracted from the
corresponding conguration pair
The multiplicative term   and the additive radiative correction A
RC
 
 calcu
lated for the proton and the deuteron are shown in Figure  for the inclusive
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parameter proton deuteron
p
 
		  		  	
	 
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
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 		
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p

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Table   Fitted parameters used to describe A
p
 
and A
d
 
in Equations 
and 
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Figure  Multiplicative  
pd
 and additive A
RC
pd
 radiative corrections for the
photonnucleon asymmetry A
 
 for the inclusive  and the semiinclusive 
events The corrections are calculated at the average y of each bin
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Figure  Comparison of the dilution factor f solid line and the eective
dilution factor f
RC
   f dashed line as a function of x for the butanol target
of  
and for the corresponding semiinclusive events Elastic and quasielastic pro
cesses do not contribute to the radiative tails for the semiinclusive events and
therefore the radiative corrections are smaller The maximal values found for
A
RC
 
are 		 for the proton and 		  for the deuteron they are small compared
to the statistical errors of the asymmetries However   strongly varies with x
and the dierence between A
tot
 
and A
 
 
at low x reaches 	!
Scattering from non polarizable material in the target as well as scattering
from polarized nucleons via a non deep inelastic process dilute the spin asymme
tries From this point of view the multiplicative term   

tot

 
can be viewed as
an additional dilution factor It has been included in the denition of an eective
dilution factor Equation 
f
RC
    f 
 


 
pd

tot
pd

A


n
pd

tot
pd
#
A
n
A

tot
A

 

Figure  shows the dilution factor f and the eective dilution factor f
RC
as
a function of x The unceratinty f
RC
on the eective dilution factor f
RC
represents one of the major contributions to the systematic error on A
 
 which
initially has been forgotten in the SMC analysis
The radiative events degrade the statistical accuracy of the measurement as
A
 
 

 
f
RC

 
p
N
 
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Using the weight
w  f
RC
DP
b

in Equation   for the extraction of the spin asymmetry instead of the weight
w  fDP
b
one obtains directly A
tot
 
  and thus A
 
 
after the subtraction of A
RC
 


 Hadron Method
Since in a DIS process the struck quark and the nucleon remnant fragment into
several hadrons the contributions of the radiative tails to the total cross sections
can be reduced by requiring at least one relatively fast hadron in the nal state
in addition to the scattered muon

 The nucleus hit in an elastic scattering
process or the nucleon expelled from the nucleus in a quasielastic process are
too slow to escape from the target and therefore are not detected in the SMC
spectrometer
The presence of these hadrons one or more guarantees that the observed
event is due to a DIS process and not to a radiative process with a DISlike Q


In this case the radiative corrections are signicantly smaller particularily at low
x This determines the basis and usefulness of the hadron method
These hadrontagged events thus do not include any contribution from 
el
tail


qe
tail
 Hence the total cross section for the hadrontagged events reduces to
compare with Equation 

hadron tagged
tot
 
 
 
inel
tail
 
Moreover in the presence of a hadron with z  E
had
 the maximum energy
of a radiated real photon E
max

is reduced to E
max

 EE

    z and the
contribution of 
inel
tail
to 
tot
decreases as well
In the calculation of the eective dilution factor f
RC
Equation 
 for the
hadrontagged events the reduction of the contribution of 
tail
to 
tot
must be
taken into account It results in an increase of f
RC
 in particular at low x This
eect is illustrated in Figure  for the ammonia target

Since only charged particle tracks can be reconstructed in the SMC spectrometer  neutral
hadrons can be indirectly observed via their charged decay products
 Radiative Corrections  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Figure  Comparison of the dilution factor f
RC
 as a function of x for the
hadrontagged events and for the inclusive events from the ammonia target
The additional hadron requirement results in a loss of the number N of events
This loss of events however is more than compensated for by the reduction of the
statistical error on the asymmetry A
 
 
due to the dilution factor Equation 
The net result of this hadron method is that the statistical error on A
 
 
at low
x is smaller than for the inclusive case This is illustrated in Figure  	 where
the ratio of the statistical errors for A
 
 
from hadrontagged events and from
inclusive events is plotted as a function of x for the proton and the deuteron
targets
The use of the hadrontagged events in the asymmetry calculation A
 
 
might
introduce a bias on A
 
 
 Possible side eects have been carefully looked for and
been checked with Monte Carlo simulations using the program POLDIS  	 
to make sure that no biases were introduced in the asymmetries obtained with
the hadrontagged events hadron method compared to the standard inclusive
method
In addition to the kinematical cuts similar to these for the inclusive events
the hadron tagged events also have to satisfy the following requirements
i either one or more hadron tracks points to the muon interaction vertex
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Figure  	 The ratio r of statistical errors for A
 
 
from hadrontagged events
and from inclusive events as a function of x for the proton and the deuteron
targets
ii or a pair of oppositely charged hadron tracks originates from a secondary
vertex V


Moreover the electrons due to radiative  conversion have to be rejected
while the ones coming from s from 

decays can be kept This is realised by
rejecting events for which
a emagf  E
em
E
tot

 	  where emagf is the ratio of the energy deposited
in the electromagnetic part to the total deposited energy in the SMC H
calorimeter section 
b y 
 	
 
c  	  mrad  where  is the angle between the reconstructed electron track
and the direction of the real or virtual  reconstructed from the muon
kinematics
The cuts a to c are also applied to tracks that could not be identied by
the calorimeter due to the limited acceptance close to the muon beam or due to
multiple tracks pointing to the same module
 A
 
Results  
 A
 
Results
The onephoton exchange spin asymmetries A
 
obtained by SMC are shown in
Figure    as a function of x for the proton   and  
 data combined and
the deuteron     and   data combined

 The results obtained with
the inclusive method section  and the hadron method section   event
selections are displayed As can be noticed the dierences between the two event
selections are small except for the two lowest x bins of the proton data
As discussed in section   and illustrated in Figure  	 the hadron method
gives results with smaller statistical errors at low x while for the inclusive one
the results are more precise at high x The optimal set of the SMC A
 
results is
obtained by using for x 	 		 the results obtained with the hadron method and
for x 
 		 the results obtained with the inclusive method
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Figure    A
 
values for the inclusive and the hadrontagged event selections
The upper shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty of A
 
for the hadron
tagged selection while the lower shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty
of A
 
for the inclusive selection

The dates refer to the year when the data were taken
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Figure   The optimal set of SMC results for A
 
together with the results
from EMC  and E   	
  Statistical errors are shown as error bars while
the shaded bands below the data points indicate the systematic uncertainty for
the SMC measurements
The nal A
 
values optimal set from SMC  	 are displayed in Figure  
and detailed in Tables  and  in bins of x The various contributions to
the systematic errors are discussed in section  and detailed in  	  their
quadratic sum is shown as a band in the A
 
plots Figures    and  
 A
 
Results   
x Range hxi hQ

i A
p
 
GeV


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Table  Optimal set of asymmetries for the proton A
p
 
x from the SMC data
The rst error is statistical and the second is systematic The rst three bins
have Q


 	 GeV

 while the remaining ones have Q


   GeV


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x Range hxi hQ

i A
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Table  Optimal set of asymmetries for the deuteron A
d
 
x from SMC data
otherwise same explanations as for Table 
 A
 
Results  

 The Q

dependence of A

The SMC combined proton and deuteron asymmetries are presented in Tables 
and Tables  respectively and are also displayed in Figure   and Figure  
as a function ofQ

for several x bins For comparison the EMC  and E   	
 
results are also shown in the same gures The error bars display the statistical
uncertainties only The SLAC E  data complement the low Q

region of the
asymmetries at high x which was not covered by SMC The EMC data at high
Q

show consistency with the SMC data At high x the asymmetries span a
wider Q

range than at lower x
From perturbative QCD a dierent behavior in Q

is expected for the struc
ture functions F
 
and g
 
 which would imply that A
 
 g
 
F
 
should be also Q


dependent This dependence follows from the DGLAP evolution equations  
The Q

dependence was studied in SMC with a QCD analysis section   per
formed at NexttoLeading Order NLO of the asymmetries The QCD ts are
shown as solid lines in Figures   and   they follow the data well The
dashed lines represent instead the mean values of A
 
 ie a t to the asymme
tries with no Q

dependence they also follow the data well
Within the precision of the data the Q

dependence of A
p
 
and A
d
 
is not
visible even at low x where the Q

dependence should be more apparent due
to a higher gluon density compared to the high x region In other words these
asymmetries are compatible with the hypothesis of no Q

dependence
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 from SMC data The errors are
statistical only
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Figure   A
p
 
as a function of Q

for dierent bins of x for the SMC data
where the value of x is the average value in each bin The EMC  and E   	
 
results are also shown for comparison Error bars show statistical uncertainties
only The solid line is a result of the QCD analysis described in section 
while the dashed line is the t assuming no Q

dependence
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Figure   A
d
 
as a function of Q

for dierent bins of x for the SMC data
where the value of x is the average value in each bin The E  results  	
 are
also shown for comparison Otherwise same explanations as for Figure  
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 Systematic Uncertainties on A

Several dierent sources contribute to the total systematic error on A
 
 The main
ones are described in detail below In the analysis all the individual systematic
errors are treated as independent ones and are added in quadrature ie assuming
no correaltion among them in order to obtain the total systematic error on A
p
 
and A
d
 

Uncertainty due to the acceptance variation
Given their smallness the false asymmetries dened in section   are consid
ered as a systematic eect on A
 
rather than a correction factor The eect of
the false asymmetry on A
 
is given by
A
false
 

 
fDP
b
P
t
   	
and is estimated for each x bin The value of  
r

r
Equation  per x bin is
used for quoting a systematic error on A
 

Uncertainty due to the target polarization
The contributions to the systematic error from the target polarization
P
t
P
t
are
described in depth in  	  The estimation of
P
t
P
t
is summarized in Table 
and
A
P
t
 


P
t
P
t

A
 
  
Uncertaintiy due to the beam polarization
The error on the beam polarization
P
b
P
b
is reported in Table   and
A
P
b
 


P
b
P
b

A
 
 
Uncertainty due to the dilution factor
It arises from the errors in the unpolarized cross section ratios and from the
uncertainties in the determination of the various concentrations of nuclei in the
target material with respect to the polarizable target material and
A
f
 


f
f

A
 
 
Uncertainty due to the radiative corrections
The radiative corrections are calculated using the program POLRAD section 
 A
 
Results  
with the A
 
asymmetries as an input parameter to the calculation The system
atic error on the radiative corrections A
RC
 
is estimated by varying the input
asymmetries by one standard deviation up and down of their statistical errors
From that an upper and lower limit of the radiative corrections is determined
The larger of the two is taken as the systematic error This is an additive cor
rections while the preceeding ones are multiplicative corrections
Uncertainty due to the neglect of A

In evaluating A
 
from
A
 

A
k
D
 A

 
the second term proportional to A

was neglected The eect of neglecting A

is
included in the systematic error The uncertainty of A
 
due to A

is estimated
by taking the maximal value of A

at a  ! condence level ie  s
Uncertainty due to R
A
 
depends on the structure function R through the depolarization factor D
The uncertainty of A
 
due to the uncertainty of R is given by
A
R
 

  y
y y
A
k
R  
The uncertainty R is obtained from the errors on the parameters used in the
parametrization of R
Uncertainty due to the proton background
The error on the deuteron asymmetry A
d
 
due to the polarized proton background
arises mainly from the uncertainties in the hydrogen polarization and in the
proton asymmetry A
p
 

Uncertainty due to the nitrogen background
The uncertainty due to the nitrogen background arises from the uncertainty of the
last term of Equation  and from the uncertainty of the deuteron asymmetry
A
d
 

Uncertainty due to the momentum measurements
The kinematics of the incoming and scattered muon are aected by the resolution
of their momenta This results in a smearing of the kinematical variables x x
and Q

 Q

 The eects on A
 
due to this phenomenon is estimated and
included as a systematic error The uncertainties of the incoming energy E
and of the scattered energy E

 of the muons depends on the calibrations of
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the BMS and FSM respectively The uncertainty in the scattered muon energy
E

 is estimated from the comparison of the J% and K

s
mass distributions
with their particle data book values From these comparisons
E
E
is estimated
to be 	 ! while
E

E

is estimated to be 	 ! These values are propagated
throughout to the uncertainty in A
 
 In the asymmetry extraction method the
only parameters that depend on the kinematics are f and D The uncertainty in
A
 
due to smearing of f and D is of the order of  	
 
for all x bins
hxi A
false
P
t
P

f
 
rc A

R MR P
bg
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Table 
 Contributions to the systematic error for A
p
 
x are the uncertainties of
the false asymmetry contribution A
false
 the target and the beam polarizations
P
t
and P

 the eective dilution factor f

 the radiative corrections rc
the neglect of A

 A

 the ratio R R the momentum resolution MR and
the polarized background from
 
N in the ammonia target P
bg
 The rst three
bins have Q


 	 GeV

 while the rest have Q


   GeV


 The g
 
Structure Function   
 The g
 
Structure Function
The spin dependent structure function g
 
is evaluated from the measured A
 
asymmetries reported in Tables  and  from Equation   
g
pd
 

F
pd

x  R
A
pd
 
 A
pd

  

where the A

contribution has been neglected The unpolarized structure function
F

and the ratio R are evaluated at the x and Q

of the A
 
measurement by using
the parametrizations described below


 F

Parametrization
The unpolarized structure functions F
p

xQ

 and F
d

xQ

 are determined with
a phenomenological t to the available unpolarized DIS data The proton t
used data from measurements on protons made by BCDMS   	  E

     
NMC   
  SLAC     H     and ZEUS     while the data used for
the deuteron t came from measurements on deuterons made by BCDMS   	 
E

      NMC   
 and SLAC    and from the precise measurements of
the ratio F
d

F
p

made by NMC   
 
The parametrization used was the one originally proposed by BCDMS   	 
and later used by NMC 
F
fit

xQ

  Ax 

lnQ

$


lnQ

$



Bx

  
Cx
Q


 
where
Ax  x
a

  x
a

a

 a

  x  a

  x

 a

  x

 a

  x

 
Bx  b
 
 b

x  b

x b


Cx  c
 
x c

x

 c

x

 c

x


This   parameter functional form has been tted to the F
p

and F
d

data sepa
rately at Q


 	 GeV

with $  	 GeV All the parameters and the complete
covariance matrices were determined and were then used to determine the one
standard deviation of the upper and lower limits of F
p

and F
d

 The upper and
lower limit values were propagated as a systematic error on g
 

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Parameter F
p

F
p

limits
Upper limit Lower limit
a
 
 
 
a

  
a


  
a



  
a



 
 
a

 
 


a

 
 
b
 
  
b

  
b

  
b

  
c
 
  
c


 

 


c

  
c


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Table  The values of the parameters of Equation  for F
p

and for the
upper and lower limits of F
p


The values for the tted parameters are given in Tables  and  The
upper and lower limit parameter values correspond to the total uncertainty of F
p

and F
d


The tted parametrizations are valid and can be used only in the kinematical
range of the data sets which covers    	
 
	 x 	 	 and 	 	 Q

	
			GeV

for F
p

and    	
 
	 x 	 	 and 	 	 Q

	 	GeV

for F
d


The above parametrization of F

must be used with the proper values of R
to reproduce the measured cross sections A detailed description of the tting
procedure can be found in    


 R Evaluation
The determination of the unpolarized structure function R Equation   the
ratio of the absorption cross section for longitudinally and transversely polarized
virtual photons requires cross section measurements at dierent energies and
 The g
 
Structure Function  
Parameter F
d

F
d

limits
Upper limit Lower limit
a
 

 
 


a

 
 
a


  
a

  



a


 
 
a


  
a

 
 

b
 
 
 

b

  
b

 
 
b



  
c
 
  
c



  

c

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c

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Table  The values of the parameters of Equation  for F
d

and for the
upper and lower limits of F
d


has been determined by several experiments
The parametrization of R measured by NMC   
 has been used for x 	 	 
while for x 
 	  the parametrization of SLAC    has been used The SLAC
parametrization covers the kinematical range of 	  	 x 	 	 and 	
 	 Q

	
	 GeV

and has been extrapolated to higher values of Q

in order to cover the
wholeQ

range of the SMC data The NMC parametrization has been determined
in the range of 			 	 x 	 	  and  	 	 Q

	  GeV

and covers essentially
the whole low x range of the SMC data Moreover NMC has measured also the
dierence R
p
 R
d
and found it to be consistent with zero     Therefore the
same parametrizations of R are used for both the proton and deuteron data


 Results of g

at the Measured Q

The results of the spin dependent structure function g
 
at the measured Q

are
presented in Figure   and Tables  and  	 down to x  				 The lowest
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Figure   The optimal set of SMC results for g
 
 a for proton and b for
deuteron The statistical errors are shown as error bars while the shaded band
below the data points indicates the systematic uncertainty The Q


 	 GeV

result was obtained by combining the three lowest A
 
bins
x bin point was obtained by combining the data of the three lowest x bins of the
A
 
results it contains data with Q

values below   GeV

 These low x data can
be shown because a valid parametrization of F

for this region became available
Due to concerns of the applicability of the perturbative QCD at low Q

 only
data with Q


   GeV

have been used in the QCD analysis described below
Figure  
 shows a compilation of almost all available world data on g
 
at the
measured Q


 The g
 
Structure Function  
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Figure  
 Compilation of almost all available world data on xg
 
xQ

 ex
cept for EMC at the measured Q

plot from    
 
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x Range hxi hQ

i GeV

 g
p
 
g
p
 
Q


 	 GeV


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Table  The proton spindependent structure function g
p
 
at the measured
Q

 and for Q


   GeV

 where the QCD evolution is applicable evolved to
Q


  	 GeV

 The rst bin which has Q


 	 GeV

 was obtained by
combining the three lowest A
 
bins from Table  The rst error is statistical
and the second is systematic In the last column the third error indicates the
uncertainty in the QCD evolution
 The g
 
Structure Function  
x Range hxi hQ

i GeV

 g
d
 
g
d
 
Q


 	 GeV

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Table  	 The deuteron spindependent structure function g
d
 
at the measured
Q

 and for Q


   GeV

evolved to Q


  	 GeV

 Otherwise explanations as
for Table 
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
 QCD Evolution Analysis
The evaluation of the sum rules like the Bjorken sum rule section    requires
the integration of g
 
over the entire x range of 	 	 x 	   at a xed value of Q


However for the A
 
and g
 
measurements only part of the x range is accessi
ble moreover in the accessible range each x bin covers a dierent Q

interval
Because of these reasons a socalled QCD evolution analysis section  
 is nec
essary That allows to evolve the measured g
 
values to a common Q

and to
extrapolate g
 
to the unmeasured regions section   The basis of this evo
lution analysis are the DGLAP evolution equations  Equations    
and   that allow the parton distribution functions to be evolved from the
measured Q

to any other value of Q


In order to perform the evolution using the DGLAP evolution equations
the polarized parton distributions need to be extracted from the experimental
structure function data The functional form of the polarized parton distributions
has to account for both the low x and high x behaviors with a minimum number
of free parameters The following parametrization was used 	 
fxQ

  N
f
 
f
 a
f
 
f
x

f
  x

f
   
f
x 
where N  a is xed by the normalization condition
N  a
Z
 

x

  x

   x     
f denotes # q
NS
or g With this normalization the parameters 
S
 
NS
and 
g
 are the rst moments of the singlet quark the nonsinglet quark and the
gluon distributions at the starting scale respectively As discussed in section  

the spindependent structure function g
 
can be expressed in terms of the quark
singlet and nonsinglet and the gluon distributions Equation  	
The SMC proton and deuteron data of Tables  and  	 along with the
proton and deuteron data of EMC  and E   	
  and the neutron data
of E   	  E      and HERMES   were used The parameters of
the parton distribution functions have been determined by a 

minimization
procedure The initial parametrizations of Equation  at a starting Q

of
  GeV

 have been evolved to the measured Q

of each data point with the
 The g
 
Structure Function  
DGLAP equations using an evolution program written by R Ball et al    This
program uses a method which solves the DGLAP equations in momentum space
with the boundary condition of Equation  at an initial scale of Q

i
   GeV


For each set of starting parameters 
f
 
f
 
f
and a
f
the following 



 #
n
i
 
g
calc
 
xQ

 g
data
 
xQ

 


stat
g
data
 
xQ

 

	
has been computed The sum i is over the number of experimental data points
about  		 g
calc
 
is the calculated g
 
 g
data
 
is the measured g
 
 and 
stat
is the
statistical error of the measured g
 
 The 

is minimized by varying the starting
parameters 
f
 
f
 
f
and a
f
of the parton distributions Equation  in order
to obtain the best t at the measured Q


Not all of the parameters of Equation  are well constrained by the data
therefore some of them had to be xed The parameters 
g
 which controls the
behavior of the gluon distribution at large x is xed to  by the QCD sum
rules   The nonsinglet 
NS
terms are xed by using the neutron and hyperon
 decay constants and by assuming SU avor symmetry

pn
NS
 


g
A
g
V

 

a

  
where jg
A
g
V
j  F D   
	  			  and FD  	 		 
   
with 
s
M

Z
  	   			  
Figure   shows the polarized parton distributions obtained from this NLO
pQCD analysis of the polarized structure function g
 
at Q

i
   GeV

including
their statistical uncertainties as obtained from this t procedure The values of
the parameters at the same initial scales are summarized in 	 
The program of R Ball et al   was also used in order to evolve the data
from the measured Q

to a xed Q


of  GeV

and  	 GeV

 In order to obtain
g
 
at the desired xed Q


 the dierence between the t value at the measured
Q

and at the xed Q


is added to the g
 
at the measured Q

as
g
 
xQ


  g
 
xQ

  g
fit
 
xQ


 g
fit
 
xQ

  
The results of the ts to g
 
at Q

  GeV

are shown in Figures    
and 	 for the proton the deuteron and the neutron respectively 	  The
 
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Figure   Polarized parton distribution functions determined from a pQCD
analysis at Q

i
   GeV

 The crossed hatched bands represent their statistical
uncertainty as obtained from the NLO QCD t The vertical and horizontal
hatched bands represent the experimental and theoretical uncertainties
data have also been evolved to the same Q

  GeV

 which is close to the
avarage Q

of the world data set used for this analysis The results of the g
 
evolved to Q

  	 GeV

for the SMC data are shown in Tables  and  	
The contributions to the uncertainty of g
fit
 
consist of the uncertainties of
the factorization and renormalization scales the functional form chosen for the
parton distributions 
s
 g
A
and the quark mass thresholds
Since this analysis has been completed new data have become available at
larger x than SMC   and new QCD analyses have been performed The results
of the most recent analysis of  
 for the proton are shown in Figure   The
new data at large x however have little impact on the overall behavior of g
 
and
 The g
 
Structure Function  
 
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Figure   x g
p
 
proton vs x for the world data with the QCD t at Q


 GeV

 The low x region is emphasized in the inset The data points are shown
with their statistical errors The uncertainties of the t due to experimental
systematics and theoretical sources are shown by the vertically and horizontally
hatched bands respectively
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Figure   x g
d
 
deuteron vs x for the world data with the QCD t at Q


 GeV

 The low x region is emphasized in the inset The data points are shown
with their statistical errors The uncertainties of the t due to experimental
systematics and theoretical sources are shown by the vertically and horizontally
hatched bands respectively
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Figure 	 x g
n
 
neutron vs x for the world data with the QCD t at Q


 GeV

 Only statistical errors are shown with the data points The low x region
is emphasized in the inset The uncertainties in the t due to experimental
systematics and theoretical sources are shown by the vertically and horizontally
hatched bands respectively
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Figure   Q

dependence of g
p
 
xQ

 for the proton world data with Q



  GeV

 Also shown are the t dashed line according to A
 
 x


	  
 	 x  x

   		Q

   and a NLO pQCD t full line of  
 
For better visibility each data set for a given hxi is shifted by a xed value cx
starting from bottom 	 	 	 	 	        	 

 and 	

 The First Moments and the Sum Rules  

do not change substantially the picture obtained in the SMC analysis 	 
 The First Moments and the Sum Rules
The rst moment of g
 
 referred to as 
 
 is the integral of g
 
at a xed Q

over
the entire x range from 	 to  

 

Z
 

g
 
dx  
In the measured range 			 	 x 	 	  g
 
xQ


 is calculated from the
NLO QCD analysis using Equation  for a xed Q


of  	 GeV

 which is close
to the average Q

of the SMC data These results are presented below
Z




g
p
 
xQ


 dx  	   			 			
 			  
Z




g
d
 
xQ


 dx  		 			
 			 			  
where the rst uncertainty is statistical the second systematic and the third one
comes from the uncertainty in the Q

evolution The total systematic error is
obtained by adding the individual contributions which are detailed in Table   
In addition to the systematic errors on A
 
propagated to g
 
and to the integral
over the measured region the contributions from the kinematical resolution and
the error due to the approximations in the asymmetry evaluation procedure are
also included
The results for the rst moments which are the integrals taken over the full
range are

p
 
Q

  	 GeV

 
Z
 

g
p
 
xQ


 dx  	 	 			 			
 		   


d
 
Q

  	 GeV


Z
 

g
d
 
xQ


 dx  		  			
 			 		   
As far as the contributions from the unmeasured regions the QCD t is
extended into these regions and the area under the curve is taken The behavior
of the QCD ts in these unmeasured regions can be seen in Figures    
and 	 The contribution to the error from the unmeasured regions is evaluated
in the same way as for the measured region
 
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Source of the error 
p
 

d
 
Target polarization    
Beam polarization    

Dilution factor    
Uncertainty in F

   
Acceptance variation    
Radiative corrections    

Asymmetry evaluation    
Neglect of A

   
Polarized background    
Kinematical resolution    
Momentum measurement    
Uncertainty on R    
Total systematic error    
Evolution    
Statistics    
Table    The sources of uncertainties for the integrals of g
p
 
and g
d
 
in the
measured region 			 	 x 	 	

 The EllisJae Sum Rule
The predictions of EllisJae for the rst moments were calculated for a xed
Q

of  	 GeV

 by using Equation  


p
 
Q

  	 GeV

  	 	 			 

d
 
Q

  	 GeV

  		  			  
The experimental value for 
p
 
Equations 
 disagrees with the EllisJae
prediction by almost  standard deviations while the experimental value for

d
 
Equations  also disagrees with the EllisJae prediction by almost 
standard deviations In both cases the experimental values are smaller than the
predictions This fact further conrms that the quark singlet contribution to the
nucleon spin # is small
In the AdlerBardeen renormalization scheme     the pQCD anlaysis
gives
#Q

   GeV

  	 		stat 	 syst  
	

 First Moments and Sum Rules  

This value corresponds to about
 

of the QPM expectation of #  	  
The large systematic unceratinty is due to the correlation in this scheme of this
quantity with g and its uncertainty in the evaluation
The same analysis gives for g
gQ

   GeV

  	
 
 
 
 
sta


 

sys
 

 

th  
 
When evolved to Q

  GeV

and Q

  	 GeV

 the values for g become  
and 	 respectively The large error reects the fact that the uncertainty on
g from scaling violations is still too large to signicantly constrain the gluon
contribution to the nucleon spin

 The Bjorken Sum Rule
The Bjorken sum rule Equation  
 relates the dierence of 
p
 
and 
n
 
to
the neutron  decay constant jg
A
g
V
j The conventional method of testing the
Bjorken sum rule which has been used in most experimental papers is to evaluate
the dierence 
p
 
 
n
 
at a xed Q

and to verify if Equation  
 holds
In order to reduce the number of free parameters in the SMC NLO pQCD
analysis instead jg
A
g
V
j has been xed to its nominal value of  
	 			  
This is equivalent to assume that the Bjorken sum rule is valid In SMC pQCD
analysis the Bjorken sum rule has been tested by releasing this constraint in the
pQCD analysis by making jg
A
g
V
j one of the free parameters to be tted with
the g
 
data This is an alternative way to test this sum rule The t gave




g
A
g
V




   


 

sta


 

sys

 
 

th  

The value obtained here is consistent with the nominal value used above
To evaluate the Bjorken sum rule this tted value for jg
A
g
V
j and its un
certainty have been used in the pQCD analysis at Q

  GeV

 It has been
obtained

p
 
 
n
 
 	 


 

sta

  
 

sys

 
 

th  	 


 
 
 

which is in very good agreement with the theoretically calculated value of 
p
 


n
 
 	    			  at the same Q

of  GeV

 This result conrms the
Bjorken sum rule to an accuracy of about  	 ! cl 
  !

 

Chapter 
The  
 
Analysis
The main characteristic of the elastic  

production p   

 

p

 is that in
the event in addition to the scattered muon Figure   there are only the
two oppositely charged pion tracks coming from the  

  


 
decay BR
  		 ! In order to fully reconstruct the exclusive process p   

 

p

 all
the tracks of the incoming and outgoing particles have to be reconstructed In
addition to the scattered muon 

 the recoiling nucleon and the two pions from
the  

meson decay there should be no other particles in the nal state The
recoiling nucleon or nucleus however is too slow and thus remains undetected
in the SMC spectrometer In the case of an ideal exclusive process the kinematics
of the event is fully constrained by the produced  

and by the incoming  and
the outgoing 

tracks Some particles produced with the  

 however do not
enter the spectrometer acceptance and thus cannot be detected For this reason
additional selection criteria are needed to remove the background arising from
nonelastic processes
  The  
	
Sample
Event Selection
First good p scattering events have been selected on the basis of the scattered
 kinematics which also denes the fourmomentum and polarization of the
virtual photon The selection criteria applied are similar to the inclusive analysis
 	 CHAPTER 
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
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described in section 
a Q


 		  GeV


b muon scattering angle  
  mrad
 

c y 
 	 so that the 

carries a large fraction of the incoming muon energy
and to guarantee good acceptance for the  

s
d y 	 	 to reject large radiative events
e scattered muon momentum p

 

   GeVc p

 

  	 GeVc for the  		 GeV
beam to assure good acceptance for the scattered  in the trigger and in
the muon section of the spectrometer and to suppress muons coming from
the decay of pions or kaons produced in the interaction
f incoming muon momentum p

between  	 GeVc and  	 GeVc 	 GeVc 	
p

	   	 GeVc for the  		 GeV beam
g muon interaction vertex within the target volume the reconstructed primary
vertex must lie within one of the two target halves both longitudinally and
radially
h good beam denition the reconstructed incoming muon trajectories must
pass through both target halves to ensure that both target halves see the
same beam ux so that the beam ux can be safely cancelled out when
extracting the spin asymmetries
Track Selection
Next in order to isolate an elastic  

sample threetrack events have been selected
requiring
i only two hadron tracks of opposite charge tted to the interaction vertex in
addition to the scattered muon track
 
Selections a  and b  depend on the trigger type
for T Q

   GeV

and    mrad
for T and T Q

   GeV

and    mrad
for T Q

   GeV

and    mrad

  The  

Sample   
j minimum hadron momentum p
had

  GeVc p
had

  GeVc for the
 		 GeV beam to assure good acceptance for the pions generated in the
 

decay
Each reconstructed hadron track has been assumed to be a pion since there was
no hadron identication in the spectrometer The spectrometer however allowed
the identication of electrons and muons section  Electrons were removed
with the help of the electromagnetic calorimeter Muons were identied in the
muon section of the spectrometer and except for the scattered muon were thus
removed
Interaction Vertex Determination
The primary interaction vertex is dened by the incident and the scattered muon
tracks as the closest approach between the incoming muon upstream of the
target and the scattered muon track downstream of the target reconstructed
back to the target section   Figures  and  Longitudinally the vertex
must be exactly within one of the two target halves and radially within  cm
from the target axis while the target holder had a radius of about  cm Being
a resonance the  

decays where it has been produced Therefore the two pions
from the  

decay originate at the production vertex and can be tted to the muon
interaction vertex vertex of Type  In this way the primary vertex as well as
all the track parameters can be reconstructed with better precision This vertex
reconstruction procedure is especially relevant for small muon scattering angles
typically at low values of Q

 The inclusion of the nontted tracks increases
the amount of background without increasing appreciably the elastic  

sample
Therefore only the tted tracks have been used In the following  

analysis it
has always been required that the two oppositely charged pion tracks have been
tted to the primary vertex
Preliminary  

Sample
After all these selections a preliminary  

sample has been obtained Since the  

is a resonance it can be shown only in the invariant mass distribution m


 

Figure 
  shows the invariant mass distribution m


 
 with the event and
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track selections discussed above

 The invariant mass m


 
 is calculated
using the momentum vectors p


and p


of the two detected hadrons assuming
that they are pions
m




 
  p


 p




 
 
The  

peak is clearly visible in the invariant mass distribution but it sits
above a large continuum background since also many nonexclusive events have
passed these selections This can happen if one ore more tracks are undetected in
the event As discussed in section   for p
had
	  GeVc most hadron tracks do
not enter into the spectrometer acceptance and thus are not reconstructed Also
all neutral hadrons ie neutrons and K

s and photons remain undetected as
well
 Isolation of the Exclusive Process
These relatively simple selections are not sucient to isolate the exclusive process
In order to isolate a pure exclusive  

sample additional selections on the nal
state kinematics are needed and have been implemented
In the exclusive process the produced  

takes essentially all of the virtual
photon energy  This is true in particular at high energies where the energy of
the recoiling system is small with respect to the 

energy Events with particles
produced in addition to the two pions originating in the  

decay can then be
excluded by demanding that the two pions take up all the energy lost by the
muon in the interaction

E
 
 E


 E


   

Indeed conservation of energy gives
E

 E
target
 E

 
 E
 
 E
target
 


and
E
 
  
j t j
M
p
 


Where not indicated explicitly  all the plots are based on the  data sample For other
data samples years similar plots have been obtained

For the notation and the denition of the variables see Table 
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
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
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Figure 
  Invariant mass distribution m


 
 after selections a  j
The Mandelstam variable t  p  p



is the momentum squared transferred
to the target For the SMC kinematics the term
jtj
M
p
 typically a fraction of a
GeV is negligible compared to the 

energy  and E
 
  For an exclusive
event therefore the energy fraction Z
pair
of the pion pair
Z
pair

E


 E




E
 

exclusive
    

goes to   Z
pair
    The event is characterized as exclusive if Z
pair
  
Figure 
 shows the Z
pair
distribution after selections a  j in the  

mass
window 	
 	 m


 
 	  	 GeVc

 e

e
 
and K

K
 
pairs have also been
rejected from this sample cuts m and n introduced later
The elastic peak is clearly visible around Z
pair
   The large tail extending to
the left from the peak comes from the combinatorial background The smearing
of the elastic peak is due to the nite resolution in the reconstruction of the event
to secondary interactions etc
In principle the cut 	 	 Z
pair
	    is suciently good to remove most of
the combinatorial background and to select the elastic process as can be seen in
Figure 

 For instance the E

 experiment at Fermilab   used this method
to select the elastic  

process
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Figure 
 Z
pair
distribution after selections For this and the following  gures
cuts a  j have been applied The events have been selected in the  

mass
window 	
 	 m


 
 	  	 GeVc

 e

e
 
and K

K
 
pairs have also been
rejected from this sample using cuts m and n
Inelasticity
A detailed momentum  energy balance which takes into account also the unde
tected recoiling system is however much more preferable For this purpose the
socalled inelasticity I dened as
I  M

X
M

p
W

 


is used It expresses the dierence between the calculated missing invariant
mass squared of the recoiling system M

X
 and the invariant mass squared of
the recoiling system M

p
 assuming it is a proton normalized to the total energy
squared W

of the 

N system M

X
is determined from the kinematics of the
measured particles
M

X
 p q  v

 

where p q and v are the momenta of the target nuclon the exchanged virtual
photon and the produced  

 respectively By normalizing the momentumenergy
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balance M

X
 M

p
 to W

W

 M
p
 an energy independent quantity is
obtained which can be interpreted as the energy fraction of the 

N system
which did not go into the elastic process 

N    

N

 ie the inelasticity In
the exclusive process the unobserved recoiling system is indeed the target proton
or neutron and M
X
 M
p
 which gives I  	 while for a nonelastic process
M
X

 M
p
and I 
 	
Figure 
 shows the inelasticity distribution for the selected  

sample in
the  

mass window 	
 	 m


 
 	  	 GeVc

after the suppression of
the e

e and K

K
 
pairs The peak centered around zero contains the elastic
events above an inelastic background extending to the right As can be seen the
elastic events are distributed symmetrically around I  	 and the width of the
elastic peak is essentially due to the measurement smearing
 the momenta of the muon and of the pions are not measured exactly
 multiple scattering
 one or both pions can undergo secondary interactions which change their
momenta
The inelastic background starts at about I  	 the unphysical region I 	 	 is
not accessible except for the smearing of the measurement and grows linearly
with I It is mainly due to the unobserved particles such as slow hadrons
neutral hadrons and photons Due to the nite resolution of the spectrometer
the unobserved particles cannot be resolved from the exclusive  

peak below and
in the close vicinity of that peak
The inelasticity distribution has been tted with a gaussian describing the
elastic peak plus a straight line describing the background Figure 
 The
gaussian is peaked around zero as expected and its width I  		  indicates
the smearing of the measurement The curve describing the background when
extrapolated below the elastic peak points to zero at I  	 This description
however is not complete The event abundance on the right of the elastic peak
comes mainly from events where in addition to the  

 a relatively soft photon
has been emitted by the incoming or scattered muon radiative events These
radiative events contribute about  ! to the exclusive process   
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Figure 
 Inelasticity distribution after selections The superimposed line rep
resents a t gaussian  rst order polynomial to the inelasticity distribution
The excess of events for 		 	 I 	 	  is mainly due to radiative events
To select the elastic process the following cut on the inelasticity has been
imposed
k inelasticity cut 		 	 I 	 		 
This inelasticity interval corresponds to about I The width of the selected
inelasticity interval determines also the amount of background that enters in the
elastic sample A tighter cut could reduce this amount but would also reduce the
number of elastic events while a wider cut would not yield much more events
but would introduce a larger background contamination It turned out that
jIj 	 		 is a good compromise for maximizing the number of events while
keeping the background low The inelasticity distribution obtained here as well
as the selected I interval is about a factor two narrower compared to the one
obtained by the NMC experiment 	 NMC used 	  	 I 	 		 This is
due mainly to the better track reconstruction in SMC compared to NMC This
also means that the amount of background in the SMC sample is smaller than in
NMC in the same kinematical region
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Q

interval deuteron   proton  

GeV

 all p
T
p
T

 		 GeV

all p
T
p
T

 		 GeV

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Table 
  Fraction of background in ! in the elastic  

sample after all selec
tions cuts a  n
For some parts of the analysis as well as for cross checks more restrictive
background rejection cuts have been used A background free sample in principle
can be obtained for I 	 	 at the price of loosing half of the events
From ts like the one in Figure 
 the amount of the inelastic background
has been estimated by extrapolating the line below the gaussian The study of
the amount of the background in the elastic region shows no signicant nuclear
dependence a small Q

and W

dependence and a slightly more pronounced
dependence on the transverse momentum p

T
of the  

 This p

T
dependence can
be explained by a dierent behavior of the exclusive  

cross section o nuclei
section    at very low values of p

T
p

T
	 		 GeV

c

 the process is dom
inated by coherent scattering o dierent nuclei in the target with a very large
cross section while for larger values of p

T
p

T

 		 GeV

c

 the process is
essentially noncoherent with a much smaller cross section The inelastic back
ground which also decreases exponentially with increasing p

T
however with no
change of the slope does not exhibit such a peculiar behaviour and therefore
the relative amount of the inelastic background for p

T
	 		 GeV

c

is smaller
than for p

T

 		 GeV

c

 Table 
  summarizes the kinematical dependence
of the fraction of the inelastic background in the selected exclusive  

sample
The requirement on I is rather tight It is not however sucient to suppress
inelastic contributions involving nucleon excitations due to the nite resolution
of the measurement the exclusive  

peak cannot be fully isolated
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Figure 
 Missing energy E distribution after selections The shaded area
shows the E distribution restricted to jIj 	 		
Energy Balance
Other experiments use still another method    they cut on the missing energy
E  M

X
M

p
M
p
 For large values of  E  I   Figure 
 shows
the E distribution for the selected event sample As expected the elastic peak
is observed at E  	 with the nonelastic background extending to the right
of the peak E 
 	 The width of the E distribution is about  	 MeVc

ie about the mass of the pion which sets a limit on the selectivity of the
elastic process that can be achieved Basically an event containing in addition
to the  

a very slow pion will not be resolved from an elastic  

event Although
the momenta of each track are measured with a resolution of several GeVc the
resolution on E is not surprising since the energy balance is basically performed
in the transverse plane with respect to the virtual photon direction where the
transverse momenta are much smaller than the total momenta and therefore are
measured much more precisely along with the corresponding angles
The E and I cuts are rather equivalent as can be seen in Figure 
 where
the shaded area represents the E distribution restricted to the jIj 	 		 inter
val The cut jEj 	 	 GeV corresponds roughly to the cut jIj 	 		
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Figure 

 Invariant mass distributionsm


 
 for the three dierent inelastic
ity cuts after selections a  j full line jIj 	 		 dahsed line jEj 	 	 GeV
and dotted line 	 	 Z
pair
	    Electron conversions and  meson reections
have been already removed from this distribution
Figures 
 and 

 compare the various inelasticity selections discussed above
As can be seen all the three criteria discussed above ie 	 	 Z
pair
	   
jIj 	 		 and jEj 	 	 GeV are rather equivalent The inelasticity cut
cut k has been preferred in this analysis because it is an energy independent
quantity and because it gives the strongest background rejection
  

Mass Spectrum
Finally events have been selected in the  

mass window
l  

mass window 	
 GeVc

	 m


 
 	  	 GeVc


The selected  

mass window is asymmetric with respect to the  

resonance
peak at 	 MeVc

see Figure 

 it extends to about    to the left and to
about   to the right of the peak where    	 MeVc

is the width of the
resonance Dierent mass windows have also been considered
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Figure 
 Invariant mass distributions m


 
 after selections a  j includ
ing the inelasticity cut jIj 	 		 cut k The peak at about 	 GeVc

is
mainly due to the    e

e
 
conversions The shaded area shows the m


 

distribution after the electron pair removal The small bump in the distribution
at about 	 GeVc

is due to the   K

K
 
meson reections
Figure 
 shows the invariant mass distribution m


 
 after the inelastic
ity cut cut k  The  

resonance appears rather clean except for the large peak
on the left of the  

peak The peak at about 	 GeVc

is mainly due to the 
conversions    e

e
 
 and to the socalled  meson reections    K

K
 

Therefore electron pairs from bremsstrahlung photons    e

e
 
conversions
and kaon pairs from the  meson reections    K

K
 
 have to be rejected
from the sample Note that the distribution starts at   m

 	 GeVc


These events are characterized by very small opening angles of the track pair
Electron Removal
Radiative events with a  converting into an e

e
 
pair    e

e
 
 can satisfy
the above selections and still reproduce correctly the  

invariant mass as well
They represent a background which is not completely contained in the peak at
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Figure 
 Left me

e
 
 distribution plotted against emagf Events due to   
e

e
 
conversions are concentrated in the bottom right corner The box indicates
the exclusion region Right emagf distribution The peak at emagf 
 	 is due
to electrons
about 	 GeVc

in the m


 
 spectrum but extends also into the  

mass
window Therefore they must be removed Two dierent criteria based on
  the H calorimeter
 a cut on the m

e

e
 
 invariant mass
have been combined and used to suppress the contamination of the  

sample
from the electron pairs
For each shower in the H calorimeter section  associated with a selected
track the ratio
emagf 
E
em
E
em
 E
had


between the energy deposited in the electromagnetic part of H and the total
energy deposited in the calorimeter was calculated Figure 
 right shows the
emagf distribution The peak at emagf 
 	 is generated by electrons which
deposit most of their energy in the electromagnetic part of the calorimeter
For each selected event the invariant mass me

e
 
 was calculated by assign
ing to the hadron tracks the electron mass In Figure 
 me

e
 
 is plotted
against the emagf ratio As can be seen all the    e

e
 
conversions are concen
trated at low values of the invariant mass me

e
 
 m

e

e
 
 	 		 GeV

c


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This small value of me

e
 
 as well as the fact that the  conversions in the
m


 
 invariant mass distribution are concentrated at about 	 GeVc

 is
due to the very small opening angle  of the electron pair originating in the
   e

e
 
conversion     in this expression  is the Lorentz relativistic
factor to which corresponds a very small transverse momentum of the electrons
with respect to the photon line of ight in the case of a    e

e
 
conversion
the two pions masses adds and m


 
  m


To remove the electrons a combination of both criteria has been imposed
m electron removal the track was kept if emagf 	 	 for both tracks or
m

e

e
 
 
 		 GeV

c

for each pair simultaneously otherwise it was
rejected
The eect of the removal of the electron pairs on the m


 
 invariant
mass spectrum is shown in Figure 
 dashed line A detailed study of this
cut has shown that the loss of good  

events is negligible and that the electron
suppression eciency is higher than  ! The background due to electron pairs
is thus negligible
 Removal
As can be seen in Figure 
 dashed line there is still a smaller bump left
centered around 	 GeVc

 which is due to the socalled    K

K
 
meson
reections
The  meson reection in the m


 
 mass spectrum can be easily removed
thanks to the very narrow width of the  resonance m

  		 GeVc

 


 MeVc

 by excluding events which in the  mass hypothesis the hadron
tracks are assumed to be kaons reproduce correctly the invariant mass of the 
meson
n  meson reection removal  	 	 GeVc

	 mK

K
 
 	  		 GeVc


Figure 
 dotted line shows also the m


 
 spectrum after the  reec
tion removal As expected the bump at m


 
  	 GeVc

is substantially
reduced and the spectrum above m


 
  	 GeVc

is unaected
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Figure 
 Invariant mass distributions m


 
 after selections a  k and
m The bump in the distribution at about 	 GeVc

is due to the   K

K
 
meson reections The shaded area shows the m


 
 distribution after the
removal of the  reection cut n
 The nal  

Sample
Figure 
 	 shows the nal m


 
 invariant mass spectrum of the selected
data sample with a clear and clean  

peak The m


 
 distribution has a
long tail extending to the right of the peak  

 which is not characteristic of a
pure BreitWigner resonance lineshape    This eect as well as the various
ts to the m


 
 distribution will be discussed in the next sections All the
selection criteria applied cuts are summarized in Table 

A Monte Carlo study of the exclusive  

production using the SMC appa
ratus inclusive of the detector performance has shown that the invariant mass
distributionm


 
 is not distorted by acceptance and reconstruction eciency
eects This fact will allow to study the shape of the  

mass distribution without
introducing acceptance and eciency corrections
The nal  

sample consists of about 
 			  

s produced on polarized proton
butanol and ammonia targets and  			  

s produced on polarized deuteron
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Figure 
 	 Final invariant mass distributions m


 
 after all selections cuts
a  k m n
deuterated butanol targets For p

T

 		 GeV

c

 about   			  

s on
protons and about   			  

s on deuterons are left The nal  

statistics is
summarized in Table 

The kinematical region covered by this  

sample is shown in Figure 
   as
a function of W  Q

and x and is summarized here below
 Q

 		  	 Q

	 
	 GeV

 x   	
 
	 x 	 	
 W

  	 	 W

	 
	 GeV


The eect of the trigger acceptance on y which propagates to W

through
W

 M
p
  M
p
yE
beam
 can be seen in Figure 
   This well justies the
cut y 
 	 which given the beam energy of  	 GeV corresponds roughly to
W 
   GeV In any case events at low y have a bad depolarization factor
and are thus not very interesting for the study of the spinasymmetries Also
the shapes of the event distributions in the scattered plots are mainly due to the
 
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trigger acceptance while the kinematical bounds are set by the beam energy and
the accepted 

energy interval y interval
cut description
a Q


 		  GeV

minimum Q

b  
  mrad min muon scattering angle
c y 
 	 min 

energy fraction
d y 	 	 max 

energy fraction
e p

 

   GeVc min scattered  momentum
f  	 	 p

	  	 GeVc incoming  momentum
g primary vertex within target volume
h good beam denition
i only  hadron tracks of opposite charge
tted to primary vertex
j p
had

  GeVc min hadron momentum
k 		 	 I 	 		 inelasticity cut
l 	
 	 m


 
 	  	 GeVc

 

mass window
m m

e

e
 
 
 		 GeV

c

or electron removal
emagf 	 	
n jm


 
m

j 
  	 MeVc

 reection removal
Table 
 List of all selection cuts used to isolate the elastic  

sample

  The  

Sample  
Beam Target Number of events  	


Year Energy Material Polari all p

T
p

T

 		
GeV zation GeV

c

 
   		 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 		   

   	 Butanol C

H

OH 	   
   	 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 	   
   	 Deut Butanol C

D

OD 	   

 
  	 Ammonia NH

	   
all     
Table 
 The nal  

sample statistics
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Figure 
    

kinematics after all selections Top Q

vs W and W distribu
tions The sharp cut in the left plot at W    GeV is due to the y 
 	 cut
For the dashed line of the W distribution on the right the cut on y y 
 	 has
not been applied Events with W 
   GeV are not aected by the y 
 	 cut
Bottom Q

vs x and Q

distributions The apparently discontinous shape of the
Q

distribution around 	 GeV

is due to the prescaling of T  see section 
wrt the other triggers
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Figure 
  Invariant mass distributions m


 
 after all selections restricted
to the inelasticity interval 		 	 I 	 	 for two separate p
T
intervals p

T
	
		 GeV

c

left and p

T

 		 GeV

c

right
After having isolated the exclusive  

sample it is important to verify that
the characteristics of the reconstructed  

meson like its mass and its width
reproduce the properties of the  

meson determined in other experiments  
Figure 
  shows the nal invariant mass distribution m


 
 for two separate
p
T
intervals p

T
	 		 GeV

c

coherent production and p

T

 		 GeV

c

noncoherent production The two distributions look quite similar As discussed
in the previous section the invariant mass distribution m


 
 is not aected
visibly by acceptance and reconstruction eciency eects This allows to study
m


 
 without the introduction of these corrections
For the analysis of the m


 
 shape data obtained on the deuteron year
  and proton year  
 targets have been combined The  

s displayed in
this section have been produced on targets consisting of a mixture of dierent
nuclei H D

He

He
 
C
 
N and O
To suppress almost completely the amount of the nonresonant and combi
natorial background in the  

sample the events have been selected in a tighter
inelasticity interval
		 	 I 	 	  

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The statistics left is more than sucient for the study of the shape of the invariant
mass distribution m


 

BreitWigner Line Shape
The simplest function describing the invariant mass distribution m


 
 is the
relativistic BreitWigner BW distribution for a spin  particle pwave decay
ing into two spin	 particles and it is given by   
dN
dm


m

m
 
m


m


m

 


 m

 


m


 BW
 
m

  
 	
where m

is the invariant mass of the pion pair m
 
is the invariant mass of the
pion pair at the  

peak The width m

 depends on the momentum of the
two decay pions and is given by
m

  
 


p

p






m
 
m


 
  
p


q
m


m


is the momentum of the pions in the 


 
 center of mass
and p



q
m

 
m


is the same momentum for m

 m
 
 Apart from a
normalizaztion factor m
 
and 
 
are the only free parameters of the BW distri
bution The dependence on the width of the resonance on the momentum of the
decay pions   m

 represents the main dierence between the relativistic
and the non relativistic BW distributions The last multiplicative term in Equa
tion 
  
m
 
m

can be interpreted as a spherical form factor of the distribution
In dierent parametrizations of 
 
the
m
 
m

term has been replaced with a dipole
type form factor

   p

p




 	  otherwise it could be simply dropped
Although the various sources of background have been carefully looked at
and most of the nonresonant background has been removed in particular with
the tighter inelasticity cut 		 	 I 	 	 some background might still be
present For this reason in the parametrization of the invariant mass distribu
tion m


 
 a function describing the background has been added to the BW
distribution The background has been described with a phase space function in
terms of the two pion masses only with an exponential decrease at large values
of m


f
bg
m

 m


a
 
exp
a

m

 
 
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Figure 
  Invariant mass distributions m


 
 The full line represents a
t to the distribution of a relativistic pwave BreitWigner line shape with the
superposition of a non resonant background
where f
bg
 a
 
and a

are three adjustable parameters with f
bg
giving the back
ground fraction
Figure 
  shows the result of the t to the invariant mass distributions
m


 
 of a relativistic pwave BW distribution Equation 
 	 with the su
perposition of a non resonant background Equation 
 
dN
dm

 f
 
m

m
 
m


m


m

 


 m

 


m


 f
bg
m

 m


a
 
exp
a

m



 
The t has been performed over the interval 	 	 m


 
 	 	 GeVc


The m


 
 distribution at the Q

values covered in this analysis shows a
distortion when compared to a relativistic BW function an excess of events at
low m


 
 m


 
  	 GeVc

 and a lack of events at high m


 

m


 
  	 GeVc

 is observed ie the m


 
 distribution has a
tail extending to the right of the  

peak which is not characteristic of a pure
BreitWigner resonance This disagreement cannot be assigned simply to the
background This deformation of the m


 
 distribution is a property of the
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 

resonance and is referred to as skewing The skewing of the  

mass distribution
has been observed in the photoproduction of  

mesons and in electroproduction
at lowmedium Q

 but it is not present at large values of Q

   
The  

invariant mass distribution however is well described by dierent
phenomenological models which have been proposed to account for the non
resonant background and the  

  interference Nonresonant background is
caused mainly by reactions which produce two oppositely charged pions without
a vector meson being involved The  is a vector meson with the same quantum
numbers as the  

see section  similar mass m

 	 GeVc

 which
predominantly decays into 


 


 About  ! of s decay into 


 
and
interfere with the  

  


 
decay amplitude resulting in the distortion of the
 

line shape
RossStodolsky Model
In order to describe the distortion of the m


 
 mass shape Ross and
Stodolsky have proposed the following parametrization   
dN
dm

 f
 
BW
 


m
 
m


n
 f
bg
m

 m


a
 
e
a

m

 
 
where f
 
and f
bg
are normalization constants and the term 
m
 
m


n
accounts
for the skewing of the  

mass distribution n is called the skewing factor It
also represents an additional degree of freedom in the parametrization of the
mass distribution The second term represents the background superimposed to
the elastic events in which the virtual photon dissociates into an ensemble of
particles among them only two charged particles of opposite charge are detected
The background parametrization is identical to the one adopted before when
describing the m


 
 distribution with a BW function Equation 
  f
bg

a
 
and a

are constants which have to be adjusted Although this parametrization
is not based on a dynamical model it is suitable to describe the data
Figure 
  shows the result of a t to the m


 
 distribution according
to the RossStodolsky model The t has been performed over the interval 	 	
m


 
 	  
 GeVc

 As can be seen the agreement is much better compared
to the BW t shown in Figure 
  The value obtained for the mass of the
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Figure 
  RossStodolsky model t to the invariant mass distributions
m


 
 The dashed line describes the nonresonant background
resonance is m
 
 	   MeVc

 which is in fair agreement with the value
reported by the Particle Data Group PDG  ofm
 
 
	 MeVc

 The
width 
 
  	  MeVc

 instead is quite larger compared to the PDG value
of 
 
  	  	 MeVc

 The PDG values however refer to  

s produced
o a hydrogen target ie protons while in this experiment a target consisting
of several dierent nuclei has been used and the  

s have been produced o a
mixture of dierent nuclei Such a value for 
 
has been already reported by the
E

 experiment at Fermilab    which studied the exclusive  

production
using a nitrogen target
The broadening of the  

mass distribution might be attributed to nuclear
eects in which the  

is produced inside a nucleus and also decays inside the
nucleus Before emerging from the nucleus the decay pions undergo multiple
elastic scatterings with the nucleons inside the nucleus As a result their momenta
are smeared wrt to the original directions leading to the broadening of the  

distribution which corresponds to a larger value for 
 

The value of the skewing factor integrated over the whole Q

range is n 
	
  		 The estimated contribution from the background f
bg
 is small
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corresponding to a few ! of the events If the background term f
bg
is not included
in the t the values obtained for m
 
 
 
 and n are the same
Soding Model
In addition to the resonant production of  

mesons Soding   also considers
a nonresonant 


 
production known as the DrellHiidaDeck background
which occurs without involving the production of a  

vector meson Figure 
 
In this model the distortion of the invariant mass distribution m


 
 is
due to the interference between the resonant  

  


 
and the nonresonant
amplitude Soding has proposed the following parametrization   
dN
dm








A
q
m

m
 

m


m

 
  im
 



 B







 C  Dm

 
 
where B represents the real nonresonant background amplitude which does not
depend on m

 The two last terms C and D represent a common background
which could be also expressed with Equation 
 
After some algebra Equation 
  becomes
dN
dm

 f
 
BW
 
m

  f
I
Im

  f
NR
 
 

with
Im

 
m

 
m


m


m

 


m

 




 
showing explicitely the various contributions from the resonant BW f
 
 the
interference f
I
 and the nonresonant background f
NR
 Because of the un
certainty on the phase between the resonant and nonresonant amplitudes no
ρ
2
π
π
Figure 
  Resonant  

production resonant pion 


 
 pair left and non
resonant pion 


 
 pair production right
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Figure 
 
 Soding model t to the invariant mass distribution m


 
 full
line all the components dotted line interference term between the resonant and
nonresonant amplitudes
constraints can be imposed on the relative normalization of the interference f
I
and nonresonant f
NR
terms The ratio f
I
f
 
can be interpreted as a deformation
parameter
In Figure 
 
 a t to the invariant mass distribution m


 
 is performed
according to the Soding model Equation 
  The t has been performed
over the interval 	 	 m


 
 	  
 GeVc

 As can be seen the quality
of this t is similar to the RossStodolsky model t Figure 
  The values
obtained for m
 
and 
 
are similar and compatible with the previous t with
m
 
    MeVc

and 
 
    MeVc

 For the ratio f
I
f
 
a value of
	 		 has been obtained
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Exclusive  
 
SpinAsymmetries
In this chapter the cross section spinasymmetries A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
for the exclusive
leptoproduction of the  

meson will be presented Their kinematical depen
dence will be addressed in detail The exclusive  

physics spinasymmetries
are extracted from the spinsorted counting rates in a way similar to the inclu
sive ones Data were taken with polarized proton butanol and ammonia and
deuteron deuterated butanol targets
The spin dependence of the exclusive  

production has been studied for the
rst time by the Spin Muon Collaboration over a broad Q

range from the photo
production limit at very low Q

to the deep inelastic regime at mediumhigh
Q

 This measurement will add more insight into the  

production mechanism
as well as into its spin dependence It might also allow to deduce some spin
properties of the hadronic character of the photon at low Q

 Given the energy
of the polarized muon beam of  	 GeV the cross section spinasymmetries are
determined around hW i    GeV where at lower values of Q

the unpolarized
cross section data are interpreted in terms of a soft Pomeron exchange This study
can also bring direct information on the spin dependence in diractive processes
  Asymmetry Extraction
The exclusive  

events have been selected according to the criteria discussed in
the previous chapter Tables 
 and 
 The  

spinasymmetries A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
are extracted from the spinsorted counting rates in a way similar to the inclusive
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ones The asymmetry extraction method discussed in section   for the inclusive
analysis also applies to the analysis of the  

data and the asymmetry extraction
proceeds in a similar way
The cross section spinasymmetry for the exclusive  

leptoproductionA
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL

where both the beam and the target are longitudinally polarized is given by
A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL


lN 
 
l
 
N
k

lN 
 
l
 
N




 





 



 
fP
b
hP
t
i
 


N


N


N


N





N


N


N


N






 
In this expression N N

 is the number of reconstructed events before after
the target polarization rotation The indices
 
 and
 
 refer to the relative
orientation of the muon and proton or deuteron spins P
t
and P
b
are the target
and beam polarizations respectively f is the dilution factor which gives the
fraction of polarized nucleons to the total nucleons in the target weighed by the
corresponding exclusive cross sections This expression for A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
is identical
to Equation   for the inclusive A
LL

In this analysis the number of events Table 
 is typically a factor  	

smaller than in the case of the inclusive analysis with only few events selected
per run The data grouping of the events originating from the oppositely polar
ized target cells for dierent orientations of the target magnetic eld therefore
is more delicate than in the case of the inclusive analysis With much less events
per full or half conguration the asymmetries might become unstable and vary
signicantly from conguration to conguration See section   for the de
nition of the various congurations To prevent such uctuations more events
per conguration are needed This can be achieved by adding several runs to
gether over periods of time of stable spectrometer operation without loosing
the intrinsic biascancelling properties of the inclusive analysis For this reason
the exclusive  

spinasymmetries have been extracted using the sum and the
persum congurations instead of the full or the half congurations
As it has been the case for the inclusive analysis f and P
b
depend on the
event kinematics In order to take into account these variations each event is
weighed with its corresponding fP
b
factor see section    and Equation  
  Asymmetry Extraction  
can be rewritten as
A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL

 
hP
t
i
 


P
u
fP
b

u

P
d
fP
b

d
P
u
fP
b

u

P
d
fP
b

d

P
u
fP
b


u

P
d
fP
b


d
P
u
fP
b


u

P
d
fP
b


d

 
where the sums run over the number of selected events for each target cell gath
ered over several polarization reversals sum and persum congurations for the
target magnetic eld pointing in the direction of the incident beam no

 and
in the opposite direction 

 This expression for A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
is almost identical
to Equation  
 In this case the longitudinal muonnucleon cross section spin
asymmetries are extracted instead of the onephoton exchange spinasymmetries
and therefore the depolarization factor D does not enter in this expression
 Coherent and NonCoherent  

Production
As already discussed two dierent regimes compete in the case of the exclusive
 

production o nuclei the coherent and the noncoherent production The
coherent production dominates at low p
T
 typically for p
T
	 		 MeVc 
 
In the case of coherent production the nucleus reacts as a whole and the  

scatters elastically o a uniform nuclear eld generated by the various nucleons
inside the nucleus For larger values of p
T
 the scattering is noncoherent ie the
 

scatters elastically o one of the various nucleons in the nucleus Consequently
the nucleus is excited to a higher mass state and decays or breaks up immediately
The interacting nucleon however remains in its ground state
The transition between the two regimes occurs around a p
T
of 		 MeVc
p

T
 	  GeV

c

 for the light nuclei like carbon or nitrogen The p
T
value for
which this transition occurs depends on the atomic number A the larger the A
the smaller the p
T
 This can be easily understood if a wavelength is associated
to the momentum transfer t  p

T
 As long as this wavelength is bigger or
comparable to the size of the nucleus the various nucleons inside the nucleus
cannot be resolved and the production is coherent The two sets of  

events
corresponding to these two regimes are treated separately
Figure   shows the p

T
ie  t distribution for the selected  

s uncor
rected for acceptance and eciency losses The distribution is tted with two
exponential functions A expBp

T
 with dierent slopes for p

T
	 		 GeV

c

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  Asymmetry Extraction 	 
n is the number of the various nuclei present in the target material and the 
A
s
are the unpolarized cross sections for the exclusive  

leptoproduction o these
nuclei
Since these cross sections depend on the event kinematics and they might
exhibit a dierent Adependence as a function of Q

 W

and p

T
 the dilution
factor will also depend on the event kinematics and f  fQ

W

 p

T
 In the
W region covered by this experiment the exclusive  

cross section varies very
slowly with the energy W  Therefore it can be safely assumed that f does not
depend on W  From the hadronic interactions it appears that there is no strong
Adependence for p

T
 which suggests that also in leptoproduction this could
be the case in particular at lower Q

s where the photon behaves as a hadron
On the other hand as discussed above two dierent production regimes compete
at low and at high p

T
 Therefore f will be treated for p

T
	 		 GeV

c

and
p

T

 		 GeV

c

dierently As Q

increases the pernucleon cross section

A
A
p
increases in both the coherent and noncoherent cases indicating that a
signicant Q

dependence will remain in f 
Contrary to the inclusive cross sections very few cross section data are avail
able for the exclusive leptoproduction of  

o nuclei Most data come from the
E

   and NMC 	 experiments Exclusive  

production o nuclei has
been extensively studied in photoproduction at low photon beam energies 
 
Figure  shows a compilation of all available cross section data in the kinemat
ical range of this experiment as a function of Q

in the noncoherent region ie
for p

T

 	  GeV

c

 The data have been tted with

A
Q

  
p
A
Q



with
Q

   
 

e
Q

Q


 
which implies that for Q

  	  


black disk limit and that for Q

  
     QCD limit    This t gave Q


    GeV

 In the coherent
region a similar t gave Q


   	 GeV

 The contribution of noncoherent
events for p

T
	 	  GeV

is almost negligible compared to the coherent events
The uncertainty on Q


and on the functional form adopted lead to a rather large
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Figure  Adependence of the exclusive  

cross sections o nuclei as a func
tion of Q

in the noncoherent region of p

T

 	  GeV

 Plotted is the Q


parameter dened in Equation  The line is a t to the data according to
Equation  The data are from   E

 and 	 NMC
error on the dilution factor f which propagates through to the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
spin
asymmetry section 
In the case of the exclusive  

production there are no big contributions from
the radiative events see section  ie a  

accompanied by a  emitted by the
incident or scattered muon since the kinematical constraints inelasticity or E
cut would not be satised if the  

is not carrying all the energy apparently lost
by the interacting muon The radiative contribution has been estimated to be less
than  ! of the total cross section in    As it was discussed in the previous
chapter in the inelasticity plot Figure 

 there is evidence for a   ! to  !
contamination of the elastic sample from these radiative events This contribution
can be further suppressed by tightening the inelasticity cut cut k In any
case the fraction of radiative events in the selected  

sample is smaller than
the fraction of nonexclusive background events Given the statistical precision
reachable with the present event sample the corrections would be very small
compared to the statistical uncertainties and to the other errors and can therefore
be safely left out
 A
lN 
 
l
 
N
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 A
lN  

l

N
LL
Results
 Q

Dependence
Figure  shows the exclusive  

leptoproduction spinasymmetries A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
for the proton and the deuteron as a function of Q

for all p
T
s integrated over
the whole W range hW i    GeV In Figure  the same data are shown
for p

T

 		 GeV

c

 in order to study these spinasymmetries also in the
noncoherent production regime These A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
results are also summarized in
Table   where both the statistical and the systematic errors are reported
The spinasymmetries for the proton and the deuteron can be combined under
the assumption that the  

production in the W range of this experiment is
dominated by the two gluon exchange process and that the gluons are polarized
in the same way in the proton and in the deuteron Indeed given the Q

and W

ranges of this analysis most events come from the low x region Figure 
  
where gluons dominate over quarks If the production is dominated by the quark
exchange process which is the case at low W  then it would not be possible to
combine the proton and the deuteron data by adding the two event samples as
done in Figure 
The data show no signicant spin dependence neither for the proton nor for
the deuteron Within the measurement errors each data point is compatible with
zero The data points also uctuate around zero which indicates that even by
adding several Q

bins to increase the statistics of few data points the asymmetry
results will still be compatible with zero
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l
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N
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		 GeV

c

 The displayed errors are statistical only
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Q

hQ

i hW

i A
lN 

l

N
LL
GeV

 GeV

 GeV

 all p
T
p

T
   GeV

c

       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         
            
    
 
                
    
                
                     

p                
      
	      
                
d            
          
     
          
  
    
                    
Table   A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
results for proton and deuteron as a function of Q

for
all p
T
s and p

T

 		 GeV

c

 The rst error is statistical and the last two
systematic The rst systematic error represents the scale uncertainty of the
asymmetry result while the second one the additive part of the systematic error
which is almost equal for all kinematical bins
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 W

Dependence
Figures  and 
 show the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
spinasymmetries as a function of W

for
two dierent p

T
intervals integrated over the whole Q

range These A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
results are also summarized in Table  along with the corresponding statistical
and systematic errors
As discussed before in chapter  x 
Q

M
p

is a property of the exchanged
virtual photon 

 which is identied within the QPM with the momentum frac
tion of the proton carried by the struck parton The QPM model however does
not apply to the exclusive processes the variable x therefore cannot be directly
related to the interacting proton The variable W

instead which measures the
energy of the nal hadronic system appears to be more directly connected to the
interaction dynamics The connection between Q

 W

and x is straightforward
x 
Q

Q

W

 Hence W

is used as the second independent kinematical variable
to describe the virtual photon vertex instead of x
The A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
spinasymmetries have also been studied as a function of Q

andW

simultaneously Figure  shows the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
results for the proton and
the deuteron as a function of Q

for two separateW intervals W 
   GeV and
W 	   GeV In Figure  the same data are shown for p

T

 		 GeV

c


Figure  shows the same asymmetries once the proton and the deuteron data
have been combined
Also in this case when the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
spinasymmetries are plotted as a func
tion of W

no appreciable spineects are observed A mild trend is observed in
Figure  where the spinasymmetries increase from slightly negative values at
lower W

to zero with increasing W


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 The displayed errors are statistical only
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 
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  
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p  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	 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Table  A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
results for proton and deuteron as a function of W

for
all p
T
s and p

T

 		 GeV

c

 The rst error is statistical and the last two
systematic The rst systematic error represents the scale uncertainty of the
asymmetry result while the second one the additive part of the systematic error
The hQ

i of the deuteron data is slightly higher than the hQ

i of the proton data
because more data with the lowQ

triggers were taken with proton targets
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Figure  A
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N
LL
for proton left and deuteron right as a function of Q

for two W

intervals W 
   GeV and W 	   GeV The displayed errors
are statistical only
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N
LL
for proton left and deuteron right as a function of Q

for
two W

intervals W 
   GeV and W 	   GeV and p

T

 		 GeV

c


The displayed errors are statistical only
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Figure  A
lN 
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 
N
LL
for proton and deuteron combined as a function of Q

and
W

W 
   GeV andW 	   GeV for all p
T
s left and p

T

 		 GeV

c

right The displayed errors are statistical only
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 p

T
Dependence
The exclusive  

production depends also on the momentum transfer t between
the target nucleon and the recoiling nucleon in addition to Q

and W

 The
exclusive  

production muonnucleon spinasymmetries have also been studied
as a function of p

T
 t Figures  	    and   show A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
as a function
of Q

and its dependence on p

T
for the proton and the deuteron separately and
combined
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Figure  	 A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
as a function of Q

for three p

T
intervals of p

T
	 		
		 	 p

T
	 	 and p

T
	 	 GeV

c

for proton left and deuteron right
The displayed errors are statistical only
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   A
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T
for three Q

intervals for proton left
and deuteron right The displayed errors are statistical only
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Figure   A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
for proton and deuteron combined as a function of Q

for
three p

T
intervals left and as a function of p

T
for three Q

intervals right The
displayed errors are statistical only
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 cos

Dependence
The  

muonnucleon production spinasymmetries A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
have also been
studied as a function of the polar angle  of the decay 

in the  

cms For
j cos j 	 	 j cos j 
 	 the  

s are predominantly transversely longitudi
nally polarized Figure   shows A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
as a function of Q

for j cos j 
 	
and j cos j 	 	 for the proton and the deuteron separately In Figures   the
same data are shown for p

T

 		 GeV

c

 Figure   shows these asymmetries
after the proton and the deuteron data have been combined
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Figure   A
lN 
 
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N
LL
for j cos j 
 	 and j cos j 	 	 for proton left and
deuteron right The displayed errors are statistical only
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Figure 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N
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for j cos j 
 	 and j cos j 	 	 for proton left and
deuteron right for p

T

 		 GeV

c

 The displayed errors are statistical only
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Figure   A
lN 
 
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N
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for proton and deuteron combined for all p
T
s left and
p

T

 		 GeV

c

right The displayed errors are statistical only
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 Consistency Checks
A number of consistency checks has been performed in order to verify that no
unwanted eects have been introduced in the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
spinasymmetry results
presented in the previous section These studies include the time stability of the
asymmetries the selection criteria of the  

sample the false asymmetries etc
Figure  
 shows the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
asymmetry evaluated period by period as
a function of Q

for the   deuteron data As it can be observed the data for
each Q

bin are consistent among themselves and the dierences can be attributed
to statistical uctuations This result supports the conclusion that there are no
time dependences in the asymmetry results Similar plots have been also obtained
as a function of dierent kinematical variables and for the other years of data
taking In all cases the data divided period by period are statistically consistent
among themselves
To study the stability of the asymmetry results under the selection criteria of
the  

sample dierent selections for the  

have been compared among which
 dierent inelasticity intervals
 addition of the socalled close tracks
 dierent mass intervals
 vertex of Type  and vertex of Type  
As illustrated in Figure   for some of the tests for the proton and the
deuteron data separately the results are compatible between themselves and the
dierences are typically much smaller than the statistical errors This supports
the fact that the asymmetry results are almost insensitive to the selection criteria
adopted and that they are stable in the selected intervals
As another check of systematic eects the false asymmetries which by con
struction should lead to asymmetries consistent with zero have been computed
accordingly to the same procedure as for the inclusive data For the details on
the denition and evaluation of the false asymmetries see section   As can
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Figure  
 A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
 period by period as a function ofQ

for the   deuteron
data The errors are statistical only
be seen in Figure   the false asymmetries are indeed compatible with zero in
this plot the asymmetry scale has been expanded by a factor of  	 compared to
the other asymmetry plots
Another source of concern is the level of inelastic background in the exclusive
 

sample see Table 
 Figure   shows A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
in the inelasticity interval
of 		 	 I 	 		 as a function of Q

 This inelasticity region on the right
of the elastic peak contains mainly nonelastic events in which a slow non
detected particle has been produced in addition to the  

 As can be observed
in Figure   the asymmetries are consistent with zero within the statistical
precision supporting the assumption that the background events have no spin
dependence
 Systematic Uncertainties
The two main sources of systematic uncertainties are
  the fraction of nonelastic background events in the exclusive  

sample
it is about  ! at low Q

and increases with Q

up to about  	 ! see
Table 
 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Figure   A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
for dierent  

selections standard selections dierent I
intervals addition of the close tracks for proton left and deuteron right The
errors are statistical only
 the uncertainty on the dilution factor coming from the poor knowledge of
the Adependence of the cross section 
A
Q

 p

T

The other major sources of systematic errors are
 beam polarization
 target polarization
 false asymmetries
 selection criteria
The systematic uncertainties can be grouped into two classes scale erros and
additive errors The scale errors are multiplicative quantities which change the
scale of the asymmetry but not its signicance if  is the statistical error on
the asymmetry A then the ratio
A

ie signicance will not be aected by a
change of the scale This is of particular relevance for instance when searching
for nonzero spin eects like in the case of the exclusive  

production or when
simply trying to assess the sign of the spinasymmetry The uncertainties on the
dilution factor the beam polarization and the target polarization belong to the
class of scale errors These two classes of errors will be kept separated
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false asymmetries for proton left and deuteron right
Note the vertical scale which is expanded by a factor of  	 compared to the scale
used for the other asymmetry plots The errors are statistical only
The Inelastic Background
In the presence of background the measured spinasymmetry A
meas
diers from
the physics spinasymmetry A by
A
meas
 A

A A
Bkg

 R  

where A
Bkg
is the spinasymmetry of the background events and R is the fraction
of background events to total events R  N
Bkg
N
Sig
 N
Bkg
 with N
Sig
the
number of exclusive  

events and N
Bkg
the number of nonelastic events in the  

sample If A
Bkg
 A then the physics asymmetry and the measured asymmetry
coincide and the background has no eect on the extracted result If A
Bkg
 	
the net eect is the dilution of the physics asymmetry by the factor   R In
practice the second case is more probable In general some corrections to the
measured asymmetry are applied in order to extract the physics asymmetry
The contamination of the exclusive  

sample by nonelastic events is sum
marized in Table 
  The background eects have been studied with dierent
inelasticity cuts around the selected 		 	 I 	 		 interval and no appreciable
eects beyond the statistical uctuations have been observed As shown in Fig
ure   the background asymmetry has been found to be compatible with zero
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Figure   A
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for 		 	 I 	 		 for proton left and deuteron right
The errors are statistical only
Based on this observation it has been assumed that also in the 		 	 I 	 		
interval the background asymmetry is zero as for I 
 		 Therefore in the case
of this analysis the nonelastic background represents a dilution of the physics
asymmetry only This dilution eect depends on the event kinematics Q

and
p

T
 Given the smallness of the eect it has been included in the systematic
error bin by bin rather than correcting the measured asymmetry for the dilution
due to the background and R can be found in Table 
 
A
Bkg
LL
 R jA
LL
j with A
Bkg
LL
	 		  
A dierent approach to the background issue would have been to rst group
all the  

events according to the relative orientations of the beam and target
polarizations then subtract the number of background events from the number
of the selected  

events for the two data sets separately and nally calculate
the spinasymmetries Given the limited statistics of the whole sample however
all the data should have been combined in order to perform the background
subtraction In this case all the advantages of the biascancelling inherent in
the data grouping over short time periods would have been lost leading to the
appearance of large false asymmetries For this analysis it turned out that the
rst approach leads to smaller systematic uncertainties
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Uncertainty on f
The uncertainty on the dilution factor f is due to the poor knowledge of the A
dependence of the cross section for exclusive  

production o nuclei 
A
Q

 p

T

This uncertainty has been estimated by varying the functional form and t param
eters to the existing exclusive  

cross section data section   and Figure 
This study has given
f
f
 	  for all p

T
and
f
f
 	  for p

T

 		 GeV

noncoherent production The uncertainty on f propagates to the systematic
uncertainty on A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
as
A
f
LL


f
f

jA
LL
j 
	 
	 
 jA
LL
j
allp

T
non coherent
 
Uncertainty on P
b
and P
t
These systematic uncertainties are the same as for the inclusive analysis The
error on the beam polarization
P
b
P
b
is reported in Table   and it propagates to
A
LL
as
A
P
b
LL


P
b
P
b

jA
LL
j  		  jA
LL
j  
The uncertainties on the target polarization
P
t
P
t
are summarized in Table 
and
A
P
t
LL


P
t
P
t

jA
LL
j 
		
		
 jA
LL
j
proton
deuteron
  	
False Asymmetries
Rather than correcting the data for the false asymmetries they have been in
cluded in the systematic error Also a common value for all kinematical bins
has been assumed The absolute value of the maximum deviation from zero
Figure   has been assumed as an estimate of the systematic error on A
LL
and
A
false
LL
 		    
for all kinematical bins
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 

Selection Criteria
As an estimate of the systematic error due to the dierent selection criteria the
average of the absolute values of the maximum deviations of the asymmetry values
from the asymmetries obtained with the standard  

selection Figure   has
been assumed
A
sel
LL
 		   
This value has been applied to all kinematical bins
The various systematic errors derived in this section are assumed to be uncor
related and are added in quadrature The scale erros have been kept separated
from the other errors and
A
scale
LL
 		 jA
LL
j all p

T
 
A
scale
LL
 	  jA
LL
j p

T

 		 GeV

c

  
In this analysis the systematic error due to the background contamination behaves
as a multiplicative error diluting the physics asymmetry It has been included
however with the additive errors For most of the kinematical bins the additive
systematic errors turned out to be the same and equal to A
add
LL
 		
The systematic uncertainties are summarized in Tables   and  as a func
tion of Q

andW

 As it can be observed these errors are typically much smaller
than the statistical ones This is due to the fact that the available statistic for
this analysis was not that large compared to the inclusive analysis the statistic
available for the  

analysis is about  	

times smaller The role of the system
atic uncertainties therefore is much less relevant than for the inclusive case the
measurement of A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
is dominated by statistics For this reason the
systematic erros have been shown only in the Tables   and  and have not
been included in the A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
asymmetry plots
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Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis presents a study of the exclusive  

production in polarized lepton
nucleon scattering within the Spin Muon Collaboration SMC at CERN The
data cover a very broad range in Q

from the photoproduction limit Q



		  GeV

 to the DIS regime at medium W hW

i  	 GeV

 where the
 

production is believed to be mediated by the Pomeron exchange This kine
matical region corresponds to the regime transition between the short distance
QCD where perturbative calculations are valid and long distance QCD which
is not yet calculable At this stage the interpretation of these data can only be
phenomenological However ultimately the partially successful phenomenology
of the Regge and the VMD models is hoped to be interpreted in terms of QCD
the strong interaction
The selection of the exclusive  

sample from the recorded leptonnucleon data
has been studied very carefully The m


 
 distribution shows a deviation
from the resonance shape as described by a relativistic pwave BreitWigner
consistent with previous observations This distortion of the  

mass shape is well
described by the RossStodolsky and Soding models in terms of the interference
between the resonant and nonresonant 


 
production
The cross section spinasymmetry A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
has been studied as a function of
several kinematical variables Q

andW

 p

T
and cos

 Given the relatively low
statistics of the exclusvie  

data sample the asymmetry results are dominated
by statistical uncertainties and not by systematic ones In order to increase
the statistical precision of the measurement the data obtained from proton and
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deuteron targets have been combined It has been assumed that the exclusive  

production in the kinematical range of this experiment is dominated by the two
gluon exchange process within the pQCD models and that the Pomeron coupling
to protons and neutrons is the same in the nonperturbative models
Within the statistical precision of this measurement no spin dependence has
been observed in the exclusive  

leptoproduction o polarized protons nor o
polarized deuterons These results however do not exclude a spin dependence at
the level of a few ! Combining proton and deuteron data a value of 			
			 for A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
is obtained for Q

	   GeV

and a value of 		  		 for
Q


   GeV

 For p

T

 		 GeV

c

in the noncoherent production regime
A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
 		  		 for Q

	   GeV

and A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
 		
  		
for Q


   GeV

 The measured asymmetries indeed show a very mild trend to
decrease from zero to negative values with increasing Q

 They also show a trend
to increase from negative values to zero with increasing W 
In contrast to DIS the theoretical understanding of longitudinal double spin
asymmetries in exclusive vector meson production is limited Also the unpolar
ized case is still poorly understood Models of vector meson production based
on Regge theory suggest no spin dependence since the exchanged object is the
spin	 Pomeron    Some model approaches predict nonzero spin eects for
diractive processes in the Regge limit of s  and jtjs  	 In these models
a spinip term is added to the protonPomeron vertex    This means that
the Pomeron might not conserve the helicity in the schannel This conclusion
is especially important for the diractive scattering of polarized particles where
the complicated spin structure and coupling of the Pomeron should be manifest
Evidence for a helicity ip amplitude corresponding to the production of longi
tudinally polarized  

s by transversely polarized virtual photons comes from the
study of the azimuthal distribution of exclusively produced  

around the virtual
photon axis ie of the angular distribution between the lepton scattering plane
and the  

production plane    This eect is quantied with the  

density
matrix element r


 which measures the ratio of the spinip amplitude to the
spinnonip amplitudes in exclusive  

production
A rst theoretical study of the longitudinal double spin asymmetries based on
the odiagonal generalized VMD model suggested that these asymmetries might
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be twice as large as the corresponding inclusive ones  
  In pQCD the exclusive
process at mediumlarge W is described in terms of the exchange of a pair of
gluons thus a spinasymmetry might result from the polarization of gluons g
inside the polarized nucleon  	  This possibility has stimulated an interesting
debate whether the hard exclusive leptoproduction of vector mesons in polarized
scattering could be used as a tool to study the polarized gluon distribution g
In particular it has been suggested that the double spin asymmetry for the hard
exclusive J% production might be directly proportional to g A
LL
 gg
In principle this model can also be extended to the exclusive  

production at
largeQ

as in the unpolarized case This approach however is quite problematic
since the spinasymmetry for the hard exclusvie J% production vanishes at the
twist level and because the spinip transition amplitude between the hard
photon and the J% is also suppressed     The relativistic corrections to the
J% wave function depend on g but the predicted analyzing power is very small
A study of the double spin asymmetries in exclusive vector meson electro
production similar to SMC has been performed by the HERMES experiment at
DESY    with a much lower beam energy compared to SMC The HERMES
data cover a considerably lower range inW hW

i   GeV

 where the  

pro
duction is expected to be dominated by Reggeon exchanges HERMES observed
a positive asymmetry at a   level with no evident kinematical dependence
HERMES reported the onephoton exchange asymmetries which are obtained
from A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
after accounting for the exchanged virtual photon polarization
From the reported values A
 
 	  	   and the corresponding event kine
matics the HERMES A
lN 
 
l
 
N
LL
asymmetries are about  	   ! still well
compatible with this measurement
A data sample at least  	 times larger and a several times more precise mea
surement are required to study and understand this very interesting aspect of
diraction Such data might soon come from the COMPASS experiment at
CERN    which has recently started to take data
The main objective of the Spin Muon Collaboration has been the study of
the internal spin structure of the nucleon SMC measured the spin dependent
structure functions for the proton g
p
 
and for the deuteron g
d
 
by deep inelastic
scattering of a polarized muon beam o polarized proton and deuteron targets

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SMC was created in   to conrm the results obtained by the European
Muon Collaboration EMC on the nucleon spin that led to the socalled spin
crisis EMC found that in DIS of high energy muons on polarized protons the
quark spin contribution # to the proton spin was unexpectedly small even
compatible with zero
SMC measured the proton structure function g
p
 
in a wider kinematical range
   Q

 
	 GeV

and 			  x  	 with a better accuracy smaller
statistical and systematical errors than previous experiments The statistical
errors could be reduced not only because of a bigger amount of data taken but
mainly because of the high target polarization which was achieved by applying
frequency modulated microwaves The polarization was stable throughout the
whole data taking with a fast buildup The systematic error could also be
signicantly reduced thanks to the stability of the detectors acceptances and by
the frequent reversals of the target polarization direction with almost no loss of
polarization These remarks also apply to the exclusive  

analysis
This thesis also contains the complete data set of the inclusive SMC analysis
of the virtual photon absorption cross section asymmetries for the proton A
p
 
and
the deuteron A
d
 
 For small x the asymmety A
 
is close to zero and for large x
the asymmetry approaches unity which is in qualitative agreement with the ex
pectation for the valence quark contribution at large x Within the experimental
errors the measured asymmetries do not depend on Q

 In the overlapping kine
matical range the SMC results are in agreement with other experiments These
asymmetries were used together with the spin independent structure function F

and the ratio R to obtain the spin dependent structure functions g
p
 
and g
d
 
 The
resulting values of g
p
 
are found to be positive in the measured kinematical range
of the experiment The values for g
d
 
are smaller and also positive except for
			 	 x 	 		 where they become negative The statistical uncertainty of
g
 
is dominant at small x at medium and large x the statistical and systematic
uncertainties contribute almost equally
In order to compare the SMC results to the theoretical predictions expressed
by the spin sum rules the rst moments 
 

R
 

g
 
xdx of the spindependent
structure functions at a xed Q

have been derived Assuming that A
 
scales ie
that A
 
does not depend on Q

 the integral of g
p
 
 in the region 		  	 x 	 	
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amounts to 	 			 which conrms the EMC ndings of 	 			  The
spin dependent structure functions had to be evolved from the measured Q

to a
xed Q

 This was done by performing a nexttoleading order QCD analysis of
the world spin dependent structure function data
The EllisJae sum rule was found to be badly violated by the SMC data
both for the proton and the neutron The Bjorken sum rule was tested by leaving
jg
a
g
v
j as a free parameter in the QCD t An agreement with the theoretical
prediction at the level of  	 ! has been found In previous tests of the Bjorken
sum rule the dierence of 
p
 
and 
n
 
was compared to the predictions of the
Bjorken sum rule using the published value of jg
a
g
v
j In this procedure it is
indirectly assumed that the Bjorken sum rule is valid since the QCD tting
procedure for determining 
p
 
and 
n
 
uses the published value of jg
a
g
v
j On
the other hand by leaving jg
a
g
v
j as a free parameter in the QCD anlaysis the
verication of the Bjorken sum rule with an accuracy of  	! means that there
is nothing fundamentally wrong with QCD
The results obtained for the axial charges from 
p
 
and 
n
 
atQ


  	 GeV

are
consistent among themselves with a

 	 		 and a
s
 	   		 The
charge a

gives the overall fraction of the proton spin that is carried by quarks
while a
s
gives the contribution of the strange sea quarks The smallness of a

can
be understood by assuming a large positive gluon polarization g which aects
the measured a

through the axial anomaly a low order virtual photongluon
interaction In order to restore the quark spin contribution to its nominal value
of 	
	 g should be approximately   "h which appears to be a reasonable
value
The main goals of the recent experiments have been achieved by now Fur
ther progress in the understanding of the nucleons spin structure requires a direct
measurement of the gluon polarization g by studying the spindependent as
pects of QCD processed induced by gluons Several new experiments with the
main goal of determining g have just started to collect data
The COMPASS experiment at CERN   has started to take data this sum
mer COMPASS is a xed target experiment similar to SMC but with a much
larger acceptance and full identication of hadrons COMPASS will measure
gg in the kinematical range 		 	 x
g
	 	 with the projected precision of
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gg  	   via open charm production using a longitudinally polarized muon
beam and a polarized target The charm quarks will be tagged by their frag
mentation into D mesons and the subsequent decay into kaonpion pairs COM
PASS will also access g via the measurement of correlated highp
T
hadron
pairs   with a projected precision of gg  		 in several x
g
bins The
COMPASS experiment will also provide high statistics data for g
 
 semiinclusive
muon scattering and for the twist nucleon structure function h
 
referred to as
transversity
PHENIX and STAR are two major experiments at RHIC in Brookhaven
RHIC is the rst polarized protonproton collider ever built    Polarized
protons are provided by a powerful polarized H
 
source and could be accelarated
to high energies and stored in RHIC with the use of siberian snakes a set of
helicoidal magnets used to prevent the protons from loosing their polarization
Collisions of polarized protons have been seen for the rst time in December 		 
The RHIC experiments PHENIX and STAR will determine gg in the kine
matical range 		 	 x
g
	 	 from directphoton and dijet production in polar
ized protonproton collisions In these processes the measured asymmetries in
volve two polarized parton distribution functions for instance gx and qx
where the quark polarizations qx must come from other experiments Neglect
ing the uncertainty in qx a precision of the order gg  		 is projected
over this x
g
range
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